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FOREWORD

On behalf of the National Association for
Girls and Women in Sport, it is a pleasure-to
comniTinicate (even if in' irectly) with, you, the
people who utilize NAGWS Guides. We are
proud of our Guide publicatrons. Now, and
through the lon/ GWS "herstory," the Guides

I have . been the products of individuals with
sport- expertise and a deep dedication td the
,good of those who play. This is the timeless
promise of these little oolts".

We am very proud, d you, toe. Your efforts
have kept girls and 'women's sport programs
alive through the lean ears and are now pro-
viding the energy and direction for the fastest
growth of sport programs ever. Your continued
use of the Guides provides support to they

CAROLE A. OGLESBY
NAGWS President

With commitment
to those who play:

in that we never
change.

tire range of activities in which NAGWS is intolved on behalf of you
and girls and women everywhere. r

n 3
1:

With - the publication of this Gymnastics Guide, NAGWS contin-
ues to provide a unique service to its congtituents. To produce useful
materials in a rapidly changing sports situation is a task of immense
proitortiips. NAGWS solicits your aid in determining future direc-
tions in this publishing endeavor. The timineof publicatidns to co-- incide with Olympiads and the separation of

rules and articles into two Guides in some
. sports illustrate recent changes initiated by

users of the materials.
The publication of NAGWS Guider is de-

pendent upon the voluntary effoit of many
persons and chiefly the chairperson of the sport
Committee. Without lYelene Darst and her com-
mittee who solicited, -edited and selected arti-
cles, this 1978-80 Gymnastics Guide would
not have been possible.

FOREWORD 5

RUTH GUNDEN
Guide Coordinator
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT

The National Association'ofor. Girls and Women. in Sport is a non-
profit, educational organization designed to serve the needs of par-
ticipants, teachers, coaches, leaders and administrators in sports
programs for 'girls and women. It is 'one of seven associations of the
American Alliance for 'Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

PURPOSE

The purpose -of the National Association for Girls and Women in
Sport is to foster the .development of sports programs for the
enrichme 't of the life of the partiCipant.

BELIEFS

The N tional Association for Girls 'and Women in Sport belie'ves
that:

Sports re an integral part of the culture in which,we live. .

Sports programs.are a part of the total edui:ational experience of
the participant when conducted in educational institutions. .

Oppor unities for instruction and participation in sports appropri-
ate t he skill, level should be.iniluded in the experience of every
girl.

Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and
recreational tools-which maybe used to enrich the lives of women in
our society. ,

'n-

C.ompetition and cooperation may be demonstrated in all spcfrts
programs, although the type and intensity of the competition and
cooperatioirowill vary with the degree or level of skill of the
participants.

An understanding of the relationship between competition and
. cooperation and the utilization of both within the. accepted
'framework of our society is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participation.

Physical activgy is important in the maintenance. of the general
health of the participant.

Participation in sports contributes to the development of self-
, . confidence and to the establishment of desirable ihterpotsonal

relatiOnships.

FUNCTIONS - ...

The Nation-al Association for Girls and Women in Sport promotes
desirable sports programs through: ,-.

L.)
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1. Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards
for the administrator, leader, official, and player.

2. Publishing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and
women.

3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating
officials.

4. Disseminating information on the conduct of girls and
women's sports.

.5. Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field
of girls and women's sports.

6. Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in ordefto formulate poliCies and rules that affect the
conduct of women's sports..

7. Providing opportunities for the development of leadership
among girls and women for 'the/conduct of their sports
.programs.

N..
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS ANDVOMEN .

Standards in sports.activities.for girls and women should be based
upon the following:
1. Sports activities for girls and women should be taught, coached,

and officiated by qualified women whenever and wherever

2. Piograms should provide every girl with a wide variety of
activities.

3. The results of competition should be judged in terms of benefits
to the participants rather than by the winning of championships

. or the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organiza-
tions.

Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful supervision of the health of all players must be provided
by-
1. An examination by a qualified physician
2. Written permission' by a qualified physician after serious illness or

injury
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or

show'signs of emotional instability
4. A healthful,-safe, and sanitary environment for sports activity
5. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will
. permit players to return at reasonable hours; provision of safe

transportation.

General Policies

1. SeleCt the members of all teams so that they pla'y against those of
approximately the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place
deniands on the team or player which would jeopardize the
educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team
for more than one group while competing in.that sport during the
same sport season.

4. Promote social events in connection with all forms of com-
petition. .

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

All requests for information about services should be addressed
to: Executive Secrthry, National Association for Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1201-16th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036.
STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN- 1. 71 9



(
NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National- Coaches Council was formed by. the NAGWS to:

(1) provide a channel of direct communication among coaches
at all. educational levels

(2) assist in the formulation and dissemination of guiding
principles, standards and 'policies for concluctinicompeti-
thre sports prograins for girls and women

(3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques and
trends

(4) sponsor clinics'and conferences in sportsand coaching skills
(5) provide input from coaches to USCSC sportS committees

and representative assembly
(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered

organizations
(7) provide a united body. for positive political action in the

realm of girls and women's athletics.

Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the appli-
cation blank for specific listings;) Membership in each Academy is
ope'h to any coach of girls or women's, sports or any,intgrested per-
son. Annual dues for AAHPER members are $5.00 for one Acad-
eipy. Non-AAHPER members pay $15.00 annually for member-
ship in one sport Academy. Membership for each additional Acad-
emy is $2.00. The 510.00 non-membership fee may be applied at
any timg toward AAHPER membership.'

Get involved . .. JOIN NOW.

10 NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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NAGWS SPORTS GUIDE COMMITTEES

INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guide Comniittee is endeavoring to bioaderi
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to join us in
meeting this need. Please complete this form and fend it tothe
Associate Guide Coordinator-elect, Mary Beth Cram , Penn State
University, White Building, Unixersity Park, PA 16802

Name )
Professional:Addreks -

City State ZIP Code"

1. Check the Sport Committee(s) which would, be of interest to
you:

_Aquatics. _Fencirig _Soccer
_.._Archery ' _Field Hockey _Softball
_Badminton _Slag Football _._Speedball
_;Basketball . _Squash
_Bowling __Gymnastica Synehapnized Swimming
_Competitive Swimming _Lacrosse Team Handball

-_Cross-country Track __Orienteering _Tennis
_Cross-country Skiing ,_Racquetball _Track and Field

_Skiing Volleyball
Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Guide Committee
of yo- ur mteriit?" '

3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? _Yes _L. No
Possible tope' or title -

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides? (Please indicate sport )

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as poksible committee members or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)

Name Sport(s)-

Professional Address

Zip Code
Prospective Author (Check one)

City = Stite
Sports Committee Member

NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES INTEREST INDICATOR 13
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. Atterniative Instru-ctiopal Patterns for
Grinasticsi Classes

RUTTI ANN FAIRFIELD

Ruth Fairfield. received her B.S. degree from Springfield
College and her M.S. from-Boston-Bouve College, Northeastern
University. At present, she is a doctoral student at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at Greensboro. She began her coach-
ingicareer in Andover, Massachusetts and has since taught at
Ndrtheastern University, Wake Forest. University and UMBC

. Most recently she served as the USGF National Age Group
Program Chairperson. :

. Instructional patterns in the gymnasium are based on many
factors. What are the prime criteria by which a teacher selects the
patterns of organization' and instruction in gymnastics? Often pro-
gram content and instruction are based on programmatic regulari-
ties of unit time, number of students, amount of equipment, safety,
etc. Although these are important criteria, they should be con-
sidered only after the, critical issue of consistency. Consistency is
a quality we strive to develop in top-notch performers, and one we .
'need to adhere to. in developing instructional patterns. It is consis-
tency between beliefs about learning and students that best deter-
mines content, instructional p,attems, and evaluation: Consistency'
is a benchmark of top performance in many fields. Good programs

)

II I a I :1 11 1111 W. II . 40 . M, I. I I I

or theory, instruction and evaluation.
The following alternative models of instruction are based on dif-

ferent beliefs about learning and students. Not all beliefs are repre- .

sented, and there is some overlap in the positions. Each reader
should be able to identify the position most closely related to his/
her own. Once that belief or basic tenet is identified, several al-
ternative instructional- patterns are listed and followed by appro-
priate evaluation concepts. ;

14 you read, see if you can identify your, instructional pattern
and its consistency. Are there alternative ways that you can look at

. the concepts in gymnastics instruction and still be consistent with
your belief system? Do you utilize rotating small groups or indk
vidual choice to achieve maximum participation and involvement?

Position A: Each student will develop required fundamental
skills in allgymnastics events..
ALTERNATIVEINSTRUCTIONAL PATTERNS FOR GYM CLASSES 17
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. .
This belief is based on the assumption that all students need

identical fUndamental skills in ordej ;o reach their Taximum po-
tential in gymnastics. This belitf implies absolute progressions. If
you are a teacher who holds this belief, then your instructional

. pattern may be agonized in the following ways.:
1. Required compulsory routines on.all evertts. .
/. Required compulsory routines established by component gym-

:rustics groups. For example, the component groups might be floor
orientation (tumbling, acrobatics, and clones skills), air orientation
(vaulting; mini- tramps,' and trampoline), and swing and 'rotational
orientations (apparatus).

3. Required compulsories that are developed by key movement
themes. -For example, swinging and casting, flexibility and/or co
pression, balancing and inversion, vaulting,, rotation, and Icippine

In this position, instruction can be programmed and individual-
ized by kvels appropriate to the student's ability. The basic teaching
proceduke is, to teach the individual skills or routhr. This can be
dOne in numerous ways, including peer tutoring, media and resource
stations, or demonstration and discussion. Evaluation that encom-
passes developing these skills to perfection would be appropriate.
This implies actual judging of routines, providing interclass meet
competitions, or any other procedure that imposed a standard of ex-
cellence .on a particular skill or routine.

Position. AB: Each student will develop suitable and comparable
fundamental skills and will improve and develop individual attain-
ment in skills or routines of her choice. .,

This belief is based on the asstimption that there is a balance be-
tween whit everyone should know and the indiiidual's own develop-
ing potential. If you are a teacher wh holiils this belief, then your
instructional patterns can be organized , the following ways:

I. Design required compulsory routines on all events and allow
students to select a prescribed number of events only. Students may
design their own routines in some events.

2. Divide events into categories, tkat emphasize different compo-
nents, such as,flodenrientation, air orientation, and apparatus; then
require comp ftone; t on one of these component elements and op-
tionals on the other component areas of.the student's choice.

3. Require demonstration and understanding of the key move-
ment themes. (i.e. , swinging, flexibility, balancing, vaulting, rotation,
kipping, and strength) by performing one movement illustrating each
concept or by letting the student develop an optVnal routine that
includes two or three key movement themes that can be named, ex-
plained, and performed by the st4ent.

,*
Evaluation should include a &lance 'between judgments of a

standard of excellence and ability to demonstrate progressive learn-

111. NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



ing in accOidan9e with the student's choice of area and ability lakell
In concert with the Olympic philosophy, the athlete performs com-
pulsories for comparisons, while optionaLallo.y the athlete to cap-
italize on strengths and minimize weaknesses. In evaluation judg-
ments, tfrere should lie a balance attained by requiring minimum
level performance in some ooncepts and self-evaluation of a student's
performance in the other concepts, skills, or routines. Routines
should be performed as if the entire class were planning and present-
ing a show or exhibition. eam competition can be appropriate if
performers arm allowed to choose. the *events or key movement
themes they would like to perform. Additionally, contracting meth-
odology can be effective if a balance is attained between required
and optional contract items.

Position B: .The student will plan and administer her own pro-
gram for meaningful learning in gyinnasti The student's objectives,
however, will be. comparable to the br ad objectives for Ste gym-
nastics unit. The teacher Will be a guid and resource persoliNto aid
the student in achieving the broad goals the unit in a personally
meaningful way. -

This belief is based on the assumption that students know how
they learn best and can set up and develop their oJin learnings. If
you are a teacher whi5 holds this belief, then your instructional pat-
terns will be very personalized and can be organized in some of the
following ways:

1. Provide an open setting for the- student to eplore gymnastics
and define and develop her own objectives.

2. Provide media resources, instructional materials, and people to
allow for total persOnalization of instruction.

3. Use individual events, component elements, or`liey movement
themes as concepts to relate to developing knowledge.

For this belief, one appropriate introductory method is to devel-
a learning center composed of five or six small centers that ex-

plain the broad objectives of gymnastics and give samples of the
variety of ways in which these objectives can be met. This is one
form of exploration. Exploration can also be developed by guiding
questions concerning the various events to allow for contrast. and
comparison-of nts and other appropriate' concepts. Instructional
patterns. incluM in this belief position involve a great deal of
imaginative planning to create settings that provide stimulating
learning environments.

-Evaluation based '.on this belief would include self-appraisal and
evaluation friSni' the criterion objectives set jointly by the student
and teacher. The'stu'llent might write her own contract, write an
autobiographical account of her leanthigs and their personal mean-
ingfulness, log her own activities and insights and include 'questions

ALTERNATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL PATIEANS FOR GYM CLASSES 19
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that she and the teacher might discuss, .or demonstrate progress at
her chosen activities or concepts. Teachers whb employ this method
in settings and evaluation Will need to lie creative in discovering hoW
a student has. been 113%Ittc? integrate dhd interpret her gymnastics
learnings to movement "lifd" 'concepts. jt is this interpretation
that allows content to be personally meaningful. Evaltiatioh evolves
as subjective experience is translated and shared with the teacher
andothers. t . .

-

- Up to this point, consideration. of instructional patterns has been
based on learning related to motor and cognitive skills. Gymnastics
provides many opportunities to develop, affective objectives. Stu-
dents do face feelings of fear, lack of self-confidence; frustration,

"and also moments of high elation. Teachers can integrate affective
objectives into all of the thstructional positions, although some posi-
tions provide more emphasis on these feelings. Often; as teachers, we

.do not plan for "teachable momehts." A teacher who provides foi
choice in instructional patterns is saying-something about caring for
the uniqueness of styles of learning in his/her Glass! Affective c$
cepts are experienced by almost all persons, even .top-leirel perform-

For example, a lesson or part of a lesson can be focused on how
feelings affect learning in gymnastics. The student might be asked to
attempt a skill that she has never tried before or .to perform while
others are watching. Often we do these things in our programs and
do not capitalize ;on how understanding:these areas can be used to-
increase self-awareness, self-acceptance, confidence, and shared per-
sonal experiences. The student, after attempting tie new skill five
times, can be requested to talk with a peer about what she experi-
enced during the Live tnaLt Guiding questions might be established
before-hand or developed from the responses of the 'students. Stu- X

dents may discover that they hays common fears of the unknown;
that they feel more secure with spotting or encouragement; that
repeated trials make them less fearful and more oriented; that hon-

->dlt self-appraisal is a good criteria for selecting a new skill; or that
frustration may be caused by a lack of physical strength to perform
the skill. These kinds of general concepts can be very valuable to
increased learning and personal meaningfulness of the gymnaitics
content.

Regardless of your belief position, A, ABolor R,- iyayiety of in-"
structional patterns can be used. The vital criterion for developing
instructional patterns is consistency. The teacher must first assess
what he/she believes about learning and students in motor, cognitive,
and affective domains. This assessmentwill insure' a matchrbetween
beliefs, instructional;: patterns, and evaluation. It will' also result in
a teacher who is consistently working at becoming better.
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side Horse. Vaulting

JIM GAULT

Jim Gault graduoed from. San Jose Spate Univ"Vsity and i
,the. head coach and owner.* therHablo Gyptnastics Club,
Walnut Creek, California. lie is a member bf the USGF For-
eign Relatioris Committee and has coached US teams to Japan,
South Africa, .New Zealand, and England. He is .the.vaulting
coordinator for the USGF Junior Elite program.

, . .

Women's side horse vaulting involves a unique: comb ion of
precise skits that require a progressive system* of instruction and
learning. There are usually no shortcuts to the development of suc-
cessful vaulting techniques. Keendnimind-the basic reason for vault -;
ingfifight. By using the body and the appmptus correctly, dynamic-
ally beautiful flight can be attained. ProlPEr. emphasis .on the basis
elemehtt--the run, the hurdle step, ths takeoff, and repulsion is
necessary. If these elements are efficiently performed, a variety of
'different vaults is possible. it
The ten

a

Emphasis on correct running form is,probably the most neglected '-'
part of women's vaulting. The speed and efficiency of the approach
to the board will ultimately determine the distance and araplittideof
the flight. Running for vaultingrequires good sprint technique: (a)
a long stride with fairly high knee lift and elimination bt dny inward.
or outward rotation of the knees; (b) relaxed arms, hands, and shoul-

. ders (arms are slightly bent and move in thp direction of the run)-,'
(c) erect stance with slight forward lean; ankmost importan y, (d)
a continual buildup of speed from the start through the hur e step.
Gymnasts should practice correct sprinting during every rkout
and always take several all-out sprints down the vault runway before
actually doing any vaulting. Another method is to move the horse
out of the way and run right across the board and landing area.

The run must be free of interruption by slowing down, shorten-
*.ing the length of the stride ("chopping"), or running flat-footed.,
, These are often very difficult habits to break; and a progressive and'

repetitive system of learning is essential. .

The Kir& vs..
_

The hurdle step is the preparation movement that enables the
body, with the use of the board, to convert its horizontal momen-n ,-,
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fum ,to' an upward trajectory. There are various methods of hurdling,
but the following mthod appears to be best for developing an effi-
cient takeoff. For most vaults', the hurdle step is usually long and
low, with the traili4log moving-forward quickly to join the takeoff
lee. Both feet then ad the body to thq, board. At the moment of
d'ontact- with' the board, the body's, center of gravity is behind the
feet, allowing, for the "block" ;action which is necessary for convert-
ing horizohtal tp upward momentum. The height and position of,he
centet pf gravity over the feet during the hurdle step is adusted by
the g91nnast according to the particular vault being performed. ,

The hurdle step is acccernplished with a circular, pnderarm swing
which -occurs during the quick flight stage from the takeoff to the
bounce or "punch" from the -board. Knee lift is minimal, andlte
center of gravity stays fairly low so that maximum rebound can oc-
cur. The underarm swing is important in positioning the body. so
that arrival on the board is correctly,balanced and, controlled.

The Takeoff 'mot_
Contact with the board shOuld be before the "crown" section,

about 15" to 20" from the front edge, Legs must'flex and straight-
en very fast, as must the angle betwelthe foot and ankle. Speed of
the punch is often a critical moment, as it will determine the rise of
the

gymnasts seem Ave natural spring (faster reflexes) and can
e center of gravity thus affect the remainder of the vault.

leave the board with quickness and light/iess, while others must prac-
tice the takeoff over and over. Punch drills after workouts can be
very helpful. ..

Different vaults require different angles of takeoff, which the
gymnast learns as she begin nderstand how each vault differs
in technique and direction. Mo importantly, regardless of the angle
of takeoff, the body' must m tain tightness, especially through the
lower back and hip area. -,

Repulsion

That explosive moment when the hands leave the horse is knoWn
as repulsion. The height and distance'of the afterflight is determined
by*the force and length of the repulsion phase. These elements are
greatly affected by the speed of the run and hurdle, the speed and

"angle of takeoff, aid the amount of muscular tension through the
length o the body.' For handspringslind other inverted yaults, gym-
nasts sho d pradtice repulsion drills, such as `.hand bounce" exer-
cises on e floor. Any such -exercises require careful attention to
head position (head betWeen the arms) and tightness of the body.
22 c") NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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The Handspring Vault ,

The handspring vault if now generally used as a lead-up skill in
preparation for the more difficult twisting and so.e.-ulting vaults.
There are two different methods of performing this vaat-. The gym-
nast should be able to perform either variation or at least understand
the difference when selecting an appypriate optional vault to use in
competition. , '.
Method 1Balanced flight handspring

This vault is`performed with both pre- flightand after- t being
fairly equal in height and distance. The takeoff.angle is cl ser to ver-
tical? with rotational momentum of the body somewha slower so
that the gymnast does not turn over too fast. She should contact the :,
horse between 55° and 65° from the horizontal, with her'hands on
top of the horse. for maximum amplitude and distance in the sec-
ond flight phase, she should leave the horse after she has passed the
vertical at between 100° and 1.Z0°. This technique is important in
le g suck optional vaults as the 1/2 twist on-34 twist off, the 1/2 .

twist n-1/2 twist off, anckthe 1/2 twist onfull twist off.

Metpod 2Low on High j, high off flight 1

The technique -of- performing this vault is important in develop-
ing the skills -involved in learning the newer and more difficult op-
tional vaults, such as {tie Yamashita, the O'Shaw (Tsukahara), hand-
spring fronQomersault etc. The critical difference is the angle and
speed necessary from the board to the ,horse. The gymnast must
keep to hurdle step dawn aniLinta the board so that her center of
giavity is somewhat forward. This enables Nero be much more di-
rect in her flight to the horse. Hand contact is toward the front top
edge of the horse (but not on the front side); and her angle at
contact may be between 35° and 45°. Her body is rotating faster, ""
and she leaves the horse slightly more toward vertical, allowing her
off-flight to be considerably higher and farther than ill Method-I.
The gymnast now has time to perform coipplex twisting and somer-
saulting movements during the afterflight phase of the vault.

The. Twist Op% Twist Off Vault

This vault is best perfoimed by using handspring method 1. The
gymnast must understand that the 1/2 on-1/2 off is a balanced flight
handspring with a slighrtwist on each side. The twist is initiated
from the shoulders just as the gymnast leaves the board in an ex-
tended, stretched body position. It is not a,vigorous twisting action;
she doe not hive, to "throw" a twist. With a balanced flight herdoe

t fists with the upward portion of the flight, the twist being..
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comple d just as the body begins its downward direction. A sim-
ilar act n occurs as the body leaves the horse, wish the/twist now
being tiated subtly from the hips.

It essential that the gymnast keep her body. in proper align- .
men no lower back arch, head between arms, chest angle open
(chest angle = angle' between arms and chest), legs together-land
does not over rotate the first flight.

The 1/2 twist onfull twist off uses basically the same te ique,
except the on-flight- is slightly lower, and the repulsion/t isting

ase, from the horse will be a little more vigorous. The arms should
be epl upiduring the full twist, as the body can twist effectively
in th position if it is held tight and sufficient twist action is in-
itiated emeriiber, the twist does not have to be "thrown."

ThgAiccepted technique for the above ...vaults now requires that
the tw's continue in the..same direction,le., a 1/4 twist on to the
horse twisting toward the left will continue twisting to the left as
the body leaves the horse. This will give the appearance of a twist
occurring in two different directions;' since the gymnast is passing
from an upright to an inverted position.

The Handspring Full Twist

Handspring method 2 is generally recognized as the preferred
technique for performing this vault. This is a more dynamic and
explosive type of vault. The full twist action begins after the gym-
nast leaves the horse (probably Ito 12" from the horse). The
bcidy assumes 'a slightly contracted or "hollow's-position and then
stretches out to a straight body (not arched) as the twist is initiated.
If theegymnast twists to the left, her right a will drop downward
and across her body toward the opposite p. Her left arm will
stretch upward (not befla and backward in the direction of the
twist. The twist occurs quickly yid should b completed- at the top
of the arc (body at horizontal) in the afterfli t. The gymnast raises
her right arm back to vertical as she descends the mat,

Finishing- the twist effectively depends a eat deal on the tight-
ness within the body and the direction of the afterflight. Sin'ce twist-
ing on the vertical akis will.increase rotation around the horizontal
axis, the gymnast cannot over rotate the on-flight portion of the
vault. If she dOes, she will usually over rotate the second flight and

. step or fall forward upon landing. A good lead-up drill is to learn
handspring method 2 to a flatlback drop position on a foam pad.
A trampoline placed behind tie horse can also be used.to learn
this skill. If the gymnast hits her heels first, she is arching.or turning
her body over, too rapidly. An effective twisting drill is to practice
back drop, full twist', back drop on the trampoline utilizing the same
arm action described above.
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Integrate Knowledge and

Comnlirriicate

GED.RGE McGINTY

George McGinty received his A.B. degree from the Uni-
versify of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, his M.Ed. m the Uni -
versity of ,Maryland, and is presently completirtg ork on his
doctoral degree at the University of North Caroli Greens-
boro. He has taught and coached men's and wom n's Opines--
tics...on -the elementary, secondary, and colle e levels since
1957. Currently, he is Associate Professor of Physical Edu-
cation and-Women's Gymnastics Coach at Towson State Uni-
versity, Baltimore, Maryland. Since his tenure at Towson
State, beginning in 1966, the women's gymnastics team has
been nationally rated several times.

Excellence in teaching gymnastics depends on many things be
yond the willingness of the teacher and performer to be,successfuL
Integration of kinesiological concepts and mechanics, kirledge of
the physiological and anatomical aspects of the individual, and
understanding the psychological attributei of a given performer pro-
vide the teacher with distinct adtrantage which can lead to in-
creased teaching pe ance levels. With these foundations, the
teacher can implement knowledge in logical sequences relative to the
individual learner. Thus, the dogma of "h -to" secrets can be
abandoned in the teaching of gymnastics skills:

It is far more beneficial for the teacher; and student to convey
information to each other based on knowledge. This process re-
quires communica4io' n supported by those aspects mentioned above.
Obviously, the processes and methodologies of imparting and gain-
ing knowledge toward gymnastics improvement are as numerous as
they. are effective. Each teacher needs to encompags different tech-
niq'ues suitable to the wide variety of persons being taught.

Knowledge ei Mechanics
Vv.

Knowledge in physics and kinesiology permits the teacher to
understand and apply the principles necessary for the execution of a
specific skill, i.e., a forWard hip circle. The mechanical execution of
a forward hip circle, however, is not concerned with the "correct
form" demanded in competitive gymnastics. Instead, mechanical
execution allows the teacher to depict the relationship of weight,
INTEGRATE KNOWLEDGE AND COMWIJNICATE
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distributions, force, and speed and the rotational factors and balance
required for a specificperformer. Mechanical principles will Rot pro-
vide the teacher. with absolute answers to*perfect and correct. form
..for any movement pattern! Buj they will assist the teacher in solying
problems required in tht execution of skills patterns.

Individual Differences

Human beingi, while having similar..physiological and anatomical
aspects,'are all differentFor example, two gymnasts with identical
'morphologies can vary iireatly, in flexibility, strength, power, antici-
pation time,-dreaction time, Movement time, and, balancing ability.

Physical physiological readiness to learn gymnastics skills plays'
anninportant- part in learning..Gymnasts have varied lea'els of endur-
ance in. their cardiovasFular-respiratOry'systems; they have different
levels of strength in individual muscles%ss well as their numerous
muscle systems; and they Kaye tremendous differences in ranges of
motion 'around the joints of the bOdy. The question.shdpld not be
hoar, a teacher 'calf teach two different persons the, same identical
gymnastics skill. Instead, the concern should be how a teacher can
teach the underlying principles of 'a specific gymnastics skill to two
different Persons. Skills need to fit: th person rather thanthe person
fit the skill. Understanding the principles of movement and the dif-
ferences in . persons will enhance teacher effectiveness with the
gymnast. .

The glide kip can be used, to illustrate possible physical diffe-
ences in two gymnasts with similar morphologies.Assume that gym-
nast A and gymnast B are equal in all physical aspects except flexi-
bility. Gymnast A has excellent rangepf motion in all body joints.
Gymnast. B has ;limited shoulder; abdominal, and leg flexibility.
The teacher may teach both of these gymnasts the glide kip with
identical principles of movement, but the results will be quite dif-
ferent. Gymnast A will be capable of performing a glide kip with a
long, strpiched glide, a fast closing of -the body with the hip angle
reduced almost to zero, and a strong upward-outward ro tion and
lift for the ac p. Gymnast B, due to flexibility pro ms, will
halm a shorter'lYlei with a sharp angle evident in the shoulders, .a
slower closing of the bOdy with the knees flexed, and a reoptninc
of the body for the kip with more outward and downward rotation
and lift. Until gymnast B increases her flexibility range, her glide kip
will be less efficient and will not meet the standards of form de-
manded in competitive gymnastics.

Psycholcsieal Attributes

The psychological attributes of a given individual create definite
effects that result in various_ levels of performance. The influences
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that result *from intrinsic and extrinsie- factors an dominate the in-
dividuat from within. Ever-increasing influencea,from social faCtors
and group dynamics also play an-important-role in.the development .

of skills performance. The importance of a vcirki4knowledge. 9f in-.
dividual and social ,iychologi. canhol be niegleotedi This iS Where'
the founilation for motivational.Processes..can -j)r f011pq and imple-
mented to t the gymnast in "aftaining.greateciPtifferinarice tevels..

Motivation factors can he either intrinsiccor,exttinsic in nature;!
IntrinAc moth, ris should4uro4ke PlimarY influences for excef-,,,

r lence in. performance, :simply -because they, tetrad to be long fasting:
The factors of "I enjoy, I feel.good, I like the persbnalthallenge of

; doing", when performing gymnastics-skilli!"usirally haye a' more en-
during influence than external, factors suclfas winning first place or
tte . pbssibility of ceiving 'a rifedab However, extrinsic influence*
have frequently n -the , prim motivation for gymnasts, e.g.,

ythalcing the Olympic team or ofing 3-2."voints as an aTharound ins
partieufar competition.' , . ,

_, The - teacher should make every effort to discover what type.of
..

altuatiOns and objettives' motivate each individuargymnat. In doing
,-- so, 'the teacher will find tat 'influences' from both internal and

external ctors will dominate . . -.. .,!.--: t indifferent situations.-
t br -exa ple, a' gyinriait ma , e initially invOlved with gynl-

; niitics % cause' it looks like :': . AiOonth later, she !nay continue
., thespoKt because aft, wants tO.Afilelt proiiCiency in- performing cer-

tain skills. Two months later, she milyTWant tolnake the competi -'
fffiitteam. Four months later, she may wanIrtó-irichgr the bar.team.
Five months later, she may Contiture, gymnastics Mainly because of
her feeling for the, coach or team. -Eight months liter, she may real-
ize that gymnastics is a strong paftfof her inner self, and she contin-
ues ot.(Ahe-sitisfaction-dgivel ft om performing physical
skills. The use-bfirafferent motivational techniques by the teacher
will epend on thelaifferent situations, iri which die gymnast places
herself. Whether inernaFgr external in- nature, the factors invOrved

, in ntotivation will generally be in specific Aituations. What motivates
in one situation will fall flat in another. Thusr.the teacher neediter

' -know and understand the psychology of the individual gymnast f6
attain better pefformailce results. ; t' ' / '. ( , 0 ,

4 .
Habit and Success

Dominant responses often are called, "well-le ed habits." A
portion of th ominant 'habit development within the gyrnnast will,
beccime 'the onsibility of the. teacher. If the teacher iS a sound
technician communicate with ,fie gymnast, proper execu-
tion of can be realized, assuming the perfOrrner is ready to
learn the movement, both physically and mentally. Readiness means
INTEGRATE KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNIcAtE 26, 27
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. that the gymnast has the necessary strength, flexibility, endurance,
and prior skills mastery required for the learning of new skills. In
addition, mental readiness assumes proper motivation, control of
fear, and the understanding of how the skilLis to be performed with-
in the gymnast's physical capabilities. 5-

The development of dominant skills responses comes with repeti-
tion in practice. The teacher and gymnast work together in building
a new skill; that is, they communicate while the skill is being
learned. As long as satisfactory progress is being made toward-proper
execution of the skill, the teacher should encourage continued prac-
tice. The gymnast will be building a proper "learned habit" se-
quence. As the gymnast continues to build habit strength with prop-
er and correct execution, the dominant habit will begin to develop.
However, what happens when the gymnast constantly executes the
skill incorrectly? Frequently this happens when the gymnast lacks
the necessary readiness, has trouble communicating with the teacher,
or has a "bad day in the gym." Too many times the teacher will
permit thg gymnast to continue skills practice incorrectly with the
philosophy that the gymnast.needs to work the skill out herself.
This is nonsense!

Continued incorrect skills practice without progress toward prop-
er execution builds an improper dominant response habit. The gym-
nast actually develops an incorrect well-learned habit! When the
gymnast continues to practice a skill without improvement in sound
execution techniques, the teacher should have the gymnast cease
practice of that skill until a better readiness level is reached. Why
build bad habits that will show up later in competition routines or in
learning new skills? It seems logical to have gymnasts practice skills
as long as progress is being made toward correct technical execution.

Conversely, skills pfactice should cease when no progress is evident.

Communication

The gymnast and teacher need to be able to exchange ideas and
thoughts without hesitancy. The teacher should be able to com-
municate with the gymnast using logical sequences to explain exe-
cution techniques. It is vital that the gymnast understand what the
teacher is saying. It is equally vital that the teacher understand what
the gymnast is saying and feeling!

How often, for example, during tumbling practice, have coaches
told the gymnast of numerous faults in execution after every pass?
How can the coach'expect the gymnast to remember multiple faults,
much less make corrections for each fault? And if there are several
coaches working the same gymnast simultaneously, or separately,
and if each coach is offering different corrections for faults, how can
the gymnast possibly figure out which correction is right? Unfor-
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tunately, what one ends up with is a rather confused and frustrated
gymnast! Actually, there is no need to fill the gymnast's head with a
multitude of things to do. Execution implementation and fault cor-
rection should occur logically.

Assume the gymnast is in excellent readiness to begin learning the
front handspripg. Assume aLsoi that the teacher 'has explained the
mechanics of the handspring in sequential -order and that the gym-
nast has a clear understanding of how the skill will work. After the
first attempt to perform the handspring, the teacher should not tell
the gymnast that she did four things wrong; the teacher should
watch the gymnast attempt the skill numerous times without com-
ment. If this is done, a pattern of execution will emerge, allowing
the teacher to analyze mechanical problems. At this point the teach-
er may ask the gymnast, "what do you think you are doing" or
"what do you feel as you do the skill?" The answers giveti by the
gymnast are important feedback from the performer's point of view.
This information can give ,the teacher the cue needed to begin exe-
cution correction. Suppose the gymnast tells the teacher that she felt
a very rapid rotation and loss of contibl. The teacher has observed
the gymnast attempting the handspring with bent legs, bent arms,
slow push off the floor with the hands, and the body somewhat in a
tuck position. Obviously the teacher can tell the gymnast numerous
things to do, but which would be most important to correct first?
The teacher can ask the gymnast how to slow down the fast rota-
tion. The gymnast might possibly reply, "make my body longer and
tighter." This, exchange of information is sound and should do much
to -eliminate the numerous flaws of this .handspring. More import-
antly, the correction made is positive! Nothing was said about what
was actually done but, rather, what needs to be done. Furthermore,
the gymnast participated, in examining what could make the skill
work better. Instead of confusing the gymnast with numerous cor-
rections, the teacher, by communicating with the gymnast, made
known one major point for improvement. The teacher actually said
little, confusion was avoided, the exchange of thoughts was evident,
and important feedback was provided the gymnast. Granting that

(the example giveitls sin2plified, the process of communication using
shared knowledge is a point worthy of consideration by all teachers
and coaches.

Summary

The type of teachiip.philosophy discussed in this article ob-
viously does,not suit the 'toss and catch" coach. Coaches who use
this method are not interested in the process of learning and acquir-
ing gyinnastics"skills. Their interest is the end result. In the long run
it is the gymhist who suffers, mainly because large numbers of gym-
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oasts end up dropping the activity. It seems more logical to turn peo-
ple on to the sport. This can be facilitated by teaching with a logical
approach based on the integration of mechanics, individual differ-
ences, and psychological attributes of the gymnast. The communica-
tion between the teacher and gymnast permits the exchange of ideas
and thoughts based on knO-wledge. In this respect, the gymnast be-
comes more than a performer of skills. She is more able to assume
responsibility for her own actions and decisions. Gymnastics then
becomes one of the tools that affords growth toward maturity and
adult life.
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Body Waves and Contraction

. for Gymnastics

MARGARET PAPPALARDO

Margaret Pappalardo received her B.S. and M.S. degrees in
physical education from Indiana. State University, where she
was a gymnastand later assistant coach. She ii coordinator of
all dance and gymnastic activities at Boston State College. As.
Gymnastics Chairperson for the Boston Board of Officials she
is training USGF-NAGWS officials in ,the grAter Boston area.
She is Co-Director of Eastern Gymnastic Academy, Lynn, MA.

Fluid use of the spine is essential to a supple and dynamic.presen-
tation on the beam and in floor exercises. It is important that the
contractions include the pelvic area and are not isolated in the upper
spine. Good dance technique is essential in attaining proper control
of the spine to aid in all gymnastics movements and allow for the
controlled contraction anck release movements that separate the ele-
gant gymnast from the novice. Every gymnast should be involved
in a dance technique class at least once a week and lave the basic
principles reinforced every day by her coach.

Forward Body Waves

Tht forward body waves consist of a fluid motion from a round-
ed starting position, through an arched position, ending in a
stretched hollow chest position. This is executed by beginning inthe
starting position, (Figure 1) pushing the knees forward (Figure 2),
thighs forward, pelvis forward, rib cage forward into an arched posi-
tion of the spine (Figure 3), with the head and arms finally coming
forward to finish in the stretched hollow chest position {Figure-4).
This is easier to practice at the bane' or by plicing one hand On the
beam to aid in balance. The simultaneous arm motion is to bring the
arms forward, down, back, and up to the original positi6n. Having
students practice only the arm motion first is very helpful. _

The following exercise suggestions for teaching the forward bo:ly
wave are done to a time waltz rhythm after the basic technique is
mastered.

1. Count 1, step forward on the right foot into the rounded start-
ing positfon. Count 2, wave through to the arched position. Count 3,
stretch to the erect hollow chest position. Step forward left on the
first count of the second measure and repeat the process. When first
BODY WAVES AND CONTRACTION FOR GYMNASTICS 31
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Figur* 1. Starting Position.
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_Eigdis 2. Pushing knew forward.

Figure 3. Ardwd position. Figure 4. Stretched "dna position.
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teaching this exerciie, you can use two measures or six counts for
each, sequence. It is also beneficial to move one measure and rest in
preparation for the next measure. With this technique mastered, it is..
interesting to step forward, on each count of the measure while per-
form' g the body wave as in the study that follows.

Count 1, step forward right into starting rounded position.
E nt 2, step forward left into arched position. Count three, step

rward right into the stretched position. Repeat the sequence in re-
verse left, right, left.

Forward body wave with half turn. The 1/2 turn body wave is exe-
cuted the same as a simple squat turn. As. the body turns from back
to front, the knees lead the thighs, then the pelvis,,rib ca , and
finally arms to finish in a hollow position. Place the left foot front
of the right in fifth position, S t the weight forwar om the
rounded position while perform' a 1/2 squat turn to the right on the
balls of the feet. Teaching the udent to end in a hollow position
provides the most secure landing.;This is especially true whef?...per-
forming-a full turn body wave on the beam. .

Forward body wave with full turn. Place the left foot across the
right foot, shift the weight forward from the rounded positi to
the arched position while performing a full squat turn to the t;
continue turning from the arched to the hollow stretched' post n
as you complete the full turn. The balanced position is extremely
important in this turn, which is a superior -difficulty move on the
beam. -. N.0

Reverse Body Wave

The reverse body wav begins in a hollow position and continues
backward through an arch position, down, and upward to the hol-
low position. Start in the s tched hollow position. Lean back with
head and arms (Figure 5) hile tilting pelvis back so sp ss in
arched position (Figure 6). ontinue down and back as fingertips
brush floor (Figures 6, 7, 8), and continue up (figure 9) to the
stretched hollow position (Figure 10). The same exercises may be
repeated with the reverse body wave when the technique:_ is mas-
tered.

Exercises to improve body waves include the following:
Cat back. Student is on floor in .a hands and knees position. As

head is raised, the spine is shifted into an arched position. Head is
tucked to the chest, and the spine isrounded with the pelvis tucked
under as much as possible. These are the two extreme, positions of
the body wave. To strengthen the muscles involved, one student can
press down on the back of the other student while she is executing
the exes,cise.
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Figure& Starting position.

Figures 6, 7, & Ardwd dropping Position.
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Figure 9. Lifting position.

Figure 10. Sur:Weld warring position.

Stationary pelvic tilt St, lading in proper alignment, shift pelvis
forward and head back as you assume an arched position. Reverse,
shifting pelvis back and hollowing chest. .

Locomotor pelvic tilt. Standing in proper alignment, step forward
on the right foot into the hollow positiop, then step forward on the
left root into the arched position.

Forward body wave to time stepping' on the first or accent
beat. step arch contract

Count 1 Count 2 - Count 3
Forward body. Nave to time stepping on each of the three

beats. step, step, step,
arch, contract arch, contract arch, contract

Count 1; Count 2 Count 3
Note: Figures 1 through 4 indicate sequence of the forward body.

wave.
Figures 5 through 10 indicate sequence of the reverse body
wave. ,

t.
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)Kathy Tibbetts is a graduate of State University College
of Buffalo and was a member of the 1968 U.S. Olympic Team
and 1971 National Collegiate Champion. She presently coach-
es her own team, the Niagara Frontier Gym Club, in Niagara
Falls, New York, For the past two years ;fie has been a gym-
nastics instructor at Niagara County Community College.
Kathy is also the present USGF Regional Age Group Develop-
ment Director for Region VFand in 1976 served as the USGF
National Age Group Development Director.

Rhythm is the controlling but active force' in any movement.
Many coaches realize that the rhythm inherent in a specific skill,
when executed correctly, facilitates the ease of execution of that
particular skill. Yet many coaches overlook the importance of estab-
lishing sound, logical rhythmic patterns when composing a balance
beam routine.

Motion created by the body establishef rhythm through the use
of space, the amount of energy used, and the duration of time..
Space is relatively limited on a beam so effective use of dynamics
(change in rhythm) and quality of movement is essential. Energy
'should flow through one harmonious rhythmic pattern into another.
This produces continuity in &routine. Because of the relatively short
time it takes to complete a tieam routine, the correct use of quality
and dynamics cannot be stressed enough. The following list of ele-
ments of movement interspersed at logical places keep the routine
from becoming monotonous and boring.

Five basic elements of movement, or the way the force of energy
is applied, follow.

Swinging Movement. In swinging or pendular movement the
impulse is noticeable, the momentum is continuous, and the follow-
through unrestrained. Swinging movement is executed by the arms,
legs, head, and/or torso moving in limited fashion in various arcs,
from one plane to another, or in any direction. The moving part or
parts may sway from side to side or rock forward or backward.

Sustained Movement. In sustained movement the impetus and
completion of movement are not easily discernible. The -muscle
groups involved are equally balanced in force, resulting in a fusion
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of the impulse and the f011ow-through--comparable to a slow motion
camera.

Percussive Movement. Percussive movement shows a marked im-
pulse with a completely checked follow-through. It is staccato in
quality and is executed against resistance. Any part of the body may
be involved in the use of percussive mcipment_The body-may move
percussively in a sharp, forcefulo lashing movement as though strik-
ing something; in a sudden and dynamic shifting of the body posi7
tion; or in an abrupt tensing of certain parts of the body.

Vibratory Movement. In vibratory movement the impulsei occur
so rapidly that the contractions and relaxations come very close
together. The sharp, powerful impulses exert0' with extreme in-
ten.y against the resistance 6f the body itself or of surrounding
space give the effect of repetition and produce a shaking, quivering,
or tremulous quality of movement. Obviously this type of move-
ment could not go on indefinitely, or the-muscles would become
fatigued and cease to function.

. Suspended Movement: Suspended -movement, though not static
in quality, is characterized by a momentary interruption of the
continuity of movement. In this type of movement a lower part of
the body becomes a stationary.axis that supports one or more parts
to be suspended above it. It is initiated with a marked inipulse, so
that movement continues until certain parts of the body reach their
peak of eleyation. At this point the essential forces are so balanced
that movement appears to stop completely. Actually the movement
is prolonged, bringing about an eitualization of forces -required to
maintain-..the suspension. After this delayed follow-through, the-sus-
pended pad" -.4ir parts return ip the original position or continue with.
.a new moiement.'

Establishing a basic rhythmic pattern and employing variation
within the rhythmic structure produces a dynamic and-interesting
routine while lending a logical progression on which to build.

It is extremely useful to familiarize students. with these five
elements of' movement. By breaking students into groups and hav-
ing them make up their own examples of various types of move-
ments, theyl can later use these movements in combination to pro-
duce varied and interesting rhythmic patterns. This will allow them
to gain a better understanding of how a beam routine can be en-
hanced by effectiliely using various dynamic movements in a rhyth-
rnic pattern They may also use their existing routines and inter-
sperse these`, five types of movement at appropriate intervals.

Norris, Dor thy and Shiner, Reva P. Keynotef to.Modern Dttnce. Minnea-
polis, MN: Blogess Publishing Co., 1965. p. 31: ' `
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Because every student is unique physically, emotionally, and
mentally, rhythmic patterns will vary from individual to indiv-
idual. An energetic twelve-year-old will probably employ, a faster-
paced beam routine with dynamic and percussive movements at
more frequent intervals than her more mature and docile seventeen-
year-old counterpart.

..This is why a basic understanding of rhythm and dynamics of
movement is crucial to the gymnastics coach. It is the coach's duty
to bring out and enhance each individual gymnast's -.personality as
she performs. Just as rhythm is evident in all aspects of life, each
gymnast also has her own stylized rhythmic pattern. When under
control and used in logical progression, it insures regularity, unity,
and harmony in a balance beam routine.
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Forward 11/2 Front Somersault Vault

WILLIAM B. VALENTINE

William D. Valentine, (Bill) is a native of Shreveport, La.,
with a B.A. degree from Texas Christian. University and .en
M.S. degree from George Williams College, he is Director and
Head Coach of the Arlington Gymnastics Club and teaches in
'the Physical Education Department at the University of Texas
at Arlington. He has coached gymnastics for 17 years and has
had many national competitors and National Champions. The
latest is Lisa Cawthron, the .1977 Elite National Vaulting
Champion.

. . .

The hansIstrin* vault with 1% front somersault in the afterflight
is an tottrnaticioal class skill that is difficult, to execute and con-
trol propdtly.. Because of the difficulty in execution and control
and the inherent injUry hazards of this vault, the coach must take
certain precautions and considerations into account before teach-
ing this skill, while teaching this skill, and even after the skill hat
been 'taught andclearned by .the pexformer. These precautions and
considerations should be constantly kept in mind 3nd applied by
those teaching this vault. .

The first consideration in teaching the handspring wit 14.1pont
somersault is the gymnast who is learning the skill. She ffogo be of
the advanced level with experience in all eliesnts and the slOty.to
control her body and to perform under pressuie. She shonlilbe a
fast, powerful runner, with good dynamic Clocking ability. In other ,
words, she shauld bean expellent vaulter with the ability to perform
many advanced' level vaults, especially the handspring (Vault 3, FIG
Code of Po/nil:for Women) and the Yamashita (Vault 4, FIG Code
of Points for Women), with obvious dynamic rise of the hips and
body in the aftbrflight of theyault and the ability to land with con-
trol and lightness. . r*

The next consideration, and fine as important as the fast,power-
ful run, dynamic blocking, and controlled landing, is the gymnast's
ability to do front someriIult,i. She should be quick in her front
somersaulting and have good-kinesthesia (movement perception).in

"Ibis article is concerned 'with the teaching; spotting, and safety aspects of
Vault 19, Group IV. (Viatiwith turns around the horizontal axis) in the
International Gymnastics Federation Artistic Gymnastics for Women Code
of Points, 1975 edition. 1;
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forward. rotation. around the horizontal axis. If the gymnast has the.
bisic :abilities,.the, cOickmay. train her to develop a fast, powerful
run, dynamic: 6lockink;,:contr011ed landing, and somersault aware-
ness, but it. must be: dbne.thorOughlY and learned properly, or the
vault. should nOt be tanglitr

.

A .clear: -distinctiOd.`'must be made between the single rotating.

front somersault from feet 'to feet, the double rotating front somer-
sault from feet to. feet,..the 16h rotating front somersault from feet
to hands, and the..onemkitli which thit article is concerned, the 11/2
rotating front sornersiult.from hands to feet. lithe gymnast has the
ability. to execute .thee frbiit somersault with quickness of rotation
anti' movement pereeption'and.to open and land on her feet with
sureness of control, tfienshe:can. be trained in the double front
somersault. Excellent training aids are the trampoline, mini-tramp,.
vaulting .board, and most definitely an overhead spotting rig, Start-
ing with the trampoline, the. gyinnait is.trained to execute the dou-
ble frodt, feet to feet; Ari a spattirig.belt using the overheactrig. She
shOUld learn'the.Sicilfsecurelyon thpfrainpoline and work at it until
the belt can be remoyedand she can execute:the Skill without fault.

. The next step in thefprogression would betolearn the double front
'somersault from the mini-tramp*.i.or vaulting board, again using the
overhead spotting rig plus the addition, of-...!ajiatidspotter and a good
landing mat and 'crash, pad: Whenithe gYmnast. is able to execute the
-double frOnt somersault off the yaultingtoard.with quickness and
sureness and without the aid of .either"the spotting rig or hand-

' spotter,,then she is ready to move to the lifintritself.
.. . .: . . . . ., . .

. One very good way to start the gyrnnastr. Oritigs vault is to use an
overhead: traveling spotting rig, the basi it4nblin7 spotting belt and
mini-tramp, one spotter handling the ropes of the overhead rig, and
one. spotter behind the horse to assist' the 'gymnast in rotating and
landing. If a traveling rig is not available: then there should be two
spotters behind the horse, one to help in the rotation and one to
assist', the gymnast in landing. A quick, responsive vaulting board,
may be preferred over the mini-tramp: Among the advantages of the
mini-tramp. are that the gymnast will be able to practice many more
v ults with les. stress and wear on her legs and she will not have to.
.ccij. cOtrate quite as much on running an good board contact. If a
m tiamp is not iyailablp, then the trampoline can be used in die
following manner. Elevate; one end of the trampoline 12" to;24".
Pike the horse at the 'Other encl. By using the trampoline as the
impetus for the preflight, the gymnast can learn the rotation of the
1 4front. somersault 'from hands to feet, and spotters can help her

..th ughout the learning process. However, the vaulting board must
eventually. If the mini-tramp is used in learning. the vault,

40
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: '
then the gymnast should ptactice her basic handspring and/or
Yamashita vaults daily, using the vanliing board, during that period,

In analyzing the tectmical and diomeehanical aspects of the front
handspring with I% ffont somersault, here:are-several things. that
are necessary .to the successful. execution of this vault. The first.
thingthe fast,..poweiful run-5annot be stressed'enough: It is essen-'
tial to the execution of the vault. The gymnast must be running very
fast at the thiid or fourth step, and be gaining speed constantly.
throughout contact with the board and horse. The:speed or velocity
of the body that was developed in the bin should not diminish in
thehurdle,and contact with the 'nulting'board. The velocity is best.
maintained by using a low hurdle, thrusting the feet forward into
the attart of 'the board: Upon' contact with the bo the gym-
nast snip* have a t forward lean in her upper torso, nd her
hips, Icnees, and ankles ould be flexed. The arms ar0.,ithei ving '
upward-or ire alreatlj, the head should be ina neutral position..
With 'a very quick, .reflexive action, tiie gymnast extends the hips,'
loves:, and ankles in a powerful' thrust.upwardand forward into the
horie: The legs ars lifted rearward tb invert the body during the pre-
flight: 'In preflight, the, maintenance of velocity, the aestheticzsuality
of the flight, and the 1Yarrd%rft)f the vault are very important. The
distance betwpen the bo el the horse most often determines.
the 'quality of the preflight and 'balance of the 'vault. The board
Should not be so far away :..ftorn the -horse that the velocity of thet.
.forWard. movement of .gymnast is diminished greatly, nor should,
the:board be so close' to die horse as to diminish the aesthe#C4
.icy 'af .the preflight and balance of the vault, DeperiljrieupOn
tire, &power of the gymnast, the .cleistanc'e betweeniffre:board and
4o stiourd be between 4%'.and 6':- ,.- ...'!. ...; s.1-. .'

c o the horse and blocking: (?epulsion) action should
-ocebeihnost simultaneously: The tioclythOuld be extended,and at
an anXbetween 60° and 75°- tovkaiiti vertical upon hand :contact
with thectiorse; and the block must he powerful and dynamic, forc-
ing the bOdy upward off the horie. The hantircontact, the extended
body movement toWald vertical, and the dynamic blocking action-
are among, the most 6ritical points in the vault, because it is here
that the forward horizontal rotator; is initiated. The center' of
gravity of the gymnast is moving upward and forWaTthwith great
velocity. The head moves forward, the'radius of the bbdy it short-
ened by tucking the knees, and rotation.Occurf. The rotatioir begins
over or slightly in front of the.hotte (see photo). If the gyip nast has
gained'sufficient velocity :andthe,ight. on blocking, the-4 time to
complete the ;forward B, soniersault. An important 'factor to keep
In mind is that the speed at which the radiui of the. body is short-
ened and how, small the radius b'ecomit by tucking will determine,
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Handspring vault with 114 somersault; rotation on ,or slightly in front of
horse.

for the most part, how fast the rotation occurs. The gymnast should
not attempt to focus her eyes On any one particular point during
rotation or rotation will stop.

Another critical point in executing the vault is stopping the rotat;;.,
tion and landing. Rotation is stopped by lengthening the body ra71.:
dius, in other words, by opening the body from the tuck position4o
the extended position and by fpcusing the eyes. on a fixed opiht..
Hopefully, the work on double fronts ort the trampoline, mini-
tramp, and off .the board has helped the gymnast develop her kin-
etic senses to the extent that opening and landing will be natural.
The landing should be made with the feet flat on the mat and slight-
ly in front of the hips. The torso should be straight, chest open, arms
in an upward position, with no lean forward or backward. The head
should stay in a neutral position with the eyes focusing at a point
forward and upward. The hips, knees, and ankles should be ,tight
but not stiff and shold'act 4,s shock absorbers for the body.

The gymnast mes.t'ncit thl-ow her head back when she opens her
body to stop rah*. Her'back will be loosened or arched, and this
action could precipitate severe neck or back irljiity. In, addition, this
action stops,,t(5,ttion tom qUickly, and the chandes of landing on her
back are alsest 'certain-. Ncir should the gymnast tuck heihead for-
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ward and focus her eyes on the landing mat:This will cause her to
continue her forward rotation and fall forward, and she will have to
roll o.ut, run out; or catch herself with her hands. Injury could resul
from 'any of these reactions. _

It should be.,pointed out that there' is a discrepancy between th
descriptive technique in thii:article and the line drawing in the FR
Code of,Foints for Women of Van 11,19', Handspring Vault with 13
Front 'Somersault in the Afterflight: 'DLit discrepancy concerns th
point at which the forward horizontal.rotation takes place. The lin
drawing shows the rotation occurring on the back- side-flanding side
of the horse; the description in this article has the rotation occurriii
over the top of. or slightly in front of the horse. When a gymnas
executes the vault' as described in this &tide, she obtains greate
height on the afterflight, a faster rotation, and a more secure land
ing. The hips (center of gravity) are, moving upward with the bloc.
off the horse, and a better blockint action occurs at a 60° td 75
angle toward vertical. If the rotation occurs after the body passe
the vertical, then' the body travels downward toward horizonts
because of the biomechanics of the front rotation, the afterfligh
will be low, and rotation will be slower, resulting in the gymnas
having less time to complete the vault. Slow motion video tapes c
gymnasts who are successful and those who are not successful i
this vault will verify the techniqUes described here.

One of the main safety factors to consider is the landing area
which must be well padded with landing pads and crash mat
Ideally, a vaulting pit, 8' wide by 14' long and 7' deep, filled wit
foam rubber chips would be the safest. However, vaulting pits ar
not. easy to come by, and there are not many in the country. A lanc
ing area with ample room, 2' to 3' clearance on each end of th
horse and at least 16' behind the horse, is a must, and this are
should be covered with gOtod landing pads at least 4" thick. On th
top of the landing gad; behind the horse, anctin the immediate are
where the gymnast will be landing, a crash pad 12" thick is als
essential.

The spotting technique for this vault is simple, but it needs to b
clearly understood. The first spotter stands behind the horse; as th
gymnast blocks and starts her rotation, the spotter reaches up an
pushes on the gymnast's lower buttocks in the direction of the rc
tation, much like pitching a two-handed basketball shot. If th
spotter reaches to the lower back or to the upper hips and buttock
the rotation will be stopped or slowed. The spotter can turn and fo
low the line of movement of the gymnast and assist her on landinj
however, this is very difficult and not always successful. If the gyn
nast needs assistance on landing, then a second spotter should b
used. The second spotter becomes a catcher and catches the gyn
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nast from the back under the arms. The Second spotter can keep the
gymnast from landing too hard on..her 'back or buttocks and can
slow down over rotating. Often the: second spotter can be more of
hindrance than a help and Should .bthe 'first to be discontinued.
When spotting a skill-,on'Athis- an' 4with the inherent dangers in
this vault, the spotter. Icti:p*::thegymnast thoroughly, be
familiar with her idiosy4iVie.:s.,--1161.* motion perception abilities,
and reaction respOnses; be; tensitive;as to how much to help or not
help, and be aware as to.li&W)tired or charged up she may be. The
Spotter needs to have workawith a gymnast over a long period of
time in a variety of skills and situations.

Finally it should be, emphasized that many factors go into teach-
ing and learning skills. The rapport between _coach and gymnast, hoW
secure and safe the gymnast or coach may feel about a skill and the
ability to perform or spot that skill, the value of a particular skill to
the gymnast or coach are all very important in the success of coach-
ing and learning. The handspring I% front somersault vault is suited
to a certain type of gymnsIst, and it is the coach's responsibility
to recognize that fact and so proceed.
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A Unique High School Program:
FIG Ryles in Ohio

CAROLYN BOWERS

. Carolyn Bowers received her B.S. degree from the Uni-
versity of Michigan and her M.A. from Ohio State University
where she was an assistant professor until 1969. She was in-
strumental in the development of the gymnastics program for
high school girls in Ohio and is currently tjie rules interpreter
for girls' gymnastics for the Ohio High School Athletic Associ-
ation. She was a member of the First, Second, and Fifth Na-
tional Girls Sports Institutes and the 1965 and 1967 NAGWS
Guide Committees; she was 1969 chairperson of the Guide
Committee and chairperson of the National Intercollegiate
Gymriastics Championships for 1970 and 1971. She is co-
author of Judging and Coaching of Women's Gymnastics and
is currently a nationally rated judge.

High school gymnastics competition for girls generally functions
under one of two rule books: the Federation of International Gym-
nastics (FIG), used worldwide and interpreted by the U.S. Gymnas-
tics. Federation, or the National Federation of State. High School
Association's rules, written by a committee of representatives from
the states that use these rules. The decision as to which set of rules
should be used for girls' high school competition should be both
philosophically sound and practical for each individual state.

The organization of any girls' sports competition must take place
within the rules and policies of each state high school governing
body. The policies may differ from state to state. In Ohio, the high
school governing body is organized under the name of the Ohio High
School Athletic Association (OHSAA) The superintendents and
principals of the member schools serve on district boards and an,
elected Board of Control. Full-time, paid, profesSional men and wo-
men act as commissioners to administer all aspects of high school
competition. Together, these people face a tremendous task and
provide outstanding. service to the benefit of all Ohio high school
athletes and each athletic program within the state.

*Ohio High School Athletic Association, 4080 Roselea Place, P.O. Box 14308,
' Columbus, OH 43214.
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Ohio has chosen to operate under the FIG rules for girls' gym-
nastics. This choice involves the organizational development of girls'
high school gymnastics competition, the philosophy that is the
foundation of this competition, the willingness of the Board of Con-
trol to consider recommendations made to them, and-the developing
cooperation among competitive groups within the state, such as the
USGF, NAWGJ, intercollegiates, and high schools.

Development of the Girls' Gymnastics Program

- Girls' high school gymnastics in Ohio is unique in that the
groundwork for competition was developed at the grass roots levelsta g in 1964, before any of the existing organizations involved
with girls' activities recognized the coming of competition for girls.
A group of dedicated and persistent women began teacting gymnas-
tics to coaches and judges by writing and filming their own com-
pulsory routines, teaching the techniques and judging involved, and
holding "performance days" which were a cross between competi-
tion and the playday- concept. It took several years to establish a net-
work of leadership throughout the state and solvency for the finan-
cial aspect of such a program. Coaches judged and learned, the work
was volunteer, and the program grew.

By 1969 there were established districts with 339 gymnasts par-
ticipating. The new NAGWSUSGF national compulsory routines
were implemented, and workshops emphasized optional routine con-
struction.. In 1970, a well-organized proposal was accepted by the
OHSAA and DGWS (now NAGWS) for the first proVisional state
high school competition. From 546 gymnasts participating in dis-
trict competitions, a limited number of gymnasts were qualified into
the state level in order to provide a quality final competition. Com-
pulfory and optional routines were both used, with a minimum
score requirement set for the compulsory as a requirement to. per-
form .an optional. District meets were uses to qualify 30 gy.ufasts
per event. The state meet consisted o.f.'"both comp,ulsorY 'and op
tional routines And then only indiivichial .conipetition,
ganization of the me as patterned 4fieil national meets:. -

An organization lected sandol- coaches- was established,!*
to be in charge- businewlaiact to have an input, into devel-.
oping A: rotating' governing board, and district represents=
tives established .duties for board members intl published'a yearly.
handbook with district workshbps and Meet information, policies,
rule-changes, and suggested aids for dual meets..

In 1973 the girls' gymnastics- board was granted permission to'
function directly under the OHSAA, where it still services the sport
in most of the same capacities. Changes in policy of procedures must
44 NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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be presented to and approved by the State Board of Control. Rec-
ommendations from the girls' gymnastics board have always been
thoughtfully considered, with a majority of proposals approved.

In 1976 the first team championship was proposed and accepted.'
The state championships in 1977 involved individual, all-around,
and team competition in a two-day compulsory and optional meet.
The divisor to determine the number of_qualifiers from each dis-
trict for the 30 individual competitOrs involved 176 competitive
schools (Class I). The all-around competitors qualified a score
of 60 (C & 0) or higher, and the team qualifiers-Were eitheinlie first
place team from each district or any other ttam achieving a district
score of .160 points or better. (A team may have a maximum of four
per event; the top three scores for compulsory and for optional in
all four events are totaled for the team score.) The all-around and
team competitors are in addition to the 30 individual competitors,
although there is some overlap. The minimum compulsory score
still applies to all competitors.

Philoiophical Considerations

1. A gymnast should develop basic competencies in movement
before she is thrust into an optional routine with rated difficulties.
The true sport of gymnastics for women is a harmonious composi:
tion of a variety of abilities, including dance, basic locomotion,
tumbling, balance, and total body strength. In an attempt to ensure
that coaches take the correct approach and not allow competition
with a number of difficulties that are simply thrown together, a
minimum score of 6.0 is required on the compulsory routine be-
fore an optional routine may be performed in that event at the
sectional-district meets.

2. The high school gymnastics season is limited. All levels of the
NAGWSUSGF national compulsory routines are utilized for team
dual meet competition to ensure logical learning sequences for the
developing athletes. The high school seasonal schedules allow par-
ticipation for all levels. Experimentation is now being conductecion
how to best score a dual meet while Class I, II, and III compulsory
routines are all being used. The district and state championships are.
ensured of the best high school athletes by the exclusive use of
Class I compulsory routines. _Class II and III gymnasts may cul-
minate the season by competition in a district invitational meet.

Conditioning for an athlete may begin at any time. Actual coach-
ing, team selection, and team training may begin on the first Friday
of October. The first day of competition may not be prior to the
third Friday in November. The season officially ends the last Satur-
day in February, with the state championships being held on the
first weekend in March.
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Ohio high school athletes may not compete at the same time or
during the same season for other teams or-in other meets in any of
the high school sports. The gymnast must choose which type of
competition (club, independent, or high school) she will _benefit
from and enjoy the most. The girls' gymnastics structure is set up to

accommodate all levels of high school competition, including the
very good gymnast who wishes to compete in the USGFjcompetifive
programs following the high school season. The top girls are not ex-
cluded from membership on their high school teams or from contin-
uing into further competitive experience if their talent warrants.it.
The state meet is sanctioned by the USGF. The scores from the meet
are treated as qualifying scores for the USGF state meet, and several
of the high school gymnasts have qualified through the state com-
petition to regional USGF meets. State high school tournament of-
ficials are selected from officials registered with the OHSAA, but
these officials must have ratings from the Joint Certification of the
NAGWSUSGF in order to become registered with the OHSAA.
The meet referee and superior judges are nationally rated. Floor
judges are selected from the highest ratings available in the state and
registered with the OHSAA.

3. Every sport must have a method of scoring. In the pasty it was
thought that high school girls could not physically meet the Stan-
dards set Tor higher levels of competition. However, it has been dem-
bnstrated% in sport after sport that not only can high school girls
train to: physically execute at greater levels with no ill effect, but
that the girls actually prefer the higher standards. The game of
basketball .with two dribbles and a pass became as exciting as the
boYS' games with changes in rules that allowed increased freedom on
the:court', Girls excelled at the more rigorous challenges of track and
field. The. FIG rules are the standards for scoring throughoutothe
worfd.T.The:Oerfeat score of 10.0 is assumed for each competitor,and

tideducoirS,ar,e. made for errors in execution and weaknesses inorri-
position. Philosophically, the girls' gymnastics board could not.take
a step backward. by changing the rules to allow higher scores for
high school girls. It was felt that less rigorous judging would serve
only as a temporary ego 'boost to some coaches and gymnasts and
would be detrimental to the ultimate development of the competi-
tor.

Ohio began at the lowest level, with scores in 1965 as low as 2.0.
The girls who improved from a 2.0 to a 5.0 were as thrilled as if they
had begun with a 4.0 and improved to a 6.0-. The important factors
are that there was individual improvement and that the implements-,
tion of the NAGWSUSGF national compulsory routines provided'a'
way for all levels of competitors to achieve successful scores. An- .
48 NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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other benefit was the realistic appraisal of ability and weakness in
order to train toward improvement.

OHSAA is working toward the goal of having high school coaches
instruct their teams in knowledge of compositional requirements and
judging factors. This is a- difficult task, and it would be both unreal-
istic and undesirable to expect coaches to learn the differences in
scoring between two sets of rules and then explain that an 8.0 on
one level might only be worth a 6.5 to the rest of the world.

In thinking about the athlete it is necessary to be concerned
about the end resultwhat happens to the girl when she leaves high
school. Thiiiie who leave with aspirations of further competition are
often discouraged when they must take a drop in score for the same
type of performance. In some states where competition is allowed
on both the high school team and outside teams at the same time,
girls may see the difference in their scores from meet to meet and
consequently not have a problem.

This author has had experience with girls who were scored with
high, unrealistic scores. A very high percentage of these girls did not
continue when finally confronted with "true" scores. They had ac-
tually compared their higher scores to the scores from the world
level routines seen on television without realistically comparing their
own abilities with what they were viewing. The discouragement of
returning to a "true" score is often a factor in discontinuing the
sport when the young athlete might!have had the potential for some
very good independent or intercollegiate experience.

Evaluation of Rules and the Autonomy of the High School Program

Ohio has made some rule changes for the benefit of the high
school athlete. Most of these changes involve safety and the limited
competitive season. For example, coaches are allowed to step in be-
tween the bars to spit. Coachis were allowed to step up to the bal-
ance beam to spot without the penalty listed in the Code of Points
before this information was published in the national age group ma-
terials. In order to impart some stability to the season, any rule
changes from the FIG are not implemented after the fall rule meet-
ings have been held,.unless the change would benefit all competitors
a great deal. A separate mailing would then be made to coaches stat-
ing the 'change.

The state gymnastics board also received very good cooperation
with judges and judges' training from the NAGWSUSGF personnel
in the state. Gymnastics is a difficult sport to officiate, even under:
ideal conditions, and it takes years of expience to become a com-
petent judge. With many minute differenies in the deductions as
well-as changes in the difficulty ratings, it was the opinion of the
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board that there would be many mistakes made during officiating if
two sets of rules wcre used in the same state.

Ohio runs its program to be consistent both with the rules and
policies for its high school athletes and with the sport of gymnas-
tics. The conclusion drawn at this time by the OHSAA is that the
most desirable overall Condition is a single set of rules for judges,
coaches, and gymnasts, from the beLinner gymnast through the most
advanced.

10
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Intercolle9iate Gymnastics

fog `Women
I

CHIC JOHNSON

Chic. Johnson received his B.S. and M.S4rom Springfield*.".
College and his Ed.D from the University of Utah. He is
presently Professor of Physical Education and Head Gymnas-
tics Coach far Women at Southwest Missouri State University,
Springfield. He is the USGF Elite Regional Head Coach for
Region IV, AIAW Technical Coordinator, and Gymnastics
Games Committee member.

. The Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (MAW)
is the governing body for all women's athletic competition engaged
in by its member institutions. This organization is .the largest govern-
ing body for intercollegiate sports in the United States.

Of the numerous activities sponsored by MAW, the Women's
. Intercollegiate Gymnastics Ch pionship is one of the most excit--
ing, dynamic, and popular c ionship meets in the country./ The
-AIAW Large College Gymnastics hampionship is in its tenth year of
operation, and the finals are hel before packed audiences wherever
the meet is located throughout the United States. The first Small
College Championship was held in 1978.

The status of
the

intercollegiate gymnastics has improved
remarkably in the last four years, and the AIAW Large College
Championship is now 'regarded as one of the major gymnastic meets
in the country. With the phenomenal popularity of competitive gym-
nastics for womenthere are over 300,000 competitive female gym-
nasts in the United States aloneit was only natural that the col-
legiate program would benefit significantly from the development of
young gymnasts when-they reached college age.

The format for the National MAW Large College Gymnastics
Championships, developed byy the AIAW Gymnastics Committee, de-
mands excellence at the national level. Qualifying teams and all-
around specialists are sele9ked through a network of qualification
meets at the state and regional level. In addition to the qualification .
meets. there are minimum aualification scores and a maximum num-
ber of participants selected for the Championship Meets.

The emphasis in the MAW Gymnastics Championship is on team,
performance. Only 16 teams and 24 all-around specialists are in d
to the National Championships. Six gymnasts per event may alb-
pete for a team, with no more than two of these performers being

GYMNASTICS FOR WOMEN
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specialists. Foiu scores per event are totaled to determine the team's
score for the meet. This reflects an emphaiiS on both theall-around.
'performer as well as the depth of a team.

Individual all-around gymnasts must score a 34.00 (8.50 average)
all-around score at the regional qualification meet, and teams must
score 134.00 points (8.375 average for top four performers per
event) to be considered for the National Championships. Following
the regional qualification meets, the MAW Gymnastics Committee

. then selects those teams and individual- all-around performers who
achieved the ,highest scores to represent their regions at the National
Championalrip

-rn
s. r

Despite' an apparent "youth overiietir in gymnastics, individ-
ualk. representing the United Stites at the Montreal Olympics were
either of college age at the time or are presently enrolled ino, Uni-
versity. The collegiate gymnast reflects the sophistication; Confi-
dence, and composure:of a mature, self-assured wbman. Collegiate
gymnastics holds great promise and innumerable opportunities for
those who are ambitious and dedicated enough to assume the chal-
lenge of competitive gymnastics while pursuing their academic
careers. .

Selecting a Collegaillniversity
_ .

. , How. cart a high school gymnastica coach or physical edu
lleader help a prospective collelletonziast determine which college
.r university would benefit he ihemost? As this is one of the most :'k.
:.-significant decisions of her. life, the coaCh should help her approach
it with seriousness and intelligence rather than emotion. Initially
she should order her priorities.St4hat she can determine.her

--:precisely what it is that she wants out of a college education.
There are a number ..of:'Significant questions that the gymnast

needs. to relate to. . !.7 .

. 1. What is her Lbman/ purpose for attending a university? It is
quite possible that either an education, gymnastics competition, or
both may be logical responses. However, it is important that, regard-
less of The response, educational goals be developed. Attempt to
ascertain what type of work she would enjoy. Those who are for-
tunate enough to know what their vocational interests are have an
advantage in being able to search out institutions with a reputation
in this area.

2. Does the . institution provide educational opportunities Ana
gymnastics competition consistent with hei level of development as
a coniiittitive gymnast? This question requires some serious investi-
gation on the part of the 'prospective student-athlete. First, theZ-
dividual has to have a relatively good. perspective of her aspirati
ability level. There are a number Of colleges and universities sponsor-
52 NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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..
ing: cOmpetitive gymnastics p grameiqday-,. some are cohaistently
among the top 10 teams in e country", aild.sbtne lack-either the
finances, facilities, equipment, leadershipi3Or niotivationlo, itithuez
such objectives. She should investigate the:'.poteritial of -the
tion, to maximize her abilities, acquire ekposktie,* and ACliiive: her
goals and ambitions.

'3. What is the background, experiencti,-Ind 'Yeptitation of the
coach and coaching staff? With respect to this iteition;'i number of
other inquiries might be asked: ,

(a) Would eleniale or maiecoach be-.better *for her particular..:;
needs? -

(b) What is the:ratio of coaches and gymnasts during the work-
oz:t sessiona?' How much indilddual assistance is provided?

(c) What is thesquad size? 'Would she be retained On the squad
or dropped if she lacked the competency to perform. up to
the level of other gymnasts?

. .
What is the time, intensity; and duratiOn"dernatideddurrAg
the year? How long are the daily practices? Hot....am 12.y-crays
per week does the team work out? When does practice start
in the falland end in the spring? , .

(e) What is the 'philosophy of the coaclerelative to the use
development*Of all-around gymnasts versus speclalists?

(f) What i&the.attlitude reflected by the coach concerning the in-
dividual' 'students? Do they. have respect for the viability
the students ai rational .beingS '-capable of acquiring :the,'
ability to formulate and inae.'wisedeaisions for thenisehies,
or does the gyninast--zepresent '..Only a score .or. so. many
points toward the teanc.fOtar?-.' : ; ::'

. --Gymnastics coaches differ in 'degreeS ,Competence, levels of
.iri'tegrity, moral fiber, intllect, emotidnal stability, and. philosoph-

ical bent, and the gymna t should be made aware: of:potential pit-
'fills that may interfere with her 'aspirations as a. competitive
gymnast.

4. What are the facilities and equipment like?
(a) Does the institution have a permanent facility for gymnas-

tics, or does equipment have to be set up and broken down
each: day?

(b) Is the practice facility situated in a location where there is
minimal interference with other activities? Many practice
sessions have to 1:y4...canceled as a result of basketball-games,
intramuials, apeCiai: eyents, and other university functions
in a remarkablyr,3arge4number of schools. It is wise' to dis-.
cover heiYr. nitiC1t4iitbnomy and independence the gymnas-
tics program has and whether interruptions' will negatiyety
affect the athlete's development. . . .

7 : ,
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(c) Does the equipment meet FIG specifications and the new;- certification standards established :by the U.S. Gymnastics
Safety Association?

(d) Is the equipment periodically updated so that current items
such as padded beams, wood-covered fiberglass rails, and

5 super boards are available to the gymnast?
(e) What type of safety and/or spotting detices. are available?

Gymnasts are learning new and difficult skills that have a
potential danger for the performer if proper spotting deViceS
are not present and skill in the use of these devices is not ap-
parentAtems such, as overhead traveling suspensions, pits,
spotting tables, aid sufficient mats are things to look for.

5. What it the attitude of the coaching staff, university admin-
istration, and local community toward the gymnastics program ?.,

(a) Does the coaching staff demonstrate a major responsibility In
the development of an educationally significant and success-

, ful program? Unfortunately a urge number: of institutions at-
tempt; to .recruit gymnastics1 coache! from the rankt of
graduate,spidents, nonacademically qualified personnel, and
paraprofeisionals. These programs haxe an excessive turn-
over "9f personnel which can destroy the continuity and sta-
bility of the program.

(b) Does the university .adequately financially support the gyin-
nastics program? Is the budget sufficient to prOvide for a
strong schedule, .Allowing travel that will ensure challenging
and comparable competition? .

(c) Are :uniforms provided ?. Is ,floor 'exercise Music individiially
designed, equipment updated and*servicet1;*stibiistence for

s. rdom and board provided when gymnasts haVe ;to rep
early or remain over vacation 'intervals? Thete are financi.
obligations that a university must meet if it is-it:illy interested'
in supporting a meaningful and worthwhile experience for

' the student-athlete.
..(d) Are the local community and college campus appreciative

of and knowledgeable.,about gymnastics, as reflected by
attendance at honie ?meets and respect for quality,-perfor-
mances?

. .

6. What tyrie. of 'financial assistance is provided for the student- :
athlete? Many trniversities have instituted a grant-in-aid or schalar-
ship program for women athletes., This has provided a degreeof, fi7
nancial assistance for qualified:student-athletes but in some cases it
has also seed-to confuse students who are comparatively naive con-
cerning the financial commitment they assume when attending a

..uniVertit&/' f,.; 1
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Institutions charge varying amoutttspf .money for tui4on, board;

housing; etc. An institution may very well provide a relalively large
pogram for financial aid based on athletic .ability,knit the expenses
at that. institution may be disproportionately high. The best-guide-
line for a st4ent to follow is to estimate the gross difference
tween the ant6unt df the grant and the actual expense of attending
that institution for one full year_

The maximum dollar amount that may be received' y a student -
athlete is that sum.which, totals tuition fees. plus roomind boird at.
a given institution. No other expenses are permitted to be assumed
under the, policies for awarding grants-in-aid based on 'athletic
ability, established by the AIAW governing body; howeVer, a gym.;
nast would be eligible to receive other financial aid.available to any

; student at the college.. a .

Prospective collegiate, student-athletes are encourhed to become
familiar with'the AlAW-RandbookA This manual is a valual51%guide
in helping to familiarize oneself with the:policies and prOcedtires of
the adiriinistratiori of intercollegiate. afhletles. It explain uUy the
various requirements 'for ateardirig fmancial aid based" n. athktic
ability, eligibility, letters of intent, -athletic .administrat n prace-

: dures, competitive policies, etc.* , --

Despite the fact that the AIAW0has assumed full contra of the
goyerning.and administration of collegiate gymnastics, the a enf of
Title IX, precipitating athletic grants for women athletes, has rested
nurherotis additional areas of- suPervi4,ion and control ; g to

..make the administration of women's athletics.aphenomenilly fi-
.tcult and all-encompassing challenge. Thestudiit-athlete_seeking par-

ticipation in competitive gymnastics at the- collegiate level' should
pursue her seldction of in .inst4utiori withidisCretion 'and caution...

ry"Believe everything first by douliting"..is sage advice in Selating a
university- where one will likely. Spend the next four y;eirs o one's
life. , ,

ttier e aroutstanding dpportunities for college gymnasts of vary-
ing levels of ability to engage. in; experiences 8f aiteddca-
tionally. sound, and competitive ii4ure in "the world's most beautiful
sport. " 'Gymnasts of nternational caliber are .proliferating' on the
coliegiatelevel, adding increased status, qualityand_appeal as a spec-
tacular competftive sport. The sport of ,gynuja.slicS prOvides a e-.
markable medium for introspection wild pheriOmenOlogical. develop-
ment and a marve164 opportunity fr4r gaining courage; "composure,
and character. The successfill college gymnast .is an autonomous, in-

* Copies

. .
.

*Copies of the AIAW Handbook as well as a high:school brochilie that sum-
marizes the policies are available from AAHPER, Publicaticint Siles, 1201
16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036, . 't .
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dependent entity who pits her skill and prowness against both ani-
mate and inanimate objectsin a continuing-quest for self-discovery.
The emergent individual reflects discipline, confidence, and g meri-
torious self-concept, devoid of delusions, self-deceit, and rationali-...'.:
zation.

It is a grand experience lo be able to participate in %sport that so
singularly reflects the compeptive:cooperative ontinuum. But keep
in mind that athletics were designed for people, notpeople for ath-
letics. The qliality, and charicter of a human being should Dever be.
sacrificed for points, victories, self-aggrandizement, op personal
profit.

4;
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How To Become a
Gymnastics Judge

VARINA FRENCH

Varina French recei d her B.S. and M.S. from Pacific
University, Forest Gro e, Oregon, where she is Associate
Professor of Health d Physical Education. She is the
NAGWSUSGF National Certification Coordinator, Past Vice-
President for Women of the USGF, a member Of the 19 72 U.S.
Olympic Gymnastics Committee, and a National Elite Judge.

Being a gymnastics judge allows one to experience gymnastics in
various dimensions; it makes one rise to a challenge, demands exact-
ness, contributes a sense of exhilaration from its beauty, and forces
one to cope with fatigue and frditration. Most of all it permits a
very close and special tie with some of the nicest people in the
worldgymnasts, coaches, an* one's fellow judges. If you wish to.
experience gymnastics in a unique 'way,' then consider becoming a
judge.

Once your decision has been made to pursue gymnastic judging,
ask for assistance. Contact your local NAGWS officiating board or a
USGF or NAWGJ state or regional chairperson. They will help you

:pursue the scheduled clinics and workshops that will assist you in
learning the specific infoomation, methods, and procedures required
to be ajudge. A good and respected judge is responsible for knowing
the required compulsories. This means exact knowledge of all parts
and their deductions. The. FIG Code must be learned from cover to
cover. You must be bble to recognize the difficulties and understand
the proper technique of the skills and have an appreciation of the
beauty, originality, and risk involved in these skills, A big order?
Yes, but take it one step at a time.

The first step is to gain the Apprentice rating. You must study.
(actually memorize) the Beginner Class III compulsory exercises by
attending workshops and clinics organized for that purpose. Physical
memorization is also important. "Walk" through the routine until
you know it well, and study the deductions as you go. Find a gym
and watch the gymnasts perform the routine. Do some "sideline"
judging and become familiai with different styles that still fall in-
side. the acceptable range of exactness. Once you feel confident that
you know the routines, the deductiong and the proper techniques,
you are ready for the Class III exam.
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To become eligible for a Class II ratingtAssociate or State (your
second step) or a Class I ratingRegional or National (tile final step),
the same study plan as previously mentioned needs to be followed,
with the FIG Code information added. Attending workshops and
clinics is of great value, and the importance of gaining experience by
actually judging cannot be overemphasized. Be ready before you
test. If you need to retest, be sure to give yourself enough time to
gain more practical experience and additional time to study. Before
retesting be sure you are indeed ready for that retest.

It is important that you understand not only the technical quali-
ties of gymnastics but also the huManistic qualities. The relationship
between the judge and the coaches, gymnasts, and the public needs
to' be very positive and open. A pleasant attitude and a smiling face
has always been a plus for the judge who possesses them. The rela-
tionship with yourself is also crucial. Believe in yourself, but believe

-in a humble way. The words of Edgar Guest are most appropriate
to all who look ahead to becoming gymnastics judges.

"Believe in yourself and step out unafraid.
By misgivings and doubt be not easily swayed.
You've the right to succeed: the precision of skill
Which betokens the great you can earn if you will.
The wisdom of ages is yours if you'll heed,
But you've got to believe, in yourself to succeed."
Good judging contributes much to competitive gymnastics. Just

as a gymnast must work to develop and perfect, so roust a judge.
Happiness is not only being a judge, but being'a good one.
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interpretation and. Application of Changes in
FIG Code of Points

(Revised January, 1978)

JACKIE HE

Jackie Fie was a member of the US Olympic team in 1956,
and has served as USGF Technical Chairperson since 1965. As
a Brevet judge, she has judged at the Olympic Games in 1968,
1972 and 1976, and as head judge at the European Champion-
ships, 1977 and the World Cup, 1977. In 1976 she was elected
to the FIG Women's Technical Committee for a four-year
term. She is chairperson of the USGFNAG WS Film Produer
tion Committee.

The article incorporates all significant rule changes and amend-
ments for International, Elite, and USGF Junior Olympic Age Group
'competitions in the USA as they appear in the new 1978 Corrections
to the FIG Code of Points and the 1975 edition of the Code.

The Elite Program of the USGF has incorporated all these rule
changes into its current 1977-78 program.

The USGF Junior Olympic Age Group Program has incorporated
the above rule changes into its current 1977-78 program with the
exception of:

Part H. Compulsory Exercises, Part IV. D Final competition in
vaulting and E. Team vaulting. For a complete understanding of the
Junior Olympic Age Group Program Rules, a copy of the new book-
let for 1977-78 is necessary.

Space did not provide for listing of vault classifications and all
medium and superior difficulties on bars, beam and floor. See 1975
Code of Points available from: USGF, Box 12713, Tucson, AZ
85732 ($10.00) and Corrections and Small Changes in t Code Of
Points for January 1, 1978. Also see USGF Supplemen on FIG
Difficulties Classification, 1977 fall edition, ($1.00).

I. Distribution of the Ten Points in Judging Of the Option Exer-
cises (applicable to the uneven bars, balance. beam an floor
exercise)
A. The optional exercises must include three elemen of su-

perior difficulty and four elements of medium ficulty.
The medium difficulties can be replaced by elements of
superior difficulty. However, two medium difficulties may
not replace one superior difficulty.
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B. Optional Formula Ten-Point Distribution
1. Three elements of superior difficulty at .60 poiht

each = , 1.80 points
Four elements of medium difficulty at .30 point
each = ,, . 1.20 points

2. Composition at .50 and originality and value of the
connection's at 1.50 = 2.00 points

I Composition Total 5.00 points
3. Execution and amplitude = 4.00 points
4. General Impression = .1.00 points

. ExecOtion Total 5.00 points'

. .

C. USGF redistribution of FIG formula for areas of composi-
tion and execution effective for 1977-78 season.
Composition G .

5.0 Points *, Difficulty 3.0
a Superiors @ .6 each

'4 Mediums @ .3 each
Originality of all elements 0.30
TechUical value of connections 0.30.

../Risk/Level of difficulty 0.50
(formerly difficulty level of
competition)
Choice of elements (variation of
structure groups, mount and dis-
mount level of difficulty, repeti-
tion, series requirements, etc.) 0.50
Distribution: order of elements 0.20
Spacing/Placement of elements
in relation to use of apparatus or
floor 0.20

TOTAL 5.00
Execution
5.0 Points Execution, Amplitude, Rhythm 4,00

(deductions for specific and
general faults-small, medium,
and large errors)
General Impression (elegance,
maturity, poise, personality,
projection) 0.50
Virtuosity (ultimate in technique,
amplitude and ease of execution) 0.20
General Rhythm 0.30

TOTAL 10.00
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II. Compulsory Exercises (Elite Leiel only)
A. The Compulsory Exercise is evaluated from 0 -to 10 points

for each of the four events.
B. The text of the international (Elite) exercises will not be

accompanied by a list of specific deductions. The time dur-
ation for both beam and,flodr exercise will be-published with

cated in the Table of General Faults and Penalties and Specific
Deductions for eaeh event in the FIG Code of Points.

C. When a prescribed element is omitted in the exercise, the de-
duction will be:
For a superior difficulty 0.60 point
For a medium difficulty 0.30 point
For a basic difficulty (not listed in the -

Code of Points) 0.20 point
D. The compulsory elements may be reversed totally or in part.

However, the direction of the exercise may not be changed or
there will be a 0.2 deduction each time. When reversing an ele-
ment on beam or on floor, it is permissible to add or eliminate
up to two steps.

'III. Series Definition and Application for Balance Beam and
Floor Exercise

A. A series is the total of all medium and superior elements exe-
a cuted in continuity without an intervening stop.

1. Medium difficulties executed in a series on the beam are
not repetitions,, but counted as one superior difficulty.

. :of superior difficulty executed in a series on the
biain'arld floor are also not repetitions; they are counted as

*- :two-or more superior difficulties.
B. The series can be SIMPLE when the same element is repeated

two or three times in successio
Examples of SIMPLE series dite as one superior: (beam)
1. Two walkovers forward r two w ovens backward
2. Two repetitions of the same medi m element turn
3. Two split leaps
Examples of SIMPLE series credited as two superiors: (beam)
1. Two one-arm walkovers forward or backward
2. Two flit -flats
3. Two aerial walkovers forward
4. Two tuck somersaults backward
Examples of SIMPLE series credited as two or more superiors
on Fioor:
1. Two or more stretched somersaults backward
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Roundoff, flic-flac, whipback, whipback (flit -flat without
; b3nd support)

C.. The :series can be compound when different elements from dif-
ferent structure groups are repeated in succession.i When only
one element in a COMPOUND series is a superior, the series is

. 'credited with one superior difficulty. However, when' a COM-
POUND series is composed of two or more superior difficult-.
ies, the series will have a value of two or more superior diffi-

---.41.---131Ert:rfCVICiPertliThs credited as one superior on
Beam:
1: Cartwheel V4 turn outward, walkover forward
2.. Backward roll to handstand step-out into walkover back-
: ward
3. 'One -arm walkover backward, tinsica backward

-4. Walkover forward, aerial walkover
. Two different medium leaps in succession
6. Walkover backward, flic-flac
Examples Of COMPOUND series credited as two superiors on
Beam:
1. One -arms walkover backward, walkover backward to split

sit
2. Ong:arm cartwheel on far arm, aerial cartwheel
3. Valdez, walkover backward to handstandlowering to clear

str*dle support
4. Presto 'cross handstandwalkover forward, kick to Cross

handstand with '180° turn into roll. fo-rward
5. Flic -qac, tuck somersault backward (saltO)
6. Two different superior leaps in succession
Examples. of COMPOUND series redited as two staPexjp,rs on
Floor: . 7
1. RotuidOff, two flic,s, somersault backward stretched:(silto) L . .

Roundoff, Arabian'sornersault forward, aerial walkover
: Handspring, somersault forward, round-off, stretched

somersault IdackWard (salto)
*

IV. ;VW* 120cm (USGF Juniors and'';
children,inay I -to .110cm:Y .

A. The following vaults have beeirelirriinated from the FIG Code..
of Point's (Numbers indicated-areIrorn thg,1970 "old" Code)

#1 Straddle (Horizontal) 1".#5..-7 Layout Stoop (8.5) ..*#2 Layout Squat (8.4) High Front Vault#3 Layout: Straddle (8.5) . ...-through Handstand
#4 SWOP (Horizontal) #14 .14.andstind Vi turn, .
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These vaults have been assigned values as indicated by the
WTC USGF for use in the Age Group Program.

otherUSGF values of oer lower level vaults are:
Handspring -' turn (8.8)
1/2 turn on-Handspring (8.8)

B. New vault evaluations are as follows:
#1. Hecht 9.40 points #7 Cartwheel-1/2 turn 9.20
#3 Handspring 9.20 points #8. Cartwhee1-34-turn 9.40
#4 Yamashita 9.40 points #12-1 on-1/2 off 9.40 points
#5 Giant cartwheel 9.0 points #16 Yamashita-1/2 turn 9.60
#6 Cartwheel-14 turn 9.0 points

C. New Vault Numbers
#22 and 24 = 22
#23 and 25 = 23
#26 and 27 = 26-
The Vs turn on and 1/2 turn on Tsukahariiiiiults5le now eValti-

. ated as the same vault. #19handspring-43Cticked and also
piked somersaults forward is the same vauli:VS0 indicates any
vault that does not appear in the Code.

D. Regulations for the FINAL competition in vaulting: (Elite
level only) e-
1. The gymnast must perform two different vasllts.
2. The counting mark will be the average mairls, of both vaults.
3. The gymnast is expected to perform two vaults. When she

executes only one..vault, the valid counting mark will be:.;
50% of the score of the performed, vault.

4. When the..gymnast performs the same vault twice, the sec-
ond vault.is evaluated as 0, and the counting mark will be
50% of the average of the first vault.

5. Vault #'s 22, 23, 24, and 25 will be evaluated as the same
vault #24. Therefore tucks and pikes will be the same vault
in FINALS.
NOTE: Complete .1977-78 USGF Elite Vaulting Regula-
tions available from tISGF offiqe.

E. Team Vaulting- Of the 12 vaults executed by each team not more than 6 may
be 'the same. The penalty is 0.3 for each vault in excess of 6

..that .is the same.
F: Penalties for landings (applicable to vaulting, 'floor exercise,

balance beam and uneven' bars for both compulsory and op-
tional exercises) .

1. Fall from the apparatus or during the dis-
mount 0.5 linint

.2. Fall on the buttocks or knees. 03 point
3. Fall against the apOratus 03. point..

INTERPRETATION OF CHANGES IN FIG CODE OF POINTS
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4. Distinct support with one or two hands 0.5 point
. 5. Touching the floor with one or two hands . 0.3 point

6. Steps and hops 0.1-0.2 point
G. Vaulting Penalties and Deductions.- General

First flight phase - all 5 groups
) 1. Insufficient pre-flight according to the technique of

the vault up to 1.00 point
2. Body bent up to 0.50 point
3...L,egs bent, straddled,or open up to 0.50 point

Aippiirt phase -T all 5 groups,
tl: Too long in support 0.20 point

2. Support with arched .body, ,-' up to 0.30 point
3. Arms slightly bent;',.. .'-' 0.20 point
4. Arms fully bent - 1.00"point
Second flight phase all 5 groups .° --..,----.1...1nsidficiet ,i-LLLI to 0.50 point
2. Insufficient stretch of body before

landing up to 0.50 point
3. Poor direction up to 0.50 point
4. Poor body position (legs bent, straddled or

open) up to 0.50 point
5. Turn too early or too late 0.30 point
6. Turn not completed

. 0.50 point
USGF a.iialtions -

. 47. Insufficient-distance . . up to 0.50 point
*8. Lack-cif dynamics ' :, up to 0.50 point

-*H. Vaulting Ponalties.and Deductions;- Specific
Group.' LI-. Straight (Upright) Vaults (Nr. 1&2)
1. Body under horizontal in first flight phase up to 1.00 point
2. Body.pW621::too much in first flighf.phase Up.tO,0.50.point3. Support alternate

.: 0:30 point
.- 4. Insufficient push-off . .up..to 1.00 point

. : 5. Touching. horse with feet : :--...: 0.50 point
'<S Additions - ,.-

.11%. Shoulders too far-forward in supPO-rt: 0.30-0.50 point
: !:7;":Pilcing in first Oise 45° 90° is aStqbp.vaiilt

% '. :' . Wrong Vault - 0' :Elite Level.
.

...,1Group II - HandspringsiYamashita (Nr. 3&4)..
-:. 1... Arched or pikedhodichiring first flight

piiise : .. . .., : . . up to 0.50 point
f.:- 2., Support or repulsion,alfeniate 0.30 point :

3, Arched or piked in second. flight phase
(EIPOsPf) up to 0.50 point

4'.. Insufficient angle or too early an angle (Yana) 0.50 point
.NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



Group III Vault. with' turns around the Longitudinal Axis
(Hr. 5 to 18)
1. Arched during first or second flight phase up to 030 point
2. Poor body position during the turn up to 0.50 point
Group IV Vaults with turns around the Horizontal Axis
(Nr. 19 to 21)
1. Insufficient tuck or pike movement 0.30 point
2. Technical fault in the turn 0.30 point
3. Legs opened during the turn I up to 0.50 point
Group V Vaults with coinbihations of turns around more
than one body axis (Nr. 22 to 29)
1. Incorrect support - 0.30 point
2. Turns too soon or too late 0.30 point
3. Insufficient tuck or pike 0.30 point
4. Legs opened during the turn up--to 0.50 point

V. Uneven Bars New distance between the bars is 55-88 cm
with a base at 70 cm (Pending 1978 FIG approval to 90 cm),

A. Dismounts with push-off from the feet (saltos) starting froma.:.
straight or crouched vertical position are not allowed if :tie:-
ceded by a stop.

B.-From a straight or crouched pOSition on the lbw bar to
lishment of a handstand positibn on the high bir will be
sidered as a medium diffieultyA-44 pirouette in the lianditarld.
position into anothereienient mikes the elementu supericir:

C. From a or *oiiclied pasition on the low bar, usinca-
second spring to c tinue the exercise, will be.considered as an'
intermediate swing with a penalty: of 0.50 point.

D. The sole circle fcirivird. someisault backward - dismount is-
a superior difficulty,- 's

E. Penalties: (1975 Edition).
1. Releaie of one hand with supplementary support

of foot 0. 0 point
2.. Release of one hand without supplementary

support '0.3 point
3.: Running under the apparatus after completion of

the exercise 0.30 point
4. Stop in the exercise each time 0.20 point
5. Dismount from a stationary position 0.40 point---

F. Eliminate Deductions No. 11 " Running underneath appara,
tus after completion of exercise"
Difficulties (Corrections)
Omit Page 29, No. 6 medium (already appears on pg. 37-
No5M)

Change: Page 30 NO. 8 Superior ". _straddle cut backward to
INTERPRETATION OF CHANGES IN FIG COOS OF POINTS



catch in hang on HIL-with immediate' grip change to
hang on 1LB.'

Omit: Page 45, No. 1 Superior (already appears on 'pg-.1-28, -

No. 3S) ,

VI. Balance Beam It is for ..life' chalk of resin on the
covered beam.' .A. The time duration.is as folio' .

1:15. minutes (75 seconds) hi m to 1:35, minutes (95
seceAds) maximum.

B. Compositional regtil#fidni fitfe 'optional exercise are
1. The same element may IX- ed only once. The ele-

ment may be 1.perfernitd ,or as' a single element.
2. An element which is already Aured in a series and which

is presented as in independent eleniefit in the t exact'
will be considered a repetition. the penalty 'will4be 0.20*
point. However, it Is permissible for th$ same element .to
be presented in a modified form from a different, startink.

: position or into another possible exit. : . . .

3. An unnecessary lack of continuity betweeniithe elements.' "
,..of a series will incur a penalty of up to 0.20ipant.

:,4. Two to three static elements are still alloited,. but not be-
fore or after a difficult acrobatic element:: The penalty
will be 0.20 point each time.

5. A series is not mandatory forthe bearn exercise. The exer----
cise must, however; contain the following miniiraim ele-
ments:.
3 superior and 4 medium elements including a mount,

-.` dismount, 1 large leap, 1 full turn,' and 3 acrobatic
em nts.

Penalties: (1975 Edition)
1. One full turn missing 40- 0.20 point
2. One large leap missing 0.20 point
3. Hand support to maintain balance 0.50 point
4. Hand touch to maintain balance 030 point
5. Foot against side of the beam for balance 40.20 point ,

D. Difficulties (Coriection0
Omit: Page 61, NO', 1 Medium
Add to: Page 62, No. 5 Medium ".*. jump from both feet"
Omit: Page 63, No. 7 Medium
Omit: Page 65, No. 1-3 .Medium
Omit: Page 66, No. 1 Superior .

Add to: Page 67, No. 4 Medium "All turns 360° on one leg
are medium" .

Change: Page .75,'No..5 superior Instead of 540°. how 360°
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:

Add to Page 76, No 1-3 superior "Alf somersaulta, aerial
cartwheels; aerialiwalkoVers forivard, backiiird and
sidewards from any connection are superior
culties.

VII. Floor Exercise
A. Refer.ito Series Part HI, A., B., C.
B. Penalties: (1975 Edition)

1. Hand support on the floor for balance 0.50 point
2. Hand touch onlloor for balance. 0.30 pOint
3. Absence of acrobatic series (2 required) 0.20 point
4. Nqt ending with music- 0.30 point.
5. Piahist aids gymnast 0.20 each time
6. Beginning of exercise missed by personal error 0.50 point
7. Start of exercise without music a. 0.20 point

D. Difficulties (Corrections)
Change: Page 82,,No. 1 and 2 Superior Instead of 1-10, not

"2-10":,
Omit: Page 87-88, No. 1, 2, 5, 6 Medium
Omit: Page 87, No. 1, 2 Superior
Omit: Page 89, No. 1 Superior
Add to: Page 89, No. 2 Medium ".. at least 540°"
Add to: Page 89, No. 3 Medium ".. at least 360°"
A4 to: Page 90, No. 6 Medium ".. at least 360°"
0511t: Page 91, No. 1, 2, 4 Medium
Omit: Page 91, No. 1-4 Superior
Add to: Page 102, No. 2-6 Superior "All Series are Superior

difficulties"
Add to: Page 108, No. 7 & 8 Superior "are 2 superior diffi-

culties"

VI ults Related to Behavior of Coach and Gymnast
oaching Faults

1. AssistanCe from coach during exercise
2. Assistance during landing
3. Assistance during vault
4. Coach between board and horse
5. Coach between rails or runs -un' er apparatus
6. Coach on podium during beam or floor

.00:point
0.50_p_oint--
a121 Void

0.50 point
0.50 point
0.50 point

(Coach may remove board and position mat for landing)
7. Coach-talks to gy ring exercise 0.50 point

_---(Coach may talk t gymnast after fall from apparatus, if
gymnast appears ured)

8. Coach gives sign to gymnast 0.30 point
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B. Behavior of Gymnaist
1'. Lack of pr_e,sehtation to head judge before

or after the exercise .. -0.20 point
2. Leaving,eompetition area without pennissiod

of head judge ' O.5Q point
3. Starting exercise when red signal is flashed Exercise Void
4. Absent in competition Hall without permissioh

of head judge. Disqualification
5. Warming up when green light is on 0.50 point

*1X. NeW springboard regulations: .
l'he springboard for the Uneven Bars and Balance. Beam may be
placed on one or both mats for ,motinting. (2 mats at .6 cnkpach
not to exceed 12 cm, if stable.)

.e..
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Gymnastici AudiOst.ial.Ards.

_.KAREN Platiff
: . .

Karen Patoile is 44 instruetee at the National Academy of
Artistic Gymnastics, Eugene, Oregon. .She graduatecpiwith a...
B.S. degree in education from shellniversity,Of`Washington,
Seattle. She is cl B age, and it the Regftmal Technical
Director tor'VSGE II.. ,

Records., .

Many record companies now h.iie nu3nerous records for floor
exercise, modem rhythmic. gynmis4ts, physi6a/ tduration 'classes
or general -rhythmic programs. CVntact .any..00tthe- following Cot&
panies for complete:catalogs: . . ,

HOctor Dince Records, he., P.0. *Box 38Waldwick, NJ '07443 .

, Statle Records, Inc., Dept, .IG .1795 -gxpress Dr. North;.Smithl
town, NY-J.1.787

Orion Records, Inc, 614 Davis St' , EvinstOn, IL 60436
ICimbo gducational Records, Box 55; Deal, NJ 07723.

. WM PrOduction, P.O. .Box 10573, Detivef,.C.0 80210
Hugo -Sartorello, 505 orth'85id .6cottsaale; AZ 85253
Taff3es, 701 Beta Di., eveland, OH 441.43

,
kins
. Some OT the ,cOmmercial Source?.Of fihnS maybe obtained from -
the following sources: : . - ., . . .,

_,AARPER,1201 I6th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
w--`'Associetion=-FilmS;--Inc., 361 int- Grove- Ave.:,:La Grange, 1,'

60525
Frank £;ndO 12200 South.Berendo-Ave:;tras Angeles; CA 90044
Abie GrosSfeld, Gymnastics Coachi Southern ConnercticAtt. State 7

College; Nevi Haven, -CT Q6515 l . t ..,
Donn Clegg; -501 Smith Highland Ave:, Chainpaign; 2

Sports Film-Library,- U.S. OlyrnpicCorninitiee, Olympic' House
GyinnaSties Aides, Inc., Northbridie; MA 01534 ,- ""-

,
57 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016 7c - ... ,. .

Glenn Sunclby, 4103'BroadwaY, Santa Mirica,-CA 90406
. ,

United States Gymnastics Federation0. Box 127.13,_Tucson,
AZ 85732 .

Wall Charts and Pittunis

. AMF American Athletic gquhimentNjitision, 200 American Ave.,
Jefferson, IA 50120 1 -
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Nissen Corporation, 930 27th Avenue S.W., Cedar Rapids, IA
52406

Sundby Sports Publications, P.O. Box 110, Santa Monica. CA
90406

WM Productions, P.O. Box 10573, Denver,t0 80210
Gyrgnastics Aids, Northbridge, MA 01534 4
Sportswomen, Market 'Place, P.O. Box ;293, Los Altos, CA

94022
Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis, MN 55435
United States Gyninastics F.ederationP.O. Box 12713, Tucson,

AZ 85732 y i

S.
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Gymnastic Symposium held at Laval in 1974.
Schmid, Andrea B. and Drury, 11311sthe. Gymnastics for 4/omen.

Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield Pub g Co., 7. A book cover -
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Annotated Gymnastics Bibliography
DIANE DATILIO

Diane Datilio is the dance coordinator for Artistic Gymnas-
tic Academies of New Hampshire and a coach at the New
Hampshire Academy .of Artistic Gymnastic. She has a B.A.
degree from the University ofsNew Hampshire,_ Durham. A
USGF rated judge,,she is the New Hampshire Chairman for
the USGF.

General Santos

Baley, James A. Handbook of Gymnastics in the Schools: Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1974. Basic book covering history teaching
principles, equipment, piplic relations, skill. and lead-up ac-
tivities.

Boone, William T. Gymnastics. W. Nayack, NY: Parker Publishing
Co., Inc., 1976. An illustrated handbook of gymnastics, tumbl-
ing and trampoline. -

Cooper, Phyllis. Feminine Gymnastics. Minneapolis, MN: Burgess
Publishing Co 1973. A guide for teacherS and coaches, methods
of teaching and evaluating, skills analysis, spotting. Good cov-
erage of dance with excellent transitions between dance and
tumbling.

Kjaldson, Kitty. Women's Gymnastics. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1975. Basic concepts and skills in physical activity.

Morin, Lyn. Enjoying Gymnastics. Sioux City, IA: Globe Thea-
trical Supply. Basic gymnastic exercise's with sequential draw-
ings of skills.

Ryan, Frank. Gymnastics for Girls'. New York, NY: Viking Press,
go 1976. More a,, pictorial book for the young. There is very little

writing. Sequerfces showing spotting are very well done, how-
ever. 4

Ryser, Otto: A Manual for Tumbling and Apparatus Stunts. Du-
, buque, IA: Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 1976. A book covering

organization of .classes with a chapter devoted,t, the conceptual-.
ization of gymnastics. Skills for men and women, as well as
trampoline are covered.

Salmela, John H. The Advariced Study of Gymnasties. Springfield,
IL: Chvles C. Thomas, nd. Contains contributions from 20 well-

.'" known gymnastics coaches and writers. Is a final result o'f the



ing the history of gymnastics for women in the United States,
warm-up and conditioning programi, dance, modern rhythmic
gymnastics, artistic gymnastics, trampoline, curriculum plan-
ning, holding meets, judging.

Sjursen. Balance Beam. Sioux City, IA: Globe Theatrical Supply.
Beginning through advanced gymnastic skills covered with com-
binations for routines.

Sjursen. Girl's Gymnastics Workbook. Sioux City, IA: Globe Theat-
rical Supply. A beginner through intermediate level gymnastics
workbook for the elementary and secondary school child.

Sjursen. Uneven Bars. Sioux City, IA: Globe Theatridal Supply. Be-
ginner through advancekill levels covered with combinations for
routines.

Foreign Lite re

. Schiegl, T/G. Impression Gymnastique. Stuttgart, W.. Germany:
Sport Verlag and Werbung GmbH., nd. A pictorial book on the
-Sixth Gymnaestrada-1975 in Munich with selected writings from

....important poets, philosophors and artists. Written in' five lan-
guages. A book for the modern rhythmic gymnast.

Miscellaneous Sources

Anderson,Bob and Jean. Stretching. An illustrated text with specifiC
stretch routines for each joint complex. Order from authors, P.O.
Box 1002, Englewood, CO 80110.

Arnheim, Daniel. Danee. Injuries: Their Prevention and Cure. St,
Louis, MO: C.V. Mosby, 1975. The newest insights of kinesi-
ology, injury prevention, conditioning and training.

Darden, Ellington. Nutrition and Performance. Athletic Pres. Covers
such topics as shortage of breath, easy weight gain, caloric lists,
the feminine athlete.

Gault, Jim and Grant, Jack. The World of Women's Gymnastics.
Millbrae, CA: Celestial Arts. A book covering parental influence,
overweight gymnasts, judging, choreography, gymnastics for be-
ginner through advanced levels. Illustrated with seqUence shots.

Nossen, SteffC;Dance Exercises Vymnasts. Smithtown, NY: Stat-
.. Elementary.ler Records, Inc. Elementa nastics through the use of dance

technique.
Treiber, Margit. 1975 National Collegiate Directory: Women's Gym-

nastics. Directory of universities and colleges offering courses
and/or competitive women's gymnastics and athletic scholarships
for gymnasts. Order from the author, Indiana State University,
Women's Physical Education Department, Terre Haute, IN
47809.
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Wakefield, Francis et al. Track and Field Fundamentals for Girls
and Women. St. Louis, MO: Mosby, 1973. A book that defines
sprinting and ldng jumping.

Periodicals

Canadian Gymnastics Federation Bulletin. Canadian Gymnastics
Federation, 11 Floor, 33 River Rd., Vanier, Ontario K1L 8 B9
Canada.

Dance Magazine. DANAD Publishing Co., Inc. 10 Columbus Circle,
New York, NY 10019.

Gymnast of America. P.O. Box 1310, Durango, CO.81301.
International Gymnast''Magazine. Sundby Publication, 410 Broad-.way, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
Journal of Applied Nutrition. International College of Applied Nu-

trition, Box 386, Labra, CA 90631.
Journal of Applied Physiology. American Physiology Sdciety, 9650

Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20014.
Track Technique News. P.O. Box 296, Los Altos, CA
Women's Gymnastics News. O.K. Fan Club, Box 75072, Los Angel-

es, CA 90075.

Materials Available from USGF''

FIG Code of Points for Women. Official FIG, includes figures for
difficulty ratings 1975 edition:

...FIG Measurements and Dimensions. 1974 edition, official
booklet on all diagrams and measurements for men's and wo-
men's equipment.

FIG Quarterly Bulletin. Official publication of the FIG, sent direc
from Switzerland, valuable to all in gymnastics.

Modern' Gymnastics: Code of Points.
Modern,: Gymnastics: Compulsories for Class I, II, III. By Mildred

Prchil. .

National Compulsory Routines, Girls. Official USGFNAGWS
routines for girls, three levels of routines now being used for
nationwide school, college, university and post graduate. com-
petition 1975-1980 edition.

USGF Age Group 'Gymnastics Workbook. CoMplete with routines
for boys and girls, ages 6 to 18. Stick figures and built-in grading
system for classroom work.

USGF Gymnastics News. Official word from USGF National office,
listing new books and services, technical changes and what's
newsworthy on a national scale.

Order materials from the United States Gymnastics Federation, Box 12713,
Tucson, Arizona 85711
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USGF Women's Committee Bulletin. Members of the USGF 'Wo-
men's Committee .receive periodic news information as to rule
changes and interpretations; local, regional and national com-
petitions and workshops; and judges' training and certification.
Membership also includes, USGF News. Order from Marlene

. Bene, USGF, Box 12713, Tucson, AZ 85711.
Guidance. for the Instruction of International Judges of Women's

Artistic Gymnastics. This booklet is designed to aid in the thor-
ough and systematic training ofjudges.

Official World and Olympic Compulsory Exercises for Women. The
offifial drawings, text, and music of the compuLsory exercises
for the World Championships in 1978 and the Olympic Games
of 1980.

Supplement to FIG Women's Code of Points. USGF supplement to
FIG Code of Points for Women. Difficulties classification.

USGF Rules and Policies Book for Women. All rules needed to con-
duct USGF competition. Prepared by the USGF Women's Tech-
nicalqCommittee.'

Materials /Wadable from National Association of Women's Gymnastics
Judges"

Listings of Certified. Judges (names, address, ratings)
1. National list
2. Regional list (USGF regions I through VIII. Designate the region re-

quest when ordering.)
3. State list

Modern Rhythmic Gymnastics Sources 0:

Balazs, Eva. Gymnastique Moderne. Waldwick, NJ: Hoctor Publica-
tions. A series of four books for a complete study in modern
gymnastics. Basic musical terms, rhythm aspects of movement,
class organizatiori, judging and history. Book 1, Rhythmic Rope
Jumping, Hook; 2. Rhythmic Gymnastics with Hoops; Book 3,
Rhythmic Gymnastics with Balls; Book 4, Rhythmic Gymnas-
tics with Indian Clubs, Streamers, Shawls, and Pennants.

Brown, Margaret and Betty K. Sommer. Movement Education:
Evolution and a Modern Approach. Reading, MA: Ad on-
Wesley Pub'. Co., 1969. This book contains many excellent e, er-
cises for the development of total body movements, as well as
exercises ar4I movements wig balls, ropes, hoops and scarves
for the beginning and interme e modern gymnast. It has an

Order materials from Kitty Kjeldsen, 17 Meadowbrook Dr., Hadley, MA
01035
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excellent historical overview of some of the early leaders of
rhythmic gymnastics.

Greathouse, Helena. Competitive Rhythmic Gymnastics. Introduc-
- tory. Lessons. Waldwick, NJ: Hoctor Publications, 1975'. This

book presents the most fundamental skills in rhythmic gymnas-
tiCs,. covering such topics as drill exercises, fundamental dance
steps, ballet exercises At the barres. acrobatic .exercises, dance

. combinations and relaxationexercises.
/ Koop, Evelyn.' Modern Rhythmic Gymnastics. A Technical Hand-

book: Scarborough,' Ontario, Canada: A and A Printing Co.
This fully illustrated hiandbook oa modem gymnastics provides
step-by-step description of exercises. wit ball, hoop; ribbon,
rope and free exercise with repiesentatiye iliustations.:.

Norman, Randi. -Gymnastics for Oi4swentei Wahlri.eDeblique,
Wm: C. Brown, Co., Pub., 1965. Theigreater part of this bffak
is devoted to rhythwic movements without apparatus and wOrk

- with rhythm balls, 'With 20 complete prgrams of free move-
.ment, which is excellent for " basic traiiiin:f hi total body move
ment and can be used as warm-ups. .

Provanik; Marie and Norma Zablca. Gypznastic ActiVities withiliarta
APParatits. Minneapolii: purges§ Tub., Co. 1965.This bOok is
to come out in the- near future. 'With a new edition. containing
rhythmic .exercises with hoops, ropes and balls for eleinenta%
school children with exercises according to age.

Schmid, Alidrea. Modern Rhythmic Gymnastics. Palo Alto, CA:
Mayfield

gymnastics"
1975. This 'book covers the entire sCope of

'modern gymnastics. with.skills..rangifng &dm basic to advanced;
as well -as Movement combinations for all hand apparatus_. Each
chapter discusses techniques,' rules- for individuals and group
competition and competition rules in general.

Modern Rhythmic Gymnastic Books with Recorda
t

Hoyman Annelis S. Rhythm- ROpe Jumping. Long Branch, NJ:
n-Kianbo Educational, 19

LP, includes general
than 160 exercise's
vanced combinations
work.

Ball Gymnas
1967. Includes histo

-apparatus, skills of bo
-'ing the ball with or

exercises and group wo
Modern Gym

:Educational. 1975.

book, which is accompanied by a
of rope. There are more

c tect ques to more ad- .
, part r work and group

, NJ: Kimbo Educational,
cs, techniques, use of music,
inging, throwing, arid catch-

binations. Titre are partner

. Long Branch, NJ: Kimbo
echniques for waves, spirals,
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swings, circles, figure 8's ant}' h-apparatus. Thilseslcills range
from simple to more compli inoinsments, rhythmic patterns and
sequences. .-. - ... .

Rhythmic Gymnas ci ops). 7-Long Branch, NJ: Kimbo
Educational, 1968. Inc lu ofpgy and explanation of tech-
niques used with apparatus; ate exercises of rolling, swinging,
circling, throwing and ca,.: ,,p.!sogtessng from beginning to inter-
mediate levels. t-

. Rhythmic Gym lificliem Clubs). Long Branch, NJ:
Kimbo Educational, 1968.0intains mostly exercise techniques for
one club and a few exercise tWoclubs.
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1975-80
National

Compulsory
Routines
For Girls

New age group compulsories will be developed by May 1, 1980.

All compulsory routine drawings in this section were done by James
Stephenson.



GENERAL FAULTS AND PENALTIES
FOR BALANCE BEAM
I. Exactness of Parts Op to:

1. Changing or omitting a small part 0.1

2. Changing or omitting a series of connections 0.3
3. Changing or omitting a major element 0.5-1.0

4 as indicated

II. Exactness of Rhythm

1. Lack of continuity be coml.:bons (small steps. kicks, hoPs,
turns, jumps and leaps).

2. Improper rhythm during acrobatic or tumbling elements
3. Stopping before or after major elements

III. Placement of Beam Elements

1. Small error in spacing of connections
2. Improper spacing of elements on beam

IV. Execution - Technical Faults

1: Bent arms
2. Bent knees
3. Legs apart
4. Insufficient split or separation of legs
5. Failure to contract body where indicated
6. Flue to surch or, extend body where indicated

Loss of balance - follow small, medium and large errors on beam

V. Amplitude

1. Insufficient amplitude on small leaps, hops and jumps
2...1nsufficient a mplitudebnAarge leaps, hops and jumps
3. Insufficient amplitude on acrobatics and tumbling
4. Steps and turns not on balls of feet where indicated

Elegance of the gymnastVI.

1 Follow small, medium and large errors

' VII. Coordination of arms and legs

0.1 each time
0.2
0.2 each time

0.1

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1 small
0.2 medium
0.3 large
0.5 fall

0.1
0.2
0.2
02

0.2 small
0.4 medium
0.5 large

1. lack of coordination on supple body movements 0.1

2. Lack of coordination of arms and legs on connections 0.1

VIII. Lighiness

1. Lack of lightness on small hops, leaps, jumps 0.1

2. Lack of lightness on large hops, leaps, jumps
.3. Lack of lightness on acrobatics and tumbling elements 0.2

BALANCE BEAM-GENERAL FAULTS AND PENALTIES 711
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lialunce Beam-
BEGINNING-Class

1-1
:.-- - ..,,

. Place the board oblique to the' beam.
wherever necessary to make the first
phrase finish at the end of the beam: The
mouni.may be

The'
ekecu ed to the right or

left. e' ription ill be to the right.
-:: Start noun m e right side of the

beam. Take off the left foot end thrust
the right leg straight over the beam.
followed by the left oot to a stag sit on
the beam, left leg bent, right leg stretch-
ed backward and-downward, SCISSOR
MOUNT TO A STAG SIT.

3 Without stopping
. make a 1/2 turn to
the right to a stag sit
with the right leg
bent and the left leg
stretched backward.
(only mark the po-
sition, do not hold).
Leave the right hand

SO

2 Plaiieltita right hand
on the beam during
the ..mount and
finish with the left
hand placed forward
on the bean, (look
forward and up-
ward).

on the beam. As the
left arm circles for-
ward from down-
ward to upWard
the body is'contract-
ing slightly forward
and extending.

ry c
L.)

4 Place both hands be-
hind. the body while
raising both legs. to a
tucked V-sit and
then extending to a
piked V-SIT. From
thii part of the -1--
routine, perform it
as written or in re-
verse. .

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE .



:`Straddle the legs and place the hands forward on
the beam. Whip the legs backward to a squat
position on the beam lariding with the right leg in
front. WHIP liP TO A SQUAT POSITION. Extend-
ing the body in a body wave motion; bring the
arms backward and upward tti an erect stand
finishing with the arms to the upward, sideward
oblique.

I-1 Step left crossing the aims in front of the body. A
small stride leap onto the, right leg. The lett.arm is
forward to the horizontal, the right arm is lateral.
Land with the right leg bent and the lift leg
stretched backward. The legs should separate 90°
to receive no deduction during the leap.

BALANCE BEAMGENERAL FAULTS AND PENALTIES



. : .

2
Step left, arms lateral. Kick the
right leg forward to the horizontal :-
or abbve. Swing the, righi.. ler",
bickvvard and execute a 1/2, pivot
turn to the,rightbn the ball of-the
foot. Finish with the right leg

BACKWARD SWING
TURN. ring the firms curved
above the head during the turn.

4..iii-1 Lunge forward onto the right leg. Simultaneously
p9ish both arms sideward down to the sides of the
body, forward with a contraction to a curved
position over the head, body extended. Then push
the left arrh to the lateral, head looking left, and
then the right arm to the lateral, head looking
right.

.s.

2 Reach forward and
place the hands on.;,
fhe beam. `into. a
FORWARD ROLL. 17

r

* NAQWS GYMNASTiCSClUIDE
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As soon as the feet. push off the
beam, bring the legs together in a
straight leg pike position. Walk
out onto the left foot and then
the right pointing the right leg
forward with a slight knee bend.
Weight is on the left leg. The left
arm is at the forward ilOwnward
oblique and the right arRis at the
backward, upward oblique.

. .

4 Stand onto theight
leg end lift the left
leg bent, knee for-
ward placing the
point of the left
foot against the
right knee. Circle
the left arm for-
bvard, up-Nerd and
backward to finish
at 'the backward,
downward oblique:.
'Circle. the right arm
bac kivard, down-
ward: forward and
-upward to finish at °-,
the upward;-forward
oblique. Move..., the
arms simulta-

. neouilq. Contract
and extend, the
body slightly-
throughout-

-.movement.

IV-1. Step left and kick the right leg forward
with a jump to bath feet, landing itra
semi-squat. positibn (right foot in front).
The arms thwt sharply to the lateral on
the jump anddownwardko the sides of
the body on the squat position. PLAIN
JUMP upward off both feet (tight foot
closes tightly in front of left) and land
back in a deep SQUat.".position with the
right leg in front. Arms vertical on the
jump, Bend the elbows on ;he landing

.strarply (90° bend) and pull them to the
41 horizontal, palms facing the body.

BALANCE BEAM-GENERAL FAULTS AND raLTIES
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-

- V-,1 Make a %s TURN iNtt-
A SQUAT., 'POS1-
MN to the left
finishing with the
lift foot in hogs.
Circle both arms
downward to the
sides ..of the:body.
backward slightly
aq1:1 arotinti to the
side laterally, Jeriii-

-
ing with the back of .

-the wrists: P. thee.
arms to a crossed-.
position in front. of - '

-the body.

.

'Rip. -to 'SCALE on
the right* leg. Arrns

. optional..The scale
must'' be. -shove
horizontal:I/lark the .
scale for two
obunts.".

. .

ti

r

- 2 Step forward lift-to
. " a curtsy. The right

toe ispoited btck
ward on the .beam., .

VI-1 TWO CWASSES on the left foot , and both' legs are .
(L, R, -L, R). TV arms are cunred tient. The bsody is

-over'the head- 1." extencled and twist-
ed nightly . to the

j left.. the -ahns Push
forward ,and down-
ware. to the bt)ck-

.. Ward, downward
;

14AGWS GYAOIAS1ICS GUIDE
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411

3 .
Step forward right 2 Make a 1/4 turn to Lift the right leg

on thit toes making the right to a one forward to the hori-
a 1/4 tx;rn to theleft position (semi- zolital, both arms

and clOse the' left squat). Both _hands forward to the hori-
foot beside the right on the hips. zontal..
fOot on the toes.
Bring the right arm
to the vertical..palm
inward. The left
hand is pipced on
the left hip.

, VIII -1

0.

Sit down on the left leg into a
BACKWARD ROLL to both
knees. As the roll starts, pull both
feet together in a pike position.

2 Leave' the hands on the beam.
Taking support on the hands, lift
off the knees to a pike position and
finish in a squat on the feet with
the Tight foot in front. Contract
and extend to a stand with the
arms coming forward and upward
to the upward, sideward oblique.

BALANCE BEAMGENERAL FAULTS AND PENALTIES SS
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IX-1

Either kick or
step(s) (one or two)
and kick either leg
forward and upward
above horizontal.
The arms go down
to the sides of the
body and thrust for-
ward and upward to
the vertical.

4

ROUND-OFF DISMOUNT off the end of the beam to a stand facing the beam.
Ideally the dismount should be straight body all the way to the landing.

Except for the examples
in the routine, the routine
can only be reversed as a
whole.
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SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR
BEGINNING BALANCE BERM-CLASS III

I. Scissor mount to stag sitv1/2 turn, V sit, whip to squat

1. Off balance or adiustment of the body when landing in the stag sit UP to 0.2
4. V sit without amplitude UPto 0.2
5. Body not free during the swing to the squat 0.2

II. Stride leap, swing turn

1. Incorrect positioning on landing (front leg plie
back leg stretched backward) 0.1

Lunge, forward roll, stand, pose

1. Lungeposition incorrect (front leg should be bent, back leg
should be straight) 0.1

3. Legs not in a pike position as the feet push off into the roll 0.2
3. Roll not continuous 0.3

IV. Kick lump, plain lump

1. Feet incorrect in the air on plain lump (one in front
one in back and closed together) 0.1

V. Squat turn, scale .

2 Scale not at horizontal
2. Not marked for two counts

VI Chasse, chasse, curtsey

1. Feet incorrect in the air on chasses (one in front, one in back
and closed together)

VII. 1/4 turn, 1/4 turn

0.1
0.1

0.1 each time

1. 1 /4 turn not completed 0.1 both
.2 ? 4 turn not completed turns

3. F orWa(,d leg not at horizontal 0.1

Y, I', flare rol), squat

1 Sit ulcertain
1 Useot hands when sitting
1 Roil not continuous
1.,,Lcs not in pike.position as the roll starts

roe replacing a backward roll

alcant-Off Discnount

I Hares t"Th., tmeOusi V placed for round off
Legs nor together when the body reached vertical

7 8B0. the vertical

No push cif
1 ' 4 i4r ',Co-...2. on rod ^doff

ell otner deductions according to FIG Co?! of Points..

BALANCE BEAM - BEGINNING CLASS ill

0.1
0.3.
0.3
0.2

0.2
lip to 0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1



? i
Those elements listed below are considered major elements anfwill draw a 0.5 point deduction if

omitted or changed. . . . .

;
1. Mount" - Scissor Mount to stag sit,.

. II. Stride lean

IV. Straight jump !ii ;i ;

NI. Forward roll Ili'

V. Scale
VIII. Backward roll
IX. Dismount rounde

I

8 4,

it

So'

47;
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!uncurl:team-
INTERMEDIATE-Class.

1-1
Place the board at

the ,end of the
beam. Run. FOR-
WARD ROLL
MOUNT.

.2 S4addle th legs
hands forwird on th
Me legs to a horizontal
(legs together) before be
knees into a squat with
leg in front liyHIP
SQUAT POSITION.

3 Extending the body
in a body wave mo-
tion. bring the arms
backward and up-
ward to an erect
stand finishing with
the arms to The up-
ward. sidewarct
oblique: 1 1,-.;,.:4r.

.Z:). :, "1 1 -1--7°- '
4:,... k i. -e

...- 3., . : -,
- 4Step left intaka--,:

*.,I.i.-% ..
liZ, ,,, srriati stride leap. an- -

,
:.* Fib the right- -feel: ..r,7

- .

,ir'',, (Th is is a mew knell 5..

.,-re: -leap.) Arms bateral:

.

NCEIMA K.7CLA.S.S II fito,

Stei:Sleft, crossing tl arms
".in-4front of the liOciy.
'STRIDE. LEAP onto the
right..leg. The. left arm is .

forwZakto,-4! hoizo9tal;it,
arickthPright-aoh
iltstillig the leaPlifAl iandP;:".

ling. Land wit the right leg'
bent and V -the,' left leg
$fretcheli "backward;,-.-;:The
minimum inglb of tlie-"tegs.v:

ed' sho u Id be 120°



illptteP left, arms lateral. Kick
the right leg forward and exe-
cute a'1/2 turn to the left
finishing with the right leg
extended . backward. FOR-
WARD' SWING: TURN. Bring
the arms curved above the
head during the turn and push
the left arm to the lateral at
the end of the turn. Head
looks to the left.

IV -1 Lunge forward onto tte 'right leg. Simultaneaily push both
arms 07dtiward,ddlain to the sides of ihe body,,fdpvard with a
contraction so a curved. position over theJiwad, body\
extended:Then gush the left arm to the lateralhead looking ,
left. and the the rightar'M ler the lateral: head looking-right. 4.. '

4 ' IC . "il
C . . c..

4 ' ,

Place the hands forward do
the beam. Kick ihe left leg
backward and upward tb a 'di'
split English Handstand. amyl,
mum 901 Switch the legs In
the air at the vertical titttp,
second split and then comes
clOwn onto the left, loot.
SCISSORS ENGLISH HAND-
STAND.

3 .

90

e
. :

2 -4 right toe-. f..'(;"
, backward

on `the. am in a
lunge Xiition., The
arms push backward
to the backward,

ff''' dori ward oblique.
h turned to the

body is
ist "ghtly to

the right,

NAWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE-



V-1 Step forward on the right
leg bringing the arms
curved to the sides of the
body. Place the left leg
behind the right leg, both
'legs bent. Push off both
legs in a jump and land on
the right leg with the left
leg stretched backward.
Bring the left arm forward
to the horizontal and the
right arm lateral. Land on a
bent leg.

2 TUCK JUMP up-
ward off both feet
(right foot slightly
in front of left) and
land back in a deep
squat position with
the right leg in
front. Arms vertical

2 Step left and kick .the
right leg forward with a
jump to both feet, land-
ing in a semi-squat pesi-
t iOn (right foot in
front). The arms thrust.
sharply to the literal on
the jump and down-
ward to the sides of the
body on the squat posi-
tion.

on the jump. Bend
the elbows on the
landing sharply (90°
bend) and pull them
to the horizontal,
palms facing the
body.

BALANCE BEAM INTERMEDIATECLASS II

VI-1
Make a% TURN IN
A SQUAT POSI-
TION to the left fin-
ishing with the left
foot in front. Circle
both arms down-
ward to the sides of
the body, backward
slightly and around

` to the side laterally,
leading with the
back of the wrists.
Pull the arms to a
crossed position in
front of the body.

SD
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3

12

vli-1
Rise to an Air
STRACT SCALE on
the right leg. The
right leg is in a bent
Position, the left leg
is bent backward to
the horizontal, body,
horizontal. Arms
optional. Mark the
scale for
counts.

Step forward left to
a curtsy. The right
toe is pointed back.
ward on the beam
and both legs are

.bent. The body is
extended and
twist& slightly to
the left. The arms
push forward and
downward io the
backward, down-
ward oblique.

two

2 ONE CHASSE on
the lett foot IL,R).
Arms optional.

Making a 1/4 turn to
the right, step right
backward sideward
on the ptoes and
close the left foot
beside the right foot
on the toes. Bring
the right arm to the
vertical palms in-
ward. The left hand
is placed on theeft
hip. f

2 Make a 1/4 turn to
the right to a ph;
Position (semi -
squat). Both hands
are on the hips.

9 ovii NAWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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Lift, the right leg forward taiihe harizonist, both arms fonvaril to
the horizontal Sit down ovi -fie left, leg into a.BACKWARCCROLL
to a single leg squat on the right leg, the leffleg stretched upward at a
45° angle. (As the roll starts, pull both feet, together in a. pike
position.) place the left foot behind the right in a squat position.
Arms at the sides.f the body.

IX-1 Make a 1/2 turn to
the left on the toes
of the feet, while
rising to a stand.
Arms lateral.

2 Make a 1/2 turn to
the left on the toe
of the left foot
straightening the
left leg out and
bringing the right
leg bent forward,
point of the right
foot against the
knee of the left leg.

34 TURN.
(Arms curved over-
head.)

BALANCE BEAM - INTERMEDIATECLASS II

3

9 7

Step forward onto
the right bent then
extended leg with
the left toe pointed
and extended back-
ward on the beam.
Swing the arms for-
ward and downward
to finislp at the
backiiiard, down-
ward oblique.

93



-4 Step left and HOP
with the right leg
bent backward.
both knees together.
Left arm lateral,
right arrn curved
horizontally in front
of the body.

X1 Kick the right leg- forward
above the horizontal with the
arms thrust to the vertical.
Cartwheel to a side handstand
and mark the. position for two
counts.

2 1/4 turn off to a stand with the right hand remaining on the beam.
Then lift the left arm over the head. If you wish' to do the dismount
on the left side; take a step on the right leg and kick the left leg
forward and reverse the dismount to the left. HANDSTAND %
TURN DISMOUNT.

Except for the examples. in -the
routine. the.routine can only be
reversed as a whole.

0 094. NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR
INTERMEDIATE BALANCE BEAM-CLASS II

Forward roll mount

1. Roll not continuous
2. Whip up under the horizontal

II, Stride leap

2. Incorrect positioning (Legs not at 1201

Forward swing tum

1. See general penalties

IV. Lungs into handstand

2. Handstand not vertical
2. 90* angle not attained during scissors handstand

V. Sisson jump, kick, tuck jump

3. Legs not bent enough on 'luck iuMp (minimum 90'l

VI. 1/2 turn, sou at position

1. See general penalties

VII, Abstract scale, China

1 . Incorrect leg positioning
1. Not marked for two counts
2. Feet incorrect in the air on chaste lone in front, one in

back and closed together.

VIII. T/4 turn, 1/4 turn, backward roll

1. 1.& 2. 1/4 turns not completed
3. Forward leg not at horizontal
3. Sit uncertain
3. Roll not continuous
3. Legs not in a pike position as the roll starts

IX. 1/2 turn, 1/2 tUltin, hop

1. Incorrect leg position on turn

X. Handstand 1/4 turn dismount

1. Kick not above horizontal
1. Begs 'hot together when the body reaches vertical
1. Body not vertical
1. Handstand not marked for two counts

2. Body bent on 1/4 turn
'2, 1/4 turn not complete

0.3 .
0.3

0.1

0.2
0.1 each time

0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1 each time ti

0.1 each time
0.1

0.1

0.3
0.2

0.1

0.1

0 1-0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

.01

Those elements listed below. are considered major elements and will draw a 0.5 PCIatt deduction it
omitted or changed.

I. Forward Roll mount VII. sale
II. Stride leap VIII.. Backward roll
IV. Scissor handstand X. Handstand. 1/4.turrn dismount
V. Tuck lump ,

.

BALANCE BEAM - INTERMEDIATE-CLASS II

I
..9.
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Balance Beam- /
REIVANCED-Chiss I

1-1 Place the board at the end
of the beam. Take off the
left leg and run onto the
end of'the beam stretching
the right leg.orito the beam
in .2 squat position. Bring
the left leg in is, squat
position in front of the
right leg. Arms are lateral
when landing the mount.
You may reverse the
mount. RUN ON MOUNT.

. ,).
Z Rise to an arabesque

on the right lewleft
leg stretched back-
ward. Bring Ihe
arms to the side of
the body and thrust
them upward. to the
vertical, palms in-
ward during the ara-
besque.

11-1 Three running steps to a STAG SPLIT
LEAP onto right leg. The one arm is
forward to the horizontal, and the other
arm is "lateral during the leap and land-
ing.1The minimum angle of the legs
shdIld be 1200. Land with the front leg

Whd the beck leg stretched back -
. .

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



One step onto the left,
arms at the sides of the
body. Pivot a 1/2 turn to
the left on the Jett toe,
right leg turned outward
and bent, -toe of the right
leg placed behind the left
ankle. 1i4 PIVOT TURN.
Bring the arms forward and
upward to a curved posi-
tion above the -head during
the turn_ ,

2 Lurige forward onto the right isg.
Simultaneously push both arms sideward
down to the tides of the body, forward
with a contraction to a curved position
over the head, body extended. Then
push the left arm to the lateral, head
looking left, and then the right arm to
the lateral, head looking right.

Place the hands. forward on the beam,
Kick the left leg backward and upward
to 'an English Handstand with the legs
split. Bring the, leg to a vertical hoot:la--
stand. Switcb the ,legs to the opposite
side and come down onto the left foot.'
SCISSORS ENGLISH HANDSTAND.

BALANCE BEAM ADVANCEDCLASS I

Place the right toe,
pointed, backward
on the beam in a
lunge position. The
arms push-bickward
to the backward,
dowAwars1 oblique,
head turned to the
right. The bOdy
'twisted slightly to
the right.

97



V1 Step forward ook.the right, leg brin8ing 2-
the arms curved to the sides of the body.
Place the left, .behind the right leg,

o both legs bent. Pusfi off both legs jria
junt and land on the right leg with -ttle
left leg stretched .backwaid. Bring the.'
left. annforward to the horizontal and
the right arm lateral. Land on ibentleg._

t
Step left and kick
die right leg lanyard
with.a jump:to bodi
feel., landing, in a

at- position!,
(iig(v foot in front).

The . seen .thrusi
. -sharply :to the jater-
-'at on the jump and
downward to the
.sides of the-body on

--the jpiluat position;"

v

3
Jump off both feet.
switch the right leg
behind and the. left.:
leg instfront in the
air. Then sWilarthqg
feet back to land
with the foot ,
in front 'and the left
in back --in a squat
position- or the ;

-beam. BEAT JUMP.
The whole: 'beat

' be seccor,

-

VII rsitakiea 34 TORN iN
A ',SQUAT POS1-
T1ON ; to. the left

plished before land...,;;_' firiishing the
ing: on 'the beamo ,left .fOot.' in front.
The .arms are verb - .Circle. -.both arms'.
cal on the ?downward, to P the -4
Bend the eitis7ws on . sides .of. the body,
the landing sharply,. ..bsickwartj slightly
(90°) bend an pull' .aiid; around to: the
them ..to Me 'hori; side .lead-
zontal, 'palms facing ,- ing with the back-of:
,die body. the Wrists. ,Pull the

arms . to ,a _crossed,
position in front of
the body..9c .izmawsgiyr:404-ncGui0E--



Rise to a BENT
LEG SCALE on the
right leg. The right
leg is in a bent posi-
tion, the left leg is
Straight backward,
horizontal or above,
body horitontal.
Arms optional.

',Mark the scale for.
two counts.

2 CHASSE on the-feft
foot IL,R). Arms
lateral.

vh
Extend the right leg,
toe pointed in front
of the left. Toe may-
be either on or off
beam. The left brm
is to She backward,
u;:mord oblique, the
right atm curved
horizontally in front'
of the body. Step
right into a FULL
TURN right on the
right toe. The left
leg can be placed in
an optional posi-
tion. The arms are
optional.

BALANCE BEAM ADVANCEDCLASS I

3 Step forward left to
a curtsey. The right
toe-is pointed back-
ward on the beam
and both legs are
bent. The body is
conttectid forward
and twisted slightly
to the left. The arms
are lateral stepping
into the curtsey.

....Briag the right arm
curved across the
front. of the body
and above the head.
Bring the left arm
curved behind, the
body horizontally.

99



2 Step left and hop L. While hopping, the IX-1 Making a 1/4 tiltn
right leg lifts foreard, bends so the toe to the right. step
of the right foot touches the left knee as right sideward on
it passes through to point stretched the beam' with a
backward on the beam to a lunge qpsi- knee bend. The
tion. On the step, the right arm isf right arm pushes to
horizontally forwird, the left arm his the sideward, down-
horizontally backward. Thrust the arms ward oblique, the
down to the sides of the body on the left arm to the
hop; then lift the left horizontally.for- sideward. upward
'ward and right horizontally- bakward. oblique.
On the lunge finish with them thrust
sharply with the right to the forward,
upward oblique, the left to the back-
ward, downward oblique. -

2 Close the left toot
beside the right
foot, knees bent
slightly. The right
arm moves to the
sideward, upward
'oblique, the left arm
moves to the side-
ward, downward
oblique.

100

3 Straighten. the knees
and kick the right
leg sideward above
the horizontal. Both
arms are to the side-
ward, upward
oblique.. -

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



4 CARTWHEEL' SICIEWARD to the right
- landing ors the left leg. Step sideward

right and close the left fbot beside the
right foot. The right arm is vertical, the
left arm is downward at the side of the
body.

5 1/4 turn to the left
and step forward
left. HOP with the
right leg bent back-
ward, both knees
togethet. Left arm
lateral, right arm
curved horizontally
in front of the
body.:

CM/

Kick the right leg forward above thehbrizontal
with the arms thrust to the vertical. -cartwheel
onto the right arm (first arm),1 /4 turn oft.to a stand
with the right hand oo the beam-. (Right). WENDY
DISMOUNT. It you wish to do ttie dismount on Except for the examples

rouzthe left side, take a step on the right leg and kick in the routine, the ine

the left lei forward and reverse the dismount to ieltiole.bely be reversed a
Whole.the left.

BALANCE SEAM ADVANCECFCLASS I

9,9 A

101



SPECIF T1E5
FOR BALANCE BEAM
1. Run on

1. See

II. St49-1081g
1

1. I at 1201 0.1

Ill. 1/2 turn ,

1. See general penalt

111V. Handstand

1. Handstand not vertical. ' 0.36 0
1. Legs not equal in the t position of the legs . 0.2 each time
1. Legs not together on .cal position between the scissoring

of the legs , . . 0.2

sa

V. Jump, Juinp

3. Beat of legs °mitt,/ 0.2

Vt. 1/2 turn, squat

1. See general penalties

VII. Scale, chasms

1. Scale not at horizontal 0.1
1. Not marked for two counts 0.1
2. Feet incorrect in the air on Chasse (one in front, one in back,

and closed together
_

VIII. Full turn. Hop

1, See General Deductions'
2. Leg not in the correct positions (straight, bending) 0.2

IX. 114 turn, cartwheel, 114 turn, wendy dismount

1. 1/4 turn not completed (movement not.performed sideward)
3. Kick not above horizontal
4. Hands placed sirtultaneously
4.. Cartwheel not passing over vertical
4. Cartwheel not landed sideward
6. Kick not above hdrizontal

X. 1. Legs not together when the body reaches vertical
1. Body not vertical
1. Body bent on 1/4 turn
1. 1/4 turn not complete
1. Two arms instead of one used for dismount -

0.1

0.1
0.1

Up to 0.3'
0.2
0.1

0.1-0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
1.0

Those elements listed below are considered major elements and will draw a 0.5 or 1.0 point
deduction if omitted or changed.

* I. Run on mount
II. Stag split
I V. Handstand split
V. Beat jump

102 NAGW.S GYMNASTICS GUIDE

0.5 VII. Scale 0.5
0.5 VIII. Full turn 03
1.0 IX. Cartwheel 1.0
0.5 X. Wendy 1.0 '
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GENERAL FAULTS' AND PENRIZIES
FOR FLOOR EXERCISE

Exactness of Parts

1. Changing oiomitting a small part
2. Chinging of omitting a series of connections
S. Changing or omitting a major.element

Up to:

0.1

0.3
0.5 dr 1.0

as indicated

II. Exactness of Rhythm

1. Lack of continuity between connections (small steps, kicks, hods,
turns, jumps, leaps) 0.1 each time

2. Improper rhythm during acrobatic or tumbling . . 0.2
3. Lack of continuity between series of acrobatic and tumbling elements 0.3

III. Direction of Floor Pattern

1. Small error in line of direction of connections
2. Err& in line of direction of a major element
3. Error in line of direction of whole section of floor pattern

IV. Exeaition - Technicel Paults

1. Bent arms, knees 0.2 each time
2. Legs apart .0.2
3. Insufficient split or separation of legs , 0.2
4. Hand placernentryncOrrect during acrobatics and tumbling 0.2
5. Failure to contract body where indicated .. 0.1
6 Failure to stretch or extend body where indicated 0.1
7. Loss of *once - follow small, medium and large errors..., 0.2 small

. 4 0.4 medium

-14
0.5 large

0.1
0.2
0.3

V. Amplitude

1. Insufficient amplitude on small leaps, hops, jumps
2. Insufficient amplitude on large leaps, hops, jumps
3. Insufficient amplitude on acrobatics and tumbling
4. Steps and turns not on balls of feet where indicated

VI. -Elegance

I. Follow small, medium, or large errors

VII. Coordination of arms and legs

0.1

0.2
0.2
0.2

0.2 small
0.4 medium
0.5 large

1. Lack of coordination on supple body movements , 0.1
2. Lack of coordination of arms and legs on connections

VIII. _Lightness

1. Lack of lightpess On small hops, leaps, jumps
2. -Lack 4if lightness on large hops, leaps, jumps
3. Lack of lightness on acrobatics and tumbling elements

0.1

0.2
0.2
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BEGINNING Floor Exercise.

Stand at attention
in he middle at one
side of the floor X
teat% facing the
right-hand side. (See
floor pattern.) Begin'
by stepping on -the
4th note. (The 1st
loud note.)

1-1

3 Ste.p forward
Placing weight on to
straight right leg.
Left leg is straight
behind, foot
pointed to the floor.
arms remain up but
move with the body
and head as they
turn to the ?fight,
(Now left arm is for-
ward high oblique
and -*right arm is,
backward high
oblique.)

104

,

Step forward,
placing weight onto
straight left, leg.
Right leg Straight
behind, ,foot

:Pointed, .head and
'body turned to the
left; arms remain at
sides'.

ti
U.

Legs, body and head
remain in same, posi-
tion_ while both
arms' lower to the
sides of the body: ,

4

2 Legs and body
remain in same posi-

.tion, arms move
quickly to the high
oblidue,. Right arm
forward and left
arm backward.'

11-1
Bring left leg togeth-
er with the right and
execute an arched
body jump, arms
circle back, doVlin,
and up to .oblique
high on the 'jump'.
Body should be
stretched with the
back slightly arched,
feet together and

' head up.

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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V

2.
Land- on two feet in
phi, sit down, and
'rol I backward. , a
back extension roll,

2 'land in a left lurige 3
position, 0iilms u13-.
Head forward and
up. (Move through

- this, do not hold.)

.

9

Body turns back 90°
to the left'. Right
arm moves to a

lateral position, and
left arm curves
down and crosses' in
front of the body.
then left arm ex-
tends to the left side..
of the body. Step'
left and run R, L
and a R foot take
off to a leap (90° or
more) with the left
Rig. Arms lateral.

Laiid left and con-
tinue run in a partial
circle left (around
the corner) R, L and
skip. Right foot
touching left knee.
larms move down'
and, up 'with wtts
crossing in front Of
body at chest
height. palms facing
in. head lowered.
Land left.

FLOOg EXERCISE BEGINNING

Let body turn ice
to the right as
weight, is shifted
back on to the right
leg. PliC then
straight. Body leans
Isideviard) to the
left as the stipple
arms move softly
&win next, to-body
and then upward, !,
again extending to,
tqe right side of -the

-.body high upward.
right 012 straight,
left arm. curved,
oblicaia head fa,
lovi arm' move-
ments. Now.

.
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3 Continue run. R. L, arms lateral
step right and hurdle fix a long
and stretched cartwheel to the
left_

106

4, Immediately upon landing tin the
right foot continue stretch side-
ward and execute a "cartwheel
turn out.- Land on right foot and
then pivot (900pivot left, 1/4 turn)
to face forward, arms remain
overhead.

, NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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Step Jeft. (Light plie and
straighten.) Right leg stretches be-
hind foot pointed, arms are
,stretched to the high lateral
oblique, palms out, head, up,
slight pause. '

. -

3 Step left into 'plie.
The straight right
legllses in the b<wk
(a 'bent knbe scab,
position). palrits
turn in on step then
out as arms move to
a lateral position on

'pose, head u6.
SlOt hold in this
position.

-V-1

2

Step right in plie.
Left leg moves to a
fcrward, bent and
turned pa position
iri the air: (Front,
attitude.) .Arms
move from vertical
through to a lateral

Step right toward
the corner, turn
135°13/8th) right so
as to ipoive parallel
to left boundary
line. A picque turn
(left foot to right
ankle, left leg bent)
turn on the toes of
right foot (arms
overhead).

FLOOR EXERCISE BEGINNING

position in front of
the body, parallel to
the floor, palms up,
head up (right leg
remains bent), slight
h d in thi; posi- ,

on.

At completion of
turn, left leg ex-
tends forward to a
horizontal kick,
arms move laterally
on the kick.

I
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Step left forward and eie-
Fute a handstand forward,
roll, arrive

2 in a sitting position with
the right leg turned out
and bent: (Right knee
touching floor). The left
leg straight and to the side.
(Stag sit.) Right hand' is
placed on the liar behind
the body, the 'left arm
moves lateral; then circles
down across body, for-
ward and up through
crown position and then
pushes to side in high
oblique, headifollowi arms
and looks back over left
arm.

3 E2cecute a full knee , 3
+ Nan to the right by

bringing left knee
to join the right and
then raising the
right leg

OS.

VI-1
and 'placing right
foot otitis mat, arms
are overhead on the
spin and at the
completion . more
laterally, body
twists to the:Aght,
heart right.

a' '!

.Straighten right
knee to stand up.
Step !left 1/2 turn
left, step right in
back 1/2 turn- con!
tinuing to the Jett.
(Chainee turn),
arms rounded
head. ,

0 (3
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2 Run left (arms open laterally) run
right. bring legs together
(assemble), land on both feet and
execute a *diee forward roll to
land on both feet, arms move
ba4kward. upward to overhead.

3

4

With impetus frongr
he left leg, quickly
step ,sideward right
to a side lunge on
right leg fright leg
bent. left leg
straight to the side.
toes pointed). Right
'arm is sidewerd high
oblique. Left arm is
lateral. head up.

r

a
.1 Turn the body 45°to the eight

V
II

' and step forward vinh4he lett
leg and hop; alright log kicks
forward spin. Hop on -left
again as right knee bends toe
to left knee. On hops (land
with pli6) left arm is vertical,
right arm is lateral and body is
twisted slightly to the right.
head right.

FLOOR EXERCISE BEGINNING
';1

101I



. .
26 Step right. kick left

straight leg fOrwarcVand
hop do right leg (land
with pli4). right arm is
tartical, left arm is lat-
eral. Head left.

/

VIII' -1
-. Run. arms lateral. R._

step L and hop while
kicking right leg for=
ward and executing s-
helf turn left in air:
arms overhead (body
turns away from ftont
leg- so thit it ends up
extended in back).
Land inctii on the left
leg, right leg Stretilied
behind and high. arms
side. (Fouet3a)

.

2 Slap backward on to
right root with 1/4 turn.,
right. slide 4eft leg to
right leg (arms side).left

' foot displaces right
foot. step sidevard on
right and execute a hop
with a 1/2 turn to the
right. left knee is bent.
foot touching right
knee (knee forward);
firths to high upward
oblique. .

110

IX-1 Run forward L, R. hurdle R and
roundoff L. Rebound with legs
straight, arms extended obliquely_
overhead. feet together.

, r
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2 Land on. right leg. Left leg ex-
tends forward, right leg bends and
the body rolls backward to a
backward roll landing on the bent
lift leg. Right leg is bent behind
the left, toes pointed on the mat,
arms move laterally to an oblique
backward position, head left.
(Bow position.)

3 Step on the right leg,
to the right side
with a 1/2 turn to
the right. bring..the
left leg to join the
right, feet together
and legs straight, the
left arm moves over-
head to high lateral.
Right arm lowers
from. ov.erheed to a '
curved position in
front of cheit. Head
looks left. Palms up.

'X-1 Both arms lower to the sides of-
the body then the body wave
.bergiris by moving -the arms back-
ward. Body arches; knees remain
bent. Arms continue to circle
.upwani, sideward. body con=
tracts, head lowers more as.arms
circle downward close to- the
floor. Wrists cross softly, body
uncurls as legs straighten and arms
move quickly to the high side-
ward oblique. Palms in.

F).00R EXERCISE BEGINNING 1 0 D

2
Arms relax and
move softly down
and to a position
behind the bogy,
(low oblique, wrists
slightly flexed) as
the left leg crosses
in front of the ankle
of the right leg, left
foot toes pointed.
Head to the right.

111
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BEGINNER FLOOR PATTERN

Oindices' body facing at beginning. al saved.
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.SPECIFIC PENFILTIES FOR
,Eakturimiric FLOOR EXERCISE-CLRSi III

I. 14 See generaloieduchons

2. failure to pass thru handstand before splitting legs "' 0.3

III. 1. Legs split less than. 90' 0.2

314' Cartwheels piked 0.2
Hand placement simultaneously 0.2 .

TV. 3. Leh knee insufficiently bent in scale 0.1

'Right leg of insufficient height 0.1

Position not held 0.1

V. 2. Vertical position not attained 0.2
Legs tucked Instead of piked 0.2

VI. 2. Dive forward roll with insufficient amplitude '03

VII. 1-2 See general deductions

VIII. 1. Body turn on louene not sharp and clean 0.2
Leg low oilturn 0.2
Jump of insufficient amplitude 0.2
Body bent forward on landing 0.1

IX. Body failing to pass through the verticle on roundoff 0.z,
Legs corning together too late 0.2 .

1 /2 turn incomplete 0.2
Insufficient rebound, 0.2
Touching hand on landing before roll 0.2

X. 1.2 . See giniral deductions

Those elements listed below are considered motor elements and will draw a 0.5 point deduction if
omitted or changed.

I t. Back extension roll
III. Stride leap
III. Cartwheel, cartwheel
IV. Scale
V. Handstand forward roll
VI. Dive roll
VIII. Fouette
IX. Roundof f. lump. -sit back roll -11

lJ
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"INTERMEDIATE
Floor Exordia

Stand 3/4 of the way
up on the leithartd
side of the floor
mat. Stand on left
straigtv;leg, right leg
bent, right toes
touching left ankle.
Right arm curved
with elbow pointing
backwards palm up
and touching the
side of the hip. 'Lefts
arm stretched for-
ward, palm upward.
Begin to move when
music starts.

1-1 Step backward 2
quickly (R,L,R),
body is beat for-
ward, arms move
down alongside of,
body and to an.
obliquely upward
Position in The'back,

mad is lowered.

Bring the left foot be-
side the right and exe-
cute a slightly arched
straddle jump, arms
circle down and up to
an obliqtie position
with palms . out at
height of jump, head.
up.

3 Land in . plie with 11-1
'both feet together,
arms move side -

ward, downward,
and up in front of
body to a position
over head with the
wrists crossed (left

Step backward with
right leg, arms swing
down in front of
body and move to
the side (arm rotate
out at the sho ders;
hand raises).'

on inside), head
lowered.

11 NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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2
Execute a back walkover
by' lifting the left leg and
pushing off of the right.

3 Land on left leg in
pile, right leg
straight and behind
left. Right foot,
Pointed on the flogi a
(lunge) arms move
from the floor, up
thru over head, to a .
high-obliquely back
ward position, palms
out, head up. Slight
hold.

2 Step to music "march" (R, L, R.
L); on first two steps arms move
down to side of body and remain
there. On third step right arm
n1pves with an impetus straight to
the side, head right: on 4th step,
left, arm moves sharply to a posi-
tion straight- up beside head.
Right arm remains to the side.
Head looks up towards left arm.
(Steps curve sill/MI1r to the left.)

FLOOR EXERCISE INTERMEDIATE

117

Bring right leg for-
.ward (not ,a high
kick) and execute 1/2
turn- to thp left on
the toes Of the left
straight leg. Arms
curved over head on
turn, at completion
of turn, right leg is
held behind and off
of the floor (pats
through low ara-
besque).

3 Run right, arms lat
eral, step left and
skip. Right knee

'bent with toes
tithing left knee,
arms crossed in
front of chest, head
lowered slightly.

119



4 Step. right, and execute a
split leap left, arms high.

side oblique, head up.

IV-1 A small jump from
'this position with a
3/8 turn to the left
to fate the diagonal.
land on balls of feet,
arms make a small
circle outward
(scoop) on turn and
finish in a horizon -

,tally forward posi-
tion with palms up.
head up.

120

5 Land I... and run R,
I... with impetus
from stepping L
"thrust" right, leg
forward and jump,
body tracili for-
wtrd tri the air and
gymnast lands with
both feet together
in Pa, arms push
from the side .to a
low positiOrr parallel
to the thighs, arms
straight, palms
down, head slightly
lowered.

1 n
.1
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2 Run R,L,Step R and hurdle and
execute a dive tinsica to the left
(under arm lift);upon landing

,3 Land on right leg
with body sideward,

'rapidly step left and
hop

3 off of the left leg to
'travel sidward in the
air, legs spread wide
and arms high, side
oblique. . head up.
Land on left leg in
prirrtSody still side-
Ward)

11,9
FLOOR EACERCISE INTERMEDIATE.

2 immediately exe-
cute a dive cart-
wheel to the left.

3
Right leg moves to a
bent position be-
hind the left, toes
pointed, arms
moved down side -
ward and up to
cross in front of
chest, arms bent,
palms inward, head
right, body leaning
right.

'121J



' V4 .

Step. with the right
foot behind the left.
Then step with the
left leg to the side in
pile (foot turned
out), turn body to
face corner, raise
.right leg behind.
Right arm moves to
forward position,
left arm moves lat-
erally. Head looks
right over the right
arm. Hold bent
knee scale position.

V1-1
Arms circle back-
ward, step left and
thrust right leg rear-
ward with- impetus
push from the left
leg

122

2
Step right forward-
facing corner .

1 and cartwheel to a
side handstand.
With hands landing
on pad, left 4men
right. Show hand-
stand but do not
hold. Letting the
arms bend and back
arch, slowly lower
body to a

120

2
then etecute a 3/8

Nrn to the left (on
right toes) both
arms move to
curved position
above head, palrits
in. At completion of
the turn, the left'
bent knee raises and
left foot points next
to the ankle of the
right leg, arms
straighten and palms
turn outward.

'I

1

chest roll ition.
Feet must remain
together. At corn7
pl-etion, arms
straighten and head
raises. (Front sup-
port position, hips
contacting floor .1.,.,

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



2 Left leg then swingi back.
ward acres the-right leg
an thgt.trunk completEs 41
7/8 'turn :left, allowiog
gymna$taie

3

. enkl in a split (left leg
forward }, parallel to center
diagonal. 'Arms high
oblique on shOW
splitsbut do pot hold.

Swing the right leg
around from the
bask; left leg bends
immediately a "1/8

- seat spin to the left:
Left arm rounds in
front of body. Right.
arm swings down to
the side,. forwards.
and up to curved
position (overhead) ,

. head lowered, body
contracted.(Left leg
is turned out with
knee and foot on
floor, right leg is al-
so bent with right
foot poirkted. toes
touching floor,
Right leg crosses
shin of left leg).

FLOOR EXERCISE INTERPiECIAIE
.

VII -1
Stand up by moving
forward onto left
knee then straight-
ening the legs, step-.
ping on to the right
leg. Left foot points
to the floor. Body
contraction opens
with. the right arm
moving lateral, left
arm vertical, body
twisted to the right,
head right. Slight
hold with music.
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2
. ..

Step left.Aeft arm circles down in front of body and lup to
,Itiate.a fall Turn' left an the bent left Iep Right leg'straight.and!'
extended 4earward, low almost to the. -groutid. Hips t out
side,;varci. l..qtt'armXiiih side-diagonal. right arm laterdJ, ide lunge
.tut19. ii

.3 Step. forward on
right in plie and

. bring the left leg
. fOrward in develope

(right leg remains
bent), left Irm lat-

. eral and right aim
vertical, head and
upper body slightly
to the left.

124

VIII-1 .

Step left and thrust
:-the right leg fookard

to a high kick, arms
switch over the
head. Left arm verti-
cal and t arm
lateral;

2
Rapidly step 13,1:L,
thrust the right'ligg
forward and push -

off of the left leg 7

into tourjete turning
to the left. LIMAd on
the right lig . .

NAGWS GYMNASTICS, GUICIE
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2 in phi. Left leg ex-
tended rearward,
arms in curved over-
head position on
tourjete and lateral
on landing.

IX-1
Step left and 718
turn to the left to
face center of mat).
legs together and on
toes. Left arm
moves straight down
beside the body.
right arm curves for-
ward, fingers touch-
ing the left shoul-
der. Body con-
tracted. knees bent.
Body then straight-
ens as right arm
moves to the
vertical with
impetus.

3 step backwaed with
the left foot (let the
body make a
quarter turn left)
and chasse sideward
(right foot joins the
left and displaces it
to stand on right
leg), arms remain
lateral.

4 Step left and axe -
cute a one-arm cart,
wheel to the left
placing the right
hand on the mat.
Land facing side-
ward on the right
leg. Arms lateral.

FLOOR EXERCISE INTERMEDIATE*

X-1
Run R, L. Step R and
hurdle. Execute a front
handspring left with
split legs (show pop)

125



1 land on right leg, step left,
execute a round-off to the
left,

1 immediately separatirig
the legs and traveling
f orward (arms over-
head), land left leg in .

froot, right leg rearward
and high,'

121

1 upon landing the
round-off, rebound
with a 1/2 turn to the
left,

1 place back of both hands on
mat, tuck head and forward
roll (by pushing off the left
leg). Right leg remains high,
left leg joins right in middle of
roll, both knees bend and
gymnast rolls up on to both
feet.

I r) ,NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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2 Immediately exe-
cute a straight body
jump with 1/2 turn to
the

.e

2. left, arms over
head, land on right
leg in phi. Left leg
straight and pointed
forward. Arms move
from overhead,

*XI-1 Step left leg sideward
to the left, immediately
bend and raise the right
leg (turned out) to the
right side of body. Push
off of left leg and raise
it to the left side of
body bent and turned
out.

C

FLOOR EXERCISE INTERMEDIATE

softly down to a re-
lated position in
front of body Perol-
lel to left leg. Palms
up, head up.

1 (side catleap or pas
de chat), (leap trav-
els slightly to the
left), arms circle
crossing in front of
body and raising to
curved position
overhead on leap.

1rtj
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2 Land on right leg and step to the
left side with the left leg in plie,
bring right bent leg behind the
left, right leg turned out and toes
pointed and touching mat. The
arms keep their rounded position
but lower to the lateral palm up,
With the back of the right hand
leading, the right arm circles
downward and then crosses in
front of body. At this point, body
leans to the left, head left, right
arm continues to circle, it passes
up and over the left amt and
continues overhead, left arm
raises to the vertical The head
then follows the right arm .as it
circles overhead and lowers softly
to the lateral position, palm
down, body leaning right and
head right.

12a

XII-1.
- Step forward on to -right foot

(toward center of floor), bring
left foot to the right leg and make
a full turn to the right, arms
crossed in front of body.

kl (-1

2 Lunge forward on
to bent left leg,
right leg stretched
behind, toes

It pointed. Right arm
f orward and up-
ward, left arm hori-
zontally to the side,
hand

NAGWS GIYMNASTI VIDE



INTERMEDIATE FLOOR PATTERN

melliarft bad, ism, Wpwani & owl.
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SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR
INTERMEDIATE FLOOR EXERCISE-CLASS II
I. Sie general deductions

1.` Failure to lift leg before initiating walkover 0.1
2. Insufficient body stretch on back walkover

III. See general deductions

IV. 2. Overarm throw on tinsica 0.5
2. Insufficient amplitude on dive tinsica 0.3
2. Hand placement simultaneously 0.2
2. Insufficient amplitude on dive cartwheel 0.3
2. Hand placement simultaneously 0.2
3. Insufficient amplitude onside jump 0.2

V. See general deductions

VI. 1. Failure to mark handstand before chestroll
1. Chest roll heavy with legs slapping the mat
2. Using hands to achieve split position

VII. 2. Insufficient bend of supporting leg on lunge turn

VIII, 2. Insufficient tum on tourjete 0.2
2. Legs out of line on tounete 02
4. Failure to start cartwheel sidimard 0.2
4.. Body piked on cartwheel 0.2
4. Using wrong arm on cartwheel 0.3

IX.. See general deductions

X. 1. Failure to bring legs together before splitting 0.2
Legs coming together late on roundoff 0.2
Failure to pass thru vertical 0.2
1.'2 turn incomplep 0.2

1. Insufficient amplitude on rebound 0.2
1. Free reg pushing into roll 0.2
1. Using palms of hands on roll 0.1 each

Xl. 1. Leg position incorrect n 0.1

alb

Up to 0.3
UP to 0.2
Up to 0.2

0.2

XII. See'gerieral deductions

Those elements listed below are considered major elements and will draw a 0.5 point Seduction if
omitted or changed.

II. Back walkover
Ill. Split leap,
IV. Dive tinsica
IV. Dive cartwheel
V. Scale
VI. Handstand chest roll
VII. Full turn

134

4.

VIII. Tounete
VIII. One arm cartwheel
X. Front handspring
X.. Roundoff
X. Jump 1/2 turn forward roll
XI. Cat leap
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ADVANCED
Floor Exorcise
Stall 1/3 of way in on one
side of floor exercise mat.
Right side of body adjacent to
nearest edge of floor exercise
mat. Start on 3rd note, step
on the 4th note (the 1st long
note).

2 Step forward on the
left leg andexecute
a full turn to the
left with the right
leg bent, knees of
both legit together,
toes of right .foot
pointing upward,
arms simply move
to .a high V over- 3 Quickly join the 4 Execute a tuck

head, palms turn right leg to the left jump, right arm ver-

outward, head in pile position,. tical, left arm tat-

slightly up. arms lower to sides. eral;tread

1-1
Stand at attention and step
forward on right leg, arms
move to a curved position
overhead, head upward. Pli6
and contract in the body while
arms circle forward, down-
ward and up to rear high
oblique, upper back is arched,
head up.

FLOOR .5XE RC1SE ADVANCED tjt)

5 Land on bott!sfeet
simultaneouslr*nd
execute a back
handspring (arms
circle from the high
oblique position on
jump.... rearward,
dOwnward and then
up on. the back
handspring)4.
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6 Separate the legs to
step out of the back
handspring on the
left leg in plie.
Right leg straight
behind (toes point-
ed on mat: lunge)
arms push off of The"
ground and circle
overhead.

2 Run forward R, L,
R and stag split leap
with the left leg for-
ward: land left, step
right and side leap
with the left leg
leading (arms op-
tional on leaps)
head up.

..;

2 'Land left and continue to move;(.-
around corner right, leg

steps' behind ,left, body pivots
180° Step ficross An front
with left-A.9! 86.dy then pivots
180° right, 'step:backward with
right leg slightliebehind left leg.
Body pivots 135° (3/8) to the
right: (A 1 .-3/8 chainee' turn to
the right with legs wide). Arms
Move:doim to the side and then
forward 'icIsie together with a
presenting 'oration, then opening
to the sic* palms up and head
looking.Okiarrns. °

\4 _11`
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11-1 The leg itraitinens-
and the right leg
draws up to a for-
ward..bent position
(right toes touch

'left . knee) as the
arms continue to'
circle back down
and up to an
obliquely forward
and upward position'
with the wrists
crossed. Relewt on
left.



1Run left, step right and hurdle, With: lift. in. the body, execute a
execute a front 'handspring niodiipter (slightly piked
landing on both.leet simuttit bodylwitH -a 'step out, landing on
neously. Push off .both :feet and the leg.

2 .

ContinUe forVarck ,movement
.t by 'stepping-left, arms movin4

through sideWafr,_ ud,ward.
oblique. Step rights in pile and
turn 180° to the- right on the
ball of right foot?.. Left leg
raises to the front in attitude
position (semi-bent) arms in
fronr of body. Parallel to
floor, palms up -fright leg re-
mains bent).

Step ard on to
straight left leg,
right leg straight be
hind toes pointed,
right arm vertical,
left arm lateral,
head left (pose)

, 7-

(Quickly anil softly).-
step right, riglitarri
troves dOWn :and
rounds'; front: of
body; Balms in; SreP
left. Left err:rein-oyes
from the side Up to
curved,' position
overhead, Palm in.,

C"`2 Both arms continue
movement add cross
in front of the hips-:.
Flight leg raises in
the rear, a deep

.:scale.position on the
left leg is held with
the .1e)farm straight
'and Obliquely down--
ward; right arm high-
nd' Oblique to the
rear, head forward.

1 4.:,?

. -
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.,`. Sting:F.31p fiy'lifting
:. iri chest They left

arri+ is then horizoh-
-tatly7forviani. Right
arm is rearWard.
Step right, crossirg
right leg over the
left .45°, execute a

..i14.11 turn to the left
Alb, toes of right

s...../riot, left leg bent
with toes pointed to
right ankle. Arms
crossed in front of
body.

4
Finish turn by pa-

,. iog on the right leg.
Left leg extends for-
ward (straight),-foes
pointed (knees to-
gether), arms .open
quickly to the rear
side' oblique, body
leans slightly for-
ward, head left.

, -

< Step left, 'step right
rn'Flie and' raise the
left leg irr develope

..- (small getlop step "
with left leg lifting
bent and then

*straightening), right
leg remains in, phi.
Arth movements op-
tional.

3 "Sie
arms
position. Execute a

fs,tie 461:iement
sated)

v

3
head! .raises' as
gymnast quickly de-

velopes the left leg
to a sideward kick,

3 1 (2 pitpt '.114r1.1
'1,i/eight .Voth
feet) to 3'the' left,
then shift the (-Jody
'weight to the right''

. .
leg and continue
movement. in
another '1 ; tuft,.
Left leg belie, with'
left s .firt pointed-
across right. ankle. ,(

.Wrists -stretch up
i and I 0

NAGWSGYMNASTICS GUIDE
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v1-1
Step sideward left
with the left leg,

execute a cartwheel
up to handstand, to
the left. Immediate-
I y

2

1 pirouette 90° to the
left by moving the
left hand (continu-
ing in same direc-
tion) maintain
stretched handstand
and straddle the
legs, move through
the straddle pike po-
sition and continue

Immediately move
arms to the, side, rol
back to straight ly-
ing position. Arms
move along the mat
to high oblique
overhead, palms
down on the mat.
Left leg bends and is
turned in so as to be

r crossed over right
'straight leg (dose to
the mat). Hips turn
right and body
arches. Right leg re-
mains flat on the
floor. (Show this
posit ion slisfttly,..).,
Left leg straightens,i
quickly.*.and

FLOOR EXERCISE ADVACEti

1 through a momen-
tary. straddle sitting.
(Do not hold ,,ee
support.)

3

Ta

downward and then
backward, right leg
moves forward,
body raises and
gains momentum
from the left arm
circling overhead to-
ward the right. Both
arms reach forward.
As hands contact
fAoor, gymnast
Moves through the
straddle sit to a split
position. (Hips may .

be twisted to.,.the
left but bodyimust
remain forward.)
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.." 4
Body movement
continues forward,

;right arm Pushes
straight out on the
floor, body
stretches with 1/4
turn left to rest on
right side. Legs
quickly come to-
gether. Left arm is
bent (palm down
and flat on the mar)
beside the right hip,
head down.

2. up to kneeling posi-
, tion on both. knees

(sitting on heels).
Right arm stretched
lateral and left arm
curved in front of
body, head right.

r9S

N/11-1
Gymnast ptishrs
with left arm and
rolls over to the
back, (turn left).
Left leg raises side-
ward over the right
leg and then over
head on roll, arms
overhead. Left' leg
continues to move
circling oveitead
and to the left side
of body. Right leg
moves sideward and

3
Step forward with 1/4
turn with left leg,
while passing
through the kneel-
ing position, the
arms remain in same
position, head looks
over left shoulder.

1
circles up over the
head to join the left
leg at the side of the
body, knees -bent,
weight on left hip.
Left arm pusheroff
of mat and body
rises sideward off
left hip,

4
With a contraction
and extension of the
bOdy, the right leg
steps up to join the
-left in- a 3/8 turn to
the left, to finish on
the diagonal, with
feet together on
toes, legs straight.
Left arm sweeps
across in front of
bcqy and is stretch-
ed laterally, right
arm straight down
beside body, head
looks over left
shoulder and up.

NAGWS GYMNASTICS-GUIDE



5
The body turns
back to the right
45°. Then step for-
ward rigid, arms
move to the lateral,
step left pushing off
of the left leg to
execute a full turn
to the right, in the
air, arms curved
over head. Feet to-
gether.

2
Step right, left, legs
plie, arms circle
from forward and
up. Steps done with
a contraction and
extension of the
body. Slight twist of
the body to the left.
On end of exten-

6
Land on the left leg
and step forward on
the right in ate
(curtsy position).
Left leg also bent'
with toes pointed
on the floor. Left
arm curved to the
low forward diago-
nal. Right arm to
the high rearward
oblique, body con-
tracted forward.
Head lowered.

sion.: left leg
straight. Right leg
straight with foot
pointed behind.
Arms stretched to
the high forward
oblique. Palms move
up then- push out-
ward slightly.

FLOOR EXERCISE ADVANCED

viii -1
Step forward left in
plie, execute a full
turn left in bent
knee scale position,
arms optional (right
leg straight, horizon-
tal and rearward on
turn, left leg- re-
mains in phi:).

9

3 Move the right leg
to the side with 1/4
turn right, push off
of the right leg and
hop. Arms move
from overhead to
straight down to the
sides of body. Feet
together On hop and
head to the right.
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4
. Land on right leg, run L. R.

and thrusting the left leg for-
ward tourjete split to the
right. (Arms move up to a
curved position overhead on
tour.) Land on left leg in plre,
right leg high and rearward.
arms lateral, head up.

5.
Step backward on
right foot with a
180° turn of the
body. Execute a full
chainee turn to
360° R. Arms down
at the side of the

IX-1
Step forward with the
left leg, right arm
lowers to the side of
the body, right leg steps
across, in front of left
leg (grapevine steps).
left leg steps sideward
and right leg steps be-
hind the left. (Body
turns .90o to the right.).
Arms bend and move in
close to the body and
then stretch out for-
ward and sidewerd,
palms up..

.142 140

body on turn,
weight remains on
the right leg as the
left leg is kicked for-
ward, right arm ver-
tical, left arm hori-
zontal.

2 Weight remains on
the right bent leg,
left leg is straight in
front, toes pointed
to the ground. Arms
move from behind
the body. Body
arches and then con.-
tracts as the arms
lower, sweeping low
close to the floor.
Body remains con-
tracted as arms
stretch sharply for-
ward (parallel to the
floor). Head down.
(Show position.)
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3 The right arm raises to the vettical
and the body straightens, exe-

.cute a back tinsica by thrUsting
the left leg upward. Place right
and then left hand on mat. Land
on

3 Left leg in plie. A
lunge position with
the right leg straight
behind. Arms finish
in backward
oblique. Palms
down, head up.

4 Step backward right.
Hop on the right leg
with a 7181turn to the'.
left. At height of the
hop, right arm is

. .

obliquely high rear- ,

ward. Left arm is

rounded and crossed in
er .

front of the body, head
to the right. Left leg
bent, foot to right l$riee
Cleft knee pointing for-
ward toward the
diagonal). Left arm
moves to the lateral.

FLOOR EXERCISE ADVANCED

X-1 Run L, Step R, and hurdle, ex-
ecute a round-off t6 the left and
immediate back handspring; back. ,,

dspring step out, land .on.,thp:.".
t leg and pivot 1;72 tttrii'to the;
Step - forward on.

Round-Off rgay geterrted
in:advanced Touthit °DIV. "-
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1 the left lei, thrust the right leg
backward and execute. a front
walkover:

2 Pivot 1/2 turn to the right,
lower left arm down behind
the body. Step right and
with impetus, push off the
right leg. Left leg joins the
right leg in the air. Lett
arm ,remains at side of
body as the right arm
circles forward to high
oblique at height of hop.
Land on the right leg.

144

1

ti

Land on right leg
with left leg held
high, arms optional.
Step forward on to
left leg, quickly join
the right leg to the
left, stay on balls of
the feet, both arms
are thrust to the
lateral, with slight
contraction and,
extension of the.
body, head raised:

3 Step left and with
impetus push off of
the left leg, thrust
the right leg rear-
ward and dive
tinsica. Left land
then right hand.
(Right arm circles
back and down,
then both arms
thrust forward on
the dive.)

14 2
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.X11-1. 2
Land on right leg, arms
stretch up over head. Left
leg stretches forward and
slides forward as the right
leg bends and right toes
point. Land on right knee
left jeg straight forward.
Arms circle back down and
reach forward and'upward
palms up. Armypqrallel to

:-.ea,cf, other is kneeling
''sition:.:with body weight
reniairiing oval. the rear leg
with. the hip and kneetin
line, front straight,lil3. loes
pointed.)'

Bend left leg and
shift, body weight
forward. Arms op-
tional on last pose
(no hand on.. the
floor).
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%ADVANCED FLOOR PATTERN

0 indiums body facing at beginning & end.
.

14
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. .
SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR . .

.,ADVANCED FLOOR EXERCISE -CLASS I
$:.

It. '.!1'.1

FailO4 to step out of back handspring 0.2

Laik of stag 0.2

. Legs coming together late on front handspring 0.1
Fee not together on landing of front handspring 0.1
Insufficient amplitude on moonter 0.3

..Lack of repulsion from hands on mounter 0.2

F;ilure to show scale poiitron 0.2

See-gene* deductions

Handstand not-stretched
Pirouette not through verticle
Hitting feet on straddle through
Landing on seat heavily

VII. See:general deductions--

VIII. 1. Supportingleg insufficiantlYbent
1. 'Free leg below horizontal
4. Insufficient turn on tourjete
4. Legs out of line on tourjete

IX. 3. Insufficient body stretch

X.

XI:

1.

2.

1/2turn incomplete ,

Legs coming together late on roundoff .

Roundoff noVzassing through verticle .

Fai luso: to liet her leg with.amplitude on landing
. .

her

Insufficient amplitude on dive tinsica

XII. 1'. A..: Insufficient stile

0.2
0.2

.0.1 each
Up to 0.3'

0.2
0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

Those 'elements' listed below are considered major elements and Will draw, a 0.5 or 1.0 point '.
deduclion if omitteci.-'Or cnanged.

I, Back nandipring.
StagSPlit leap

III_ Front handspring
Handspring mounter

;117. Scale
VI., Handstand 1/4 pirouette

Full turn
.. VIII. Tourjete split

IX. Back tinsica .

:, X, , . Roundoff, two back.5:zedsPrings
;Front Walkover

XI: Dive tinsica .. 1
.

FLOOR' .EXERC1SE - ADVANCED
. . . , . . .

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
.0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
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GENERAL FAULTS AND )
PENALTIES. FOR UNEVEN BARS

*,

Exactness of Parts . .

1.. Changing or orni hinge small part
2. Changing or omitting a connection
3. Changipg or omitting an element

',Up to:
0.1

-873,
0.5.1.0

'as indicated- .
411 . of Rhythm

1. Lack of continuity. between connections (small Resijations.
Inky movements) .

2. Improper rhythm during elements'
3. Lack. of continuity between connections and elements

Unnecessary stops
5. Extra swings between elements or connections

III, ' Placement of Bar Elements

1. Turning in wrong dir.ection
e 2. Omitting'a hand change

IV. Execution - Technical Faults

1'. Bent arm and knees
2. Legs apart
3. Improper body alignment during Z.lements
4. Feet. contacting floor - small, medium or large as indicated

. by amount nfitoueh

s

5. Alternate hand grasp.of bar
w 6. Failure to stretchier extend body where indicated

loss of balance medium or large'errors 0.2 small,
0.4 mtdiiim

0.1 eacri.orne
0.2

0:2 each time
:05 each time

0.2 S' *
0.2.

0.2
d.2
0
0.2 small

. 0.4 medium
10.5 large,

0.3 each time
0'2?

.0.5iatie .*
8. Regaining had grasp without supplementary support 0.3,
9.: Unng suPplerhentary support to regain a position .0.5-.

Amplitude .
.

1. lnsiitf;cient amplitude oosxtended poiitions 0.2
2. Insufficient amplitude on swing movements

.3. Insufficient amplitude on circling movements
ayl. Elegance

1. Follow small, medium, or large errors 0.2 small .,
C.

medium
. 2 targe

0.2

"., VII. Coordination , . . .e

1. Lack of coordination of arms and legs when changing positions

VIII. Lightness .

1. Lack of lightness on moving from one ba'r to another '
.. Z. Lack of lightness on movements onpne bar ....112 . a

..
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Uneven lkirs!
BEGINNING-Class III

:

1-1 Standing under high bar:facing in. Grasp low bar
in overhand Grip and kick either leg. forward. .
upward, . joining other leg extended in a pike
position into a back hfp pullover, arriving at low
bar in front support position.

11-1 Swing legs forward then backward
to free front support (cast), to
single leg squat thru with right
I. Change hands to reverse grip.

11/-1
One-half turn left as right hand
regraspslow bar outside of 'right 1.
thigh. Bring left leg over low bar.
Left hand regrasps high bar. Ar- V-11 Swing legs forward
rive in front support position with then backward' to
right hand on low bar and left free front suPPort

BEGINNING CLASS IIIUNEVEN BARS

(cast)hand on high in overgrip position.

1 51

111-1 Stride circle foryVard.
regresping high bar in
overhand grip -on ray
up. with/both hands.

153



vo
2 to squat on low bar. Jump to straddle soleciecle on high bar, drop back

under high bar releasing feet to bring legs together
with body fully extended, as one-half turn (1801
to the left is made.

Release right. hand and yegrasp V11-1 Svaing forward under
'high bar in overhand grip _ 4 low bar, upon body

contact deeply pike at
hips. (Wrap_swing.)

154 ti

2 Extend pike, and swing
backward with full
body extension. On the
top of the baCk swing
pike at hips (as left
hand- regrasps in over-
lyip/ and lift legs on
forward swing.

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE
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a

VIII-01;Place both feet on low bar.
p - Double leg stern rise to

high bar, immediate

2 cast to back hip circle on high bar.

IX-1-Continue to drop backwards
through kip position, arms ex-
tended, ankles held to high
bar, lower the legs with con-
trol into rear lying support on
low bar.

2 Execute a 180° thigh
roll to the left into
front -support position,
regrasp low bar with
the right hand outside
of right thigh in over
grip, followed by a re-
grasp with left hand on
the low bar, outside of
left thigh in overgrip.

UNEVEN BARS BEGINNING CLASS III 155
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X-1
Immediately swing
leg forward, then
baskward to free
front support (cast)
to

2 straddle sole circle backward
on low bar.

3 Bring legs together and extend body as hands release low bar to
stand facing away from bars.

1
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SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR
BEGINNING UNEVEN BARS-CLASS III
I. Hip polkas, mount

1. See general penalties

II. Single leg squat through right

1. Loss of balance to knee swing up

Stride circle regrow high bar

1. See general penalties

IV. One half turn

1. See general penalties

V. Cast to squat on low 6r

1 & 2. See general penalties

VI. Straddle sole circle high bar one half turn left

0.5

1. Sole circle too early 0.2.
1. Placement of feet alternately 0.2
1. Insufficient amplitude on sole circle bet ore'112.turn .0.3

VII. False wrap with deep pike low bar, backweril swing and pike
at height of swing

1. Beat heavy
1. Pike premature
2. Back pike position under level of low bar

VII f. Stemrae, cast to back hip circle high bar

2. Lack of amplitude in free front support
2. Lack of extension in shoulders in free front support

IX. Kip down, thigh roll to front support low bar

1 & 2. See general penalties

Cast sole circle low bar to rear stand

2. Failure to place feet on top of bar in controlled straddle
2. Sole circle too early
2. Placement of feet alternately
3. Insufficient amplitude during flight

Up to 0.2
Up to 0:2
Up to 0.2

Up to 0.2
Up to 0.2

Up to 0.2
Up to 0.2
Up to 0.2
Up to 0.3

Those elements listed below are considered major elements and will draw a 0.5 point deduction if
omitted or changed.

I.. Mount - Back hip pullover
Stridecircle forward with regrew of high bar

V. Squat onto low bar
VI. Straddle sole circle, 1/2 turn, wrap
VIII. Back hiticircle on high bar
X. Dismount - Straddle sole circle

UNEVEN BARS- BEGINNING - CLASS Ill 157



Uneven Bars-
INTERMEDIFITE-lass H

Standing in front of low bar, facing bars. Glide to
single leg stoop with right leg, arriving on low bar

-.in stride circle position.

II-1
Grasp under high bar with
right hand, then left, and
execute one-half turn
1180°) left, lifting right leg
over low bar to arriving in
rear lying support position
on low bar with both
hands' in overgrip position
on high bar.

III-1
Lower legs to lift ankles to
high bar, stationary kip to
,high bar to fully extended
front support,
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.
2 id.: ..,4inFnecrs*,

:froOt hid circle.

2 so-tacklOO:vircle on lob:. bar,
, .

in front sopport
non, hands in overgrip on low

'

IV-1
Cast away from high bar

V-1 Immediately lake' r
legs forward then
backward to free
front support Icala) .

. ,

2 sirt_gle leg squat thru 3 Litz leti, leg over low
with right leg, arriving bar .tiiirear support
in stride support poci- positidn:: :Release
tion. left hand as leg-

comes 'around. and `
regrasp to overhand

.."

ti
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VI-1
Lift legs to high' V and drop
back in pike position execu-
ting a beck seat circle to an
extended rear support.

2 Lift legs to high V and continue
to a pike swing under low bar.
Swing back up to rear lying sup-
Port Position on low bar

1 J
140.

P as hands regrasp high
bar iroWirhand grip.
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VII-1
Place the bill'of the right foot on
low bar, left leg extended over the
low bar. Lift the extended left leg
close to high bar, push with right
foot and executes single leg stem
rise Yrr

2 to immediptilitee
front support (cast).

2 immediate uniseriWing dismount to4tiolif facing away fromlOW bar.
(Hipsiteould be free Of bar)

lu 9
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SPECIFIC PENALTIES FOR
INTERMEDIATE UNEVEN BARS-CLAkS II
1. Glide, single Is overshoot

1. See general penalties

One half turn to rear lying support

1. See general penalties

111. Stationary kip, front hip ord.

2. Finish of circle incorrect Free front support Up. to9.2
. Shoulders UP to az

IV. Cast from high bar, back hip circle low bar.

1. Insufficient amplitude on cast off

V.. Single.Seg squat through right

general penalties

Vt. Back seat circle, basket swing to catch high bar

.1. Insufficient amplitude in V sit

Up to 0.3

:,,,::.,...... UP to 0.3

VII: Single legt.tierpiisecest to underswing dianount

1. Insufficiian amplitude in free front support ..., :.. , : ..: ,Up tp u.3
2 InsuffiCterit amplitude on underswing

2. Insufficient'stratati of body before descent to lendinT.;`. .;t4UPP Itc;o 00.32

..

-,.

Those elerneriii'listed below are considered major elements and will riraev a0.5 point deduction if
emitted or changed.

162

I. Mount Glide, single leg overshoot
III. Stationary kip to high bar
III: Front hip circle

'IV. Cast on high bar to ck hip circle low bar
VI. Back seat circle

VI. Pike swing to regrasp high bar
VII. Dismount underswing

160
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4*

Uneven Bars-
REIVRNCED-Class

14 Siadding. facing fow,T bar, glide io aouble leg stoop ttin1:-'
arriving on low liar in rear support position extended facing

t11-1 Change to reverse grip
1 and go immediately in-

to front seat circle to
rear support, extended.

0

111 -1 s Without stopping, grasp high bar. with' both hands and do a
Iong.hang kip to high bar .%
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6

a

2 into immediate front
hip ciskle.

I

IV-1 Cast, straddle sole circle to one-half turn (180° left, change b9th
hands to overhand grip simultaneously.

V-1 Wrap (back hip circle) on low bar
to eagle catch.

164. .

3..
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vi-1
Release high bar, drop to straddle -,
glide kip on low bar release

2 and catch high bar in over-
9riP.

III-1
VI 1-1 Straddle legs over low Stoop both legs through

bar, arriving in rear ly- hands in deep pike -
ing' support position
with both hen& 0n
high bar. '

2 rise to straddle cut dismount,
landing facingbars.

1r,-)
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SPIKIFIC PENALTIES FOR
ADVANCED UNEVEN BARS=CLASS I.

I. Glide stoop thru to rear support

.1. See generarpenalties

II. Front vat tin:1a to inner rear support

1. See general penalties r
t. L han9trp front hip circle high bar

. 1. fosufficien,t swing before kilo
2. Rfcittle.incorrect in shoulder position
2. Lack of amplitude in free front support

.

IV.' Straddle sole circle, one half turn '
1. See general penal ties

V. Back hip ercle eagle catch
1. Insufficient amplitude during eagle'catch

Drop straddle glide low bor. releasexatch high bar .,

.

t.lpao 0.2
- UP to 0:2

Up 'to 0.3

"..f

VII.

1: Seellneral penaltieS

it VIII. Stoop through; straddle cut disrnciunt

1. Insufficient ,amgituode on reverse kip swing' - . td 0.1
2. Insulficien,t straightening of body before landing .

Those elements Iis*; belgiv are considered, major elements and will draw a Q.B. or 1:0 point'
debuction if ottted or changed. 7 .

I. Mount Glide, stoop /tin., to rear support \. 1. r
0.5'11. Front seat-circle ; .

. .bong hang kip .;

1. Incorrect hip position on drop.
2. Insuf ficient-sWingbaOkward cluring catch

Straddle ovar.Low Bar to Rear Lying Support :.

up to CO_

:,....aito0.2
Up to 0.2

.0.5
III. 4-Front hip circle "' ' -' ot .7 r -4

:..... !.. IV. Cast straddle sole circle; 1/2 turn to ,back.tlio,sircle on lOw bar 0.5 '.. :
& V. eagle catch 0.S .

..,

VI. Drop straddle glide
VI. Kip catch high bar . ..

,

VIII. Dismount Stoop to straddle.cut , '

L.: ......
.

'. Q-5 . .

5, -

0.5
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COMPULSORY VAULTING

GENERAL COMPULSORY VAI3tTING DEDUCTIONS'

All compulsory vaults have certain similar rules and deductions. Each gymnast isallosived to

perform two vaults. Each vault is scored. The best of the two saws wilt be usedsto determine the
sr

gymnast's final score

All compulsory vaults have a value of ten points. Each attempt will be given a score from 0 to 10

based upon the gymnast's performance of the SIX parts co the vault. These categories include:

On Flight, Repulsion and Push off the horse. Off Flight, Position and stretch ofithe body during the
a

entire vault. Direction of the vault, General balance of theflights and Landing

A compulsory vault will be scored a zero when the vault attempted is from an entirely different

family of vaults a straddle instead ofasouat. for example. The vault will also be scored a zero if

the vaulter's progress is intercupted completely by the feet resting or by sitting on the hbrse: by
74

falling over the horse, and if the vaulter is assisted by a spotter during theion-flight. The vault will

not be scored a zero if a layout position 125 35' above the horizontal) is attempted but not

achieved. In this case, the proper onflight deduction will be taken.

No steps are authorized following the landing of any vault.

Generally, the International Gymnastics Federation has divided a vault into six phases as follows:

Phase

Omflight .

Repulsion and push off

Off-flight

Position during entire vault

Direction of the vault .

General balance and landing
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BEGINNING LEVEL VAULT-CLASS III
Beginning Lr.VVault: Squat Flight Vault Value: 10 points

ghncription: Jump, body stretched below horizontal, then bend (flex) the body in order to pass the
legs bent and joined between the hands, stretch the body before landing a a standtreannays.

I

TABLE OF DEDUCTIONS

.

4On-Flight

Insufficient flight between board rd hand pladernent Up to 1.0

Flexing legs too soon Up to 0.5

Body bent too soon ding preflight Upoto 6.5

. Shoulders ahead of hands at moment of contact Up to 0.5

Body at horizontal .. , Up to 0.5
Body above horizontal Y O.

Up to 1.9.
.

_;opuision

Alternate repulsion of hands 9 Up to 0.3

Latejush off of hands Up to 0.5

Arms slightly bent during support phase lip to 0.5ti
Arms contfeip bent body resting on horse Vault Void

Failure to place hands on topieof horse Up to 0.5

.allure of body to rise alter push off Up to 0,5

NAGWS GYMNASTICS GUIDE



OffFlight

Complete lack of oflight 2.0

Insufficient off flight Up to.1.0

Touching horse with feet 0.5

Resting feet onhorse Vault Void

Position.ind Stretch of Body

Insufficient extension of body before landing Up to 1.0

Complete lack of extension of body before landing s 2.0

Toes flexed as they pass over the horse Up to 0.2

Legs slightly apart Up to 0.2.

Direction of APR

Poor direction otentire vault 0.5

One flight poorly directed
..a 0

Up to 0.3

General Balance & Landing

Poor balance of the flights of the vault

BreakdoWn: Height and extension

Speed and dynamics of flights

Up to 1.0

Up to 0.5

Up to 0.5

Landing on floor heavy and uncertain 0.1 -0.2

Taking one step after landing 0.1

Taking more than one step after landing 0.2

Taking several running steps after landing 0.3

Support of one or both hands on floor upon landing 0.5

Touch of one or both hands on floor upon landing 0.3

Falling on koeell'after landing 0.5

Falling on hips after landing 0.5

Falling out of balance with.support of botfcVagainst horse 0.5

Coaching or Spotting Errors

Coach or.ipotter between board and horse 0.5

Aid of coach or spotter during preflight Vault Void

Aid of coach or spotter during landing. 0.5

VAULT BEGINNING CLASS III
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INTERMEDIATE LEVEL VAULT-CLASS II

Intertnediate Level Vault.: Layout Squat Value: 10 Points

Description: Layout Squat Vault

Jump, body stretched above the.. horizontal (25-351, then flex at the hips and.knees in order to
pass the bent and joined legs itetween the hands. Stretch the body before the landing to a stand
rearways.

TABLE OF DEDUCTIONS

On-Flight

Insufficient flight between the board and placeMent

of the hands on the horse
Up to 1.5

Body underneath the horizontal at moment of contact 3.5
Body just at horizontal at moment of hand contact 2.0
Body slightly above horizontal upon contact 0.5
Flexing the legs too soon

Up to 0.5
Body slightly bent in the on- flight.

Up to 0.5
Shoulders ahead of the hands at moment of contact

0.5
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Repulsion and Push Off

Failure of the body to rise Up..to 1.0

Failure to place the hands on top of the'horse 0.5

Arms completely bent body or head resting on horse Vault Void

Alternate repulsion of the hands Up to 0.3

Arms slightly, bent during the support 0.3 0.5
..

Late.Push o4f 9f the hands Up to 0.5

.Off-Flight

Insufficient off flight Up to 1.0

Complete lack of second flight 2.0

Touching the horse with the feet 0.5

Supporting the feet or one foot on the horse Vault Void

Position and Stretch of the Body.

Insufficient extension of body before landing Up to 1.0

Complete lack of body extension before landing 2.0

Toes flexed as they pass over horse- Up to 0.2

Legs slightly apart Up to 0.2

Direction of Vault

Poor direction of the entire vault 0.5

One flight poorly directed Up to 0.3

General Balance and Landing

Poor balance of the flights of the vault 1.0

Height and Distance Up to 0.5

Speed and Dynamics Up to 0.5

S

a

1`)
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Taking one full step after landing

Takingrnore than one step after landing

Taking several running steps-attar landing t

Supporting one or both hands on thelloor %mon landing

'Touching (rib Weight Placet on one or both'hands) upon landing

Falling on knees after landing

Fallihg.onhios after land

:Falling out of balance wi support of 'body against horse

*

Coaching or Spotting Errors

Coach or sootterribetween the board and horse

Aid Of the coach or spotter during the on-flight...,

Aid of coach or spotter during landing

Other Special Deductions

Vault performed with majOr ch.Onges, such as .

keeping legs straight

:

..

f,

r

i

v

0. I

0.2.

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.5
fr

0.5

0.5 ' ..

I - 1
-4

4

0.5

Vault V

0.5

Vault Void

'.

.°

4
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r

PDVRNCEU LEVEL

1 :47v
Advanced Level Vault: Handspring Value: 10y0ints ,,,,

Description: FIG Vault Number 8 Handsprin

Jump, by inverting, body and arms stret

stand rearways.

TABLE OF DEDUCTIONS

On. FliVit

(
escent), free to.a

Insufficient flight between the board and

of the hark's'

Body bent during flight

Legs bent during flight

Legs apart during flight

Body bent before the inverted si,pport*

Flight poorly directed

sing forte to establish support

placement

Arms, shoulders, trunk not in the same line upon

arrive on the horse (body extremely arched)
,74,VAULT 7.,,AovAncEo -ASS t

UP t?i 1.5

UP to 0.5

eUP to 0.5

119 to 0.3

Up to 1.0

F Up to 0.5

Up to 1.0

:Unto 0.5
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Arms completely bent upon arrival to horse 2.5

Arms bent upon arrival 0.3 0.5
Stopping while in the inverted support 0.3 0.5

Repulsion and PushOft

Total lack of repulsion 2.0

Releasing the hands too late . 0.3 0.5,
Alternate repulsion of hands Up to 0.3

Insufficient height or angle of the repulsion Up.to 1.0

OffFlight

Insufficient length of the off-flight Up to 1.0
Body bent during flight failure to flatten body Up to 0.5
Legs bent during flight Up to 0.5
Legs apart-during flight Up to 0.3 .

Position and Stretch of Body During Flights

Penalties listed under onflight and off-flight

Direction of Vault

Poor direction of entire vault 0.5

Slight directional error one flight Up to 0.3

General Balance and Landing
.

4 ;

Poor general balance of the flights of the vault '1.0

Height and Distance Up to 0.5

Speed and Dynamics Up to 0.5l`k
Landing heavy and.uncertain 0.1-0.2
Taking one full step after landing

0.1

'Taking more than one full step after landing 0.2

Taking several running steps after landing 0.3

Supporting one or both hands onthe floor upon landing 0.5
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Touching (no weight placed on one or both hands)

upon landing 0.3

Falling on knees after landing 0.5

Falling on hips after landing 0.5

Falling out of balance with support of body against horse 0.5

. .

Coaching or Spotting Deductions

Coach or spotter between the board and the horse 0.5

Aid of coach or spotter during the on.Hight Vault Void

Aid of coach or spotter during the landing

Other Special Deductions

Vault performed with any major changes, such as

a pike in the offflight Vat.flt Void
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IN SPORTS.
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o Get
Involved!
For membership
informatiOn write:
NAGWS °
1201 - 16th St., N.W.
Washirigton, D.C. 20036
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Join the National Association
for Girls & Women in Sport
A national association devoted

- to creating sports opportunities
for all females all ages, all
levels
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NAGWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS

The Affiliated Boards of is (ABO) is one of 9 structures of
the National Asseciation for ls and Women. in Sport (NAGWS).
The following official statem efloals was approved by the ABO
Executive Council (fall 1977) in 3.4 effort to clarify the future direc-
tions of ABO:

1. To improve the quality of officiating for girls and women's-
sport§ contests, regardless of the level' of skill/maturity ofplaps-
ers, or the-rules governing the contest. .

2. To increase the number of competent womettofficials, not to
the exclusion of men,*but as needed affirmative action.

3. To promote the involvement of women in the goVerning bod-
ies of other sports officiating groups.

The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality officiating for girls
and women's sport programs by;

(1). Developing officiating techniques
(2). Providing materials for training and rating officials
(3) Disseminating information about officiating
(4) Promoting the use 'of ABO-rated officials
(5) Developing standards of conduct for officials compatible

with the philosophy of the NAGWS
f6) Providing the organizational and administrative structure for

the coordination of Affiliated Boards -

(7) Promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings and uni-
forms. -1

Approximately 190 Boards of Officials throughout .the United
States are affiliated with ABO/NAGWS. These boards provide op- .
ortunities for interested individuals to learn about officiating or

judging and are authorized to give NAGWS ratings.
The Principles and Techniqtes. of Officiating (PTO) Committees

for each of the 11 sports in which ABO grants ratings are specifically
concerned with .enumerating the. mechanics used by referees, um-
piles and judges in officiating games, meef,S, or matches.

The Examinations and Ratings Committees for each of the 11
sports in which. ABO grants ratings are ,responsible for preparing, ",
revising and analyzing. the officiating theoretical (written), examina-

.tions.
If you have questions concerning the techniques of officiating ° -.

gymnastics, write to: v

JOANNE PAS'QUALE
204 S. Annin
Fullerton, CA 92631 y
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Information,regarcEnuttudy queitions in this gymnastics guide or
on the theoretical examination oo gymnastics should be addressed
to:

LU WALLACE
1664 Lakewood' Dr." ".

Orem, UT 841357
Additional inforMation. regarding ABO officiating concerns may

be secured by writing:
. . Affiliated Boards of Officials

c/o NAGWS Executive Sedretary
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.

DC 20036,

NAGWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF-OFFICIALS



STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY OF THE ,
AFFILIATEDliOARDS OF OFFICIALS:

, .

THE ROLE OF THE.OFFICIAL
IN THE'COMPETITIVE SITUATION

:
. Educational Values should tie cif primary. concern to tv_hohaVe....8.

leadership roles in a competitive program. As one of those fulfilling.
leadership roles; the official must be concerned with prornoting-
thde values end with the welfare of /he partiCipant. The .unique
contributiali 'of the offithalis assuring eclual-opporfunity and faitk-.!=
.glay for all. The official essentially acts as an arbitrator; proyiding
.judgments thatatt.witliin the spirit aridintent Of the riffes: Decisions
are based "on objective evidence, free from bias andfrom Ale ema- '
don that bftenvervades, the competitive environment. sg%

An offieialAenters the competitive situation with a thorOtighAini
:del-standing of the- letter, as'Ikell as the intent .of the 'the

strategrand skills of the sport to be.plaYe'd aniktporrect execution .O.f
officiating-techniques to view, the contest ac_curately, The'official:
maintains a-triendY;yet reserved attitude toWardiall 'throughout the
spoit experieztee: The official is flexible,' operating, within officiating
slandgip atttitaPiiate .to the age of the performers; thelvel of skill; .

And,thefaeilities..avairthle. Biases' by players,,spectators via,dtichts
liviil,beiiialuated with an understanding not only of the multiplicity'
of ,-wakflh. which Indi'Vitluars may react 'to a cortpetitive 0;perience v`
but also Uthestl.ehevior appropriate to .such an ecutationar experi-

14 e s wil.V.-be.performed fairly, effiCientlY and without draw-
undue attention to the official. -In. order td; stvngtherr the .,

icial 'effectiveness, personal evaluation of erforrnance ,will .

Made and solicitation of constructive criticism froncoaches,:plafrts
and administrators will be '.sought. Though receivitg a feel. th-.
ultimate reward. to the official will berthat of having rendered. a-
valuable service to girls and women who haVe found persbnalmean-
ing in expressing themselves ttirbugh the medium of sport:

.

1110
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HOW TO ESTABLISH A RATING IN GYMNASTIC&

The Gymnastics Rating is a jpigt rating administered by the
Women's Gymnastics Certification Committee of the NAGWS and
the USGF (United States tymnastics Federation).

Established Boards of Officials may qualify to give,, NAGWS
officials ratings in gymnastics by listing three qualified peons who
are willing to establish and maintain ernnastios ratings. The qual-
ifications, such as experience in the sport and possible other ratings,
should be listed. These names. should be- sent to the Gymnastics
Examinations and Rating.s Chairperson, Lu Wallace, 1664 Lakoi.
wood Drive, Orem, UT 84057.

Only certified boards and approved USGF individuals nay rent
the rating film. The rating film is rented for a three-day per26d. To
obtain the rating film, send a requestto the nearest Association Film
Company, listing three dates. Send a carbon copy of this letter to
the Examinations and Ratings Associate Chairperson, Sue Ammer-
man, 97 Lions Head East Drive, Wayne, NJ 07420, and request the
examination packet. Upon confirmation of the rating film.request,
the film and examination packet will be sent prior. to the admin-
istration date.

Sources of Film Rentals

Rating of Judges for Girls Gymnastics: 16mm.; color-sound on floor
exerciv. section; S25.00 for a three-day period. (Available only to
certified Boards of Officials and IISGFWC authorized personnel.)
Older from the AssociationSterling Film* Inc.,

512 West Burlington, La Grange, IL 60525:

Rating Examination Costs

Film Rental: S25
Minimum per administration: S40 (exclusive of film rental)
Minimum per examiner: S5 with exception of Apprentice Level II

Crass 11142.50
Expenses fof duplicating written examinations may be deducted.

1

HOW TO ESTABLISH A RATING IN GYMNASTICS 7.
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STANDARDS Fat OFFICIALS' RATINGS IN GYMNASTICS'

Effective March 1,1978
.

Note: Changes from the previous Guide have been indicated by
shading.

National Official Class 1

1. Minimum grade" theoretical and practical;3
theoretical and practical;
(tho'se who previously held a National
FIG rating)

'2. Eligibility 20 years of age; muss have previously attained a
State, Regional or National rating

3. Duration until December, 1980 (throughout the Olympiad);
must judgse three meets per year and file reports to Maintain
status.

4. Examination content
a. Practical optional exercises in all four events
b. Theoretical 50 questions Class I (Advanced) Compul-

sories and 50 questions general knowledge
5. Qualified to judge any Class I competition in any geographical

area

Regional Official Class I

1. Minitnum grade' theoretical and practical,3
2. Eligibility 18 y ars of age; must have previously attained a

minimum of St rating
3. Duration u it December 1980 (throughout the Olympiad);

must judge ree meets per year and file reports to maintain
.status

4. Examination content
a. Practica optional exercises in all four events -

b. Theore cal 50 questions Class I (Advapces Compul-
sories d 50 questions tot neral knowledge

' Note the current : '4 GWS Basketball Guide for information regarding ratings
in all sports and for e dated information about the standards and
practices of the Affiliated Boards o ficials.

2 Minimum `,"c score for both theoreti d practical examinations must be
met as stated. In the event the practical exa tion is not required, theoret-
ic4 minimuai scores apply.

Applies to those examinees who receive certification after September 1,
1975.
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5. Qualified to judge any Class I competition up to and including
the Regional level in any geographical area

State Official Class II

I. Minimum grade' theOretical and practical,3 j1111
2. Eligibility 18 years of age; must have previously attained a

minimum of Associate rating
3. Duration until December 1980 (throughout the Olympiad);

must judge three meets per year and file reports to maintain
status

4. Examination content
a. Practical optional exercises in all four events
b. Theoretical 50 questions Class H (Intermediate) Compul-

sories and 5.0 questions general knowledge
5. Qualified to judge Class II competitions up to and including

the State level in any geographical area; must maintain active
status at State Rating-Class II for one year before being elig-
ible to take the Class I rating examination.

Associate Official Class II

I. Minimum grade' theoretical and practical,3
1 Eligibility 16 years of age; must have previously attaine51 a

minimum of Ap'prentice rating
3. Duration until December 1980 (throughout the Olympiad);

must judge three meets per year and file reports- to maintain
status

4. Examination content
a. Practical optional exercises in all four events
b. Theoretical '50' queltions Class II (Intermediate) Compul-

sories and 56 questions general knowledge
5. Qualified to fudge any Class II sectional, local, or state com-

petition in My geographical area; must maintain active status
at Associate Rating-Class II for one certification year before
heins eligible to takethe Class I rating examination

Appftntice Offitial Sirs 111

1 .% lbfirijtum g=de2 theoreziLa- 1 only,3 70%
2.. Fligi obits. 16 years of age
7. Duration Lin* December 1980 (throughout the Olympiad);

mutt ji.itiv three mats per year and file reports to maintain
status )
Examination cor Lent
theoreicals .50 questions on Class II (Beginning Level)
Compulsories:

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS' RATINGS IN GYMNASTICS, 113
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5. Qualified to judge any Class III meet in any geographical aria.;
must maintain active status at Apprentice. Rating-Class III fgr
one certification year before being eligible to;take the ClassIl
examination .

Emblem and Uniform A
Gymnastics officials should wear a skirt and withus writh blue

jacket or blazer, 6r a dress or pants suit may be ufl e official
shirts and emblems for other sports are available from the Hanold
Company, Sebago Lake, Maine 04075. When ordering, send dress
size and check or money order for correct amount. Rhyone may
order the official shirt. A current rating card must accompany an
individual's order for an emblem; however, it is not necessary to
send a rating card when ordering a shirt.

An affiliated board may wish to hate a supply oshirts or em-
blems for distribution to newly rated 'officials. A quantity order
may be placed only by the affiliated board chairperson. It is not
necessary that the chairperson's rating card be encloitpit but full
payment must accompany the order.

Prices: Wash-and-wear shirt, 67.50; knit jusey with zipper neck,
$13.50; navy flannel blazer, $35.00; National/State, Local, Appren-
tice, and Intramural emblems,;.$1.75. (All prices are subject to
change.)

Shipping Charge: 75 cents per order.

Recommended Fees

Lipcal boards mayeestablish or negoti*e feestthat, reflect the level'
of rating of th official as well as the type and level of conwetitionv
within their Whale. Bonds a. encouraged to establisles in con-
junctiqn with local goyerning groups. The fee4chedule*tay reflect
differential pay based upon rag levels. `,

3 REGISTRATION OF OFFICIALS 4
Most states requirehtho'se who officiate either boys' or girls'

interscholastic contests to be wgistered with the Sta\te High School .

Athletic Association of other adminOtrative body. All NAGWS/
ABO officials wlto officiate high school or junior high school games
are urgei to cooperate Pally with their state regulatory body.

'AtirOws_riArOpOroffica4
An official who wishes to maintain amateur status as a partici-

panP in a sport migt be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur status
established by various !Overning bodies for that sport.
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Amateur status is defined by high school and college governing
bodies 'as well ,as by national sport governing bodies that hold the ;
franchise from international sport governing groups.
. The official who wishes to maintain amateur status as a
pant is responsible for investigatingIthe specific regulations
governing bodylwithjurisdiction over suceligibility..

National Govirning Body for Gymnastics

The United States Gymnastics Federation is the national gove
ing, body for gymnastics in the United States; Information rega
the amateur status rulings of the USGF may be secured by
to the USGF, P.O. Box 4600, Tucson, AZ 85717.

HOW TGI3ECOME A RATED -OFFICIAL

I. StUdy the rules, the article on the . 1, s of officiating' and
theAtudy questions. ,- lb,

2. Attend interpretations meetings and ..,.; : dlinics or training
cqurses condaleted in your vicinity. . .

3.. Practice. often.- To some., officiating c , to others it
. comes only qs the result of hard work c.:,,,,,,,, tration. Wel-

come criticism and work hard to improve.._::
,..4..- .4.' RUA out frona the chairperson of the rie ted board

when examinations for ratings are to be. .,71,,,, It list. of
bOards in NAGWS Directory available front. ' 4,- .. - HPER,
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, .DC:p4-k:.. ... .'S3-..00.) .' 5. Take your rating remembering that it is tne.'..,,,ii,4*... -Affiliated
.BO'azds of Officials to maintain high standar

-....
7.-,...-

. ...

.4.; '1'". INFORMATION FOR AFFILI*TEIM Ert,,.
.,, .. 41, .i'-

H ow4to. Establish a Board of Offitials ",' : ..
. .r.,

1. Establish the need for ark, affiliated board 1S,Y, citntactin4indi-
viduals in the area laiho 'have' current rating OjWioareinter- .

.ested in standardizing and raising. the level-OliqMpating bad-
minton; basketball, cor*titive swimming and ctit..irig',. fencing,
gymnastics, soc :cW, softbaW (fast pitch and slow pitch); SY:ili7...
ronized swimming, tennk-trakk,:and field,: or volleybakt 411414
area. .=

r .7: -.:4 : * . .... :14,*
1, . Write to Edith CObanef, 40' st,,,ChairiSefson,XE 2(44., State.

'.'--- University of New YoskA Washington 'AVetiite; AlbanY;
NY 12222, for a sarapl Otgp.::*thorilferr constitution-

'.- -
and application or beta ,,g.aii affiliated boatit
for offiCials' boards and,. eo Pgti6": .0)$Proee. tp-el:1-landHandbook

! :iTA NDAFi DS. F :n1d1Ahr.:,RAVAH Gs. IA. G,I. bi TICS
. .. :: .<

-RAT
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3. At a designated meeting ouiterested individuals\present plansV., N

for forming a bOard.
a. Choose a maim which will permit expansielrof function as

need may arise; do not limit title to one sport. *.

b. From the group, eOct a chairperson, chairperson elect,
secretary, and treasukr. . ,

c. Form an examining coamittee' of at least three member's,._
for each sport in which' youkwould like to give ratings. If
any member has beentirated elsewlere, such experience
should. be helpful; such I rating is.not necessary, however.
It is suggested that; member; of ffie examining committee;
be examined and obtain ratings from46thet affiliated boards.
whenever posSible. 2r

d. Make plans for drawing up a Ronstitution according to the
sample copy received from theefast 'Chairperson. of the
NAGWS Affiliated: Boarderof.Officials. Plantdevete some
time to the study of th'e rules an 6 practice officiating. If
possible, secure the assistaxce.of som4,rafed officialnqach
sport for which the floard anticiaates giving ratitigt. ,e

4. Send the complgted application' form two copies of the lacal
constitution, and a check for $I 0 annual dneS (made-payable to
the NAGWS AffiliatedBlgards, of ;Officials) to 'the ABO PAst
Chairperson: Indicate the sporti in which.you wish' to gran.
ratings by listing the names-ana qtialifecations pf 3 interested.-
individuals: Approval of the appliCation tviti.corne from the '
Past Chairperson of the Affiliated Board's of Officiaxls who will -*

request that examination; plaektts be *it. to you Affiliated !I

Board Chairperson for all sports in which youfBOazd is audio-
rized to give ratings. The process of acspting an apflication for
affiliation of a new Board and ofire4ttestint4at the proper ex, ....

. arnination packets be sent otdinerily takes severaweeks. Prcis- '.'
pective Boards, therefore, should ffieor afaliatille at least 2
monthS before they wish to hold sating sessions.

. 5. Administer Form A of the National Thedtetical Examini 'pn. ,,. .Form B of the National Theoretical Examina may,. , -
ministered to those who did not pass4form,A. Ina& - al /
Examination may be given as a'practiCe test lo ecandTeN
pursuing ratings. . . 40. .. '

6. To cover expenses involved in.the cOnsitiction and evaluation
of written examinations, boards:should charge a fee-each time
an in *4vidual takes a written examirultiqn. TheAffiliftied ards
of Officials Treasurer must receive 50 cents fcir each writ ex-
amination given by a board. Boarcyofeeo can exceed . sgr
test in order to cover operating expenses.

7. Conduct practice sessions in rating officials. All p ns on t e
1$6 NAtWS GYMNASTIChUIDF ..



examining committee who have not previously rated officials
should have a minimum of three practice sessions prior to
actually rating. Secure the assistance of a rated official in these
practice sessions if at all possible.

8. Give practical examinations to individuals who pass the written
examination. (Note minimum number of raters required to give
various ratings on page 186.)

9. Request appropriate rating cards' from the NAGWS National
Office for distribution to those who pass the theoretical and
practical examination.

10. Send lists of approved officials to schools and other organiza-
tions in the ,area. This notice should indicate the fees for offi-
ciating and should give the name, addres rating and telephone
number of each official.

11. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Forward
these lists to the chairpersons of the Examinations and Ratings
Committees in those sports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings_ An appropriate form is included in each exami-
nation packet. Due date for submitting all forms to appro-
priate E&R personnel: June 1.

Adding Sports Expansion of Services

Should .a Board wish to add ratings in other sports, the Chair-
person of the Board should write the Examinations and Ratings
Chairperson .(E and R) in that respective sport. (Note current
NAGWS Guide for that sport to identify thename of the individual.)
The Board should indicate the names of a minimum of 3 persons
qualified to act as examiners in that sport for the next 2 years. Qual-
ifications and experience in the sport should be listed for each po-
tential examiner. Should your Board qualify, you will be notified di-
rectly by the E and R Chairperson and will receive a packet for
administering examinations.

Maintaining Affiliated Status

To main affiliated status in each sport in which it gives ratings,
a Board must:
1. Pay dues each year to the ABO Treasurer. (Notifications will be

sent each fall.)
2. Submit a yearly report to each respective E and R Chairperson

regarding the current status of rated officials. (Reports for each
sport must be submitted by June 1. Appropriate forms are
included in examination packets.)

3. Submit periodic- accountings yearly to the ABO Treasurer as to
how many examinations have been administered. (50 cents per
each examination administered is due ABO.)

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS' RATINGS.JN GYMNASTICS 187.
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VP

Note: Examination packets are mailed yearly to qualified boaids

ffigl

on:

August 1 Volleyball and Basketball

September 15 Competitive Swimming and diving, Btiginton,
Tennis

October 1 Fencing
October 15 Synchronized Swimming, Gymnastics
February 1 Fast Pitch Softball, Slow Pitch Softball
If you do not receive your packet(s) within two weeks of the

'above dates, contact the. designated E & R Chairperson for all
sports. Exception: contact the National Office for Volleyball and
Basketball packets.

188
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Techniques of Officiating Gymnastics
Revised by the ABO PRINCIPLES AND

TECHNITIUES OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

The following descriptions of techniques for gymnastics-officials
are ihtended to supplement the. official rules. -1.0s,iinportant, there-
fore; that all the sources be consulted for corryPlete understanding
of rules and officiating techniques. The interpretation, of rules, plus
the FIG Code of Points, should be used as the supplements to the
techniques stated below. Sections which have.i.been'ziworded or
clarified are designated by a check (\/). Change in techniques,are
indicated by shading.

PART1. SUGGESTED OFFICIALS .FCCIt. A MEET

SECTION 1.
Officials for a dual or three -war meet:.

1 superior judge
3-4 acting judges (depending on whether the superior judge is also

used as one of the acting judges)
1 chief scorer
2 assistant scorers
1 announcer
1 or 2 timers
2-4 runners

Officials for a larger meet:
1 meet director
1 meet referee
1 to 4 superior judges (depending on the number of events run at

one time)
3 -to 16 acting judges (depending on the number of events run at

one time and whether or not the superior judges are also used as
acting judges)

1 to 4 clerks (depending on e number of events run at one time)
1 chief scorer
2 to 8 assistant scorers, 2 at h event

°

FIG Code of Points is available from United States Gymnastics Federation,
P.O. Box 46('C. Tucson, AZ 85717. $10.50
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1 to 2 announcers.(if two events are to be run alternately, it is best
- to have two announcers, one coverinach event)
1 to 4 timers (depending whether the beam and floor exercise are

to be run simultaneously and whether one or two timers per
event are used)

At least 2 runners per event

SECTION 2.

The meet director shall
. Send out entry blanks at least two months in advance
. Obtain the facilities, and gymnastics equipment for running

the meet:
I. Gymnasiurn with all necessary apparatus
2. Special warm-up area for larger meets with ,identical ap-

paratus
3. Lockers and locker room for the competitors
4. Changing areiTar coaches and-officials (preferably another

locker room)
5. Seating arrangements for spectators
6. Seating area for teams
7. Chairs and tables for announcers, scorers and score flashers
8. Chairs for judges, runners and timers
9. P.A. system, stopwatches, paper, pencils

10. Record player, tape recorder and/or piano
11. Gymnastics chalk, batter's rosin and fine sandpaper
12. Tape measure to check the apparatus
13. Flash card(s) .

14. Awards and prominent people to present them (not neces-
sary for dual meets)

15. Equipment movers during the meet, if any equipment mov-
. ingis necessary

c. Have received the names of entries at least two -days before the
meet (unless a definite deadline for entries was set) and draw
the order of competition (drawn at random)

Note: In dual meets, the competitors will compete alternately in,
the order sent in by the coaches of the teams. The visiting
team has the choice of event(s) to go last in.

d. Designate such persons as deemed necessary for assistance in
carrying out meet director's duties.

e. Obtain judges and all other officials.
f. Determine the suitability of all apparatus and supervise its place-

ment.
g. Prepare lists of competitors for scorers, announcers, clerks, and

superior judges. Prepare worksheets for acting judges.

190
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h. Provide for an athletic trainer, nurse or physician to be present
at the ma.get.

i.-- Duplicate Abe results of 4he meet and mail them to interested
parties.

Note: In case of dual meets, these duties shall be assumed by the
home :coach or person(s) designated by the home coach.

SECTION 3.
The meet referee shall

a. See that all the rules and regulations are enforced and have the
power to disqualify competitors or judges for serious infractions
or extremely unsuitable conduct.

b. Decide on all matters.not covered bpithe rules.
c. Rule on all protests.
d. Meet with judges and coaches (separately or combined) imme-

diately prior to the meet for necessary clarifications of rules and
difficulties.

e. Check all apparatus for regulation height, width or distance.
Note: In dual meets, the superior judge may assume the additional

duties of the referee.

SECTION 4. .

The superior judge shall
a. Assign the acting judges to their places, -apart from each other,

and preferably on all sides ol4f the performing area.
b. Determine when the acting judges are alert and attentive.
c. CondAct a consultation of the judges after the first performance

in each individual event hi order to establish a common basis for
scoring the performances.

d. Counsel the judges on any gross variations in compulsory exer-,
cises.

e. Counsel the judges on any gross inadequacies of an exercise.
f. Consult with an acting judge when requested by the acting

judge.
g.. If the two middle scores are out of line according to the USGF

point spread for preliminary or final competition, the superior
judge should call a conference, review the routine, And give the
score. The middle score furthest from the score of the superior
judge must adjust so that the scores will fall within the accepted
.range. The range is. determined by the superior judge's ,score.
=MEE Preliminary Point Differences
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Superior Judge's Score - 7-.4M412
Middle Scores - ?G.5 .and 7.6
The 6.5 score must adjust to at least 7.1 to bring the scores ih

line.
Average 7.1 and 7.6 = 7.35

2. Superior Judge's Score - 8.9fsWin
Middle Scores - 9.0 and 8.4
The 8.4 score must adjust to at least 8.8 to bring the scores in

line.
Average - 9.0 and 8.8 = 8.9

The average score must. also 'be in line with fhe score of the
superior judge according to the USGF point. difference.

If the average score is out of line with the score of the superior
judge;he gymnast's score is computed .in the following manner:
1. The 2 middle scores are averaged.
2. This average score is added to the score of the superior judge.
3: This total is divided by 2 to arrive at the final or base score for

the gymnast. Thiss the official score.
mow Final Point -Differences

Superior Score -Average Score Base Score
Case 4~',N1 9.8 (.1 range) 9.5 . 19.3/1 = 9.65
Case #2 9.0 (.2 range) 8.6 17.6/2 = 8.80
Case #3 9.1 (.2 range) . . 9.5 18.6/2 = 9.30

,./In :case of protest the score may be altered to the base score, if
after consultation with the judges, the Meet Referee deems the

1 change justified.
./.1 Supervise the timers during the events in which they are active.
. Subtract from the competitor's average, if necessary, deductions

for:
_1.Time infractions
2. Going out of bounds in floor, exercise
3. Improper. attire
4. Coach talking to or making si als to a performing gymnast
5.. Gymnast -taking an extra w 1 during judges' conference
6. Gymnast failing to present erself to the head judge at the

beginning of an exercise
.1like on the duties of a meet referee in dual and three-way meets.. .
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SECTION'S.

The acting judges shalt

a. Be familiar with the rules and difficulty ratings: .

b. In case of compulsory meets, be thoroughly familiar with the
compulsory exercises and their specific deductiops.

c. Arrive at least 30 minutes before.the starting time of the meet.
d. Follow the directions of the superipPjudge.
e. Mark independently and without communicating with the other

acting judges, except in cases of conferences called by the suPe-
rior judge.

f. During short breaks in competition, stay in the proximity of the
gjemnasium and avoid any contact with coaches, competitors or
parents of the,competitors'. (All, protests or questions should be
referred to the superiOr,judge.)

g. Be as impartial and objective as possible.
h. Stay alert during long periods of judging,
i. Be able to justify a score, if called upon to do so, and have all

the major deductions-,as well as .the number. of superior and
medium difficulties listed.on the worksheet.

j. Give kedit for all wdrk done up to the point of cessation if ate
any iiiffe an exerciseis'not finished.

k. Cdme up with a score within 30 secbndof, the end' of the exec
cise.

Art Not be a parent, coach or teammate of a gymnast in the meet.-
.

SECTION 6. '4
The clerk shall .

, a. Be provided with the names of all contestants fn order of their,
performance for each event. '

b: Check the, contestants for each event and notify them of the or-
der in which they perform.

c. Be responsible for alerting the performer at the pr per time Tor
/y each event and generally expedite the meet. . .

Note; In large meets, it is helpful to have a separate efk for each
event. In case of dual meets, the duties of the clerk(s) are
assumed by the coaches or managers of the teams

,
SECTION 7.

The chief scorer shall

a. Supervise all scoring and act aS auditor-ot the-average score.
b. Be provided with worksheets for each event.
c. Supervise the recording of all scores. tp ascertain that all marks

r
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are recorded .correctly, and that the _score s crelted to the
proper contestant and to the proper.jucige. . , , e '

d. When the final results or each event.are posted, superme the. _
'placing of the contestants' marks in accordance with.iliet.of7. .

ficial rules.' . . q ,.,,. ,

e. As the'final results of each event are.deterMined, pre area state -'
e ..ment .for the meet director including the winner of. each place. .and the average sc.ore.awarded. , .. .

f. At the completion of the,meet, orri.put the scoresloi the All-
Around event and prepare a statementlfor the meet' director-on --
the winners of the event. ,

g. Audit the scoresheet and turn it over to the meet director. .
Note: In dual melts, the cite scorer shalrgiVe the results of the ...

competition, as. they, are completed, to the anno.uncer,- , 4
who will announce them to the.public.

.'

,SECTION 8.
The announcer-shall i'

' . .. ..
S. Announce the order of)t.h.e _contestants for each event, call each

contestant to for. a turn and alert' contestant next in' line..
b. Publicize the results of eacTIevent after.they liav been checked'

by .the chief scorer. .
,..- . 0c. Refrain from making personal anhpuncements-r

unleSs a true . :
emergency exists. .", -. . .-7. .

Note: 'In large' meet situations,` the Snnouncer\shalf onlyopenthe
meet, introduce the offic4a1s;and arrnynce the .order of
events and the resultor each event. AreitIng;he competi-

-tors ..at the proper' time .becomes the job` of the clerks. At
the 'conclusion of the competition; the announcer shall'
Pead the results. of tee' meet.. ° .. . ,

.. .

:t.:- ..

SECTION 9. 4 .
. A

The timer(s) shall - *. -

a. Operate watches for the following evellts: ..
- Otiorrt.rercise. The timerswill start 'their wee s at :the.m.o-..e.

rnent the competitor starts moving to music at t beginning
: of the exercise. After 1 minu,te..25. seconds, aAV:ar ng srgnah
should sound, loud enough ro b:e!heard over the thus
exercise: At 1 .5,anute 30 seconds'.tIte -signal should sound 's
again, but the watches should not .bettomilde The watc es are 2 .

stopped when the Comnetitar stops movirig'at.fhe'end the

41-e
-

. 4)
exercise.
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2. Balance beam. The timers will start their watches at the mo-
ment the competitor's feet leave the ground or.lteuther board.
After 1 minute 30 seconds, a warninrsignal should sound.
At 1 minute 35 seconds, the signal should sound agairi,- but the
watches should not be stopped. The watches are stopped.when
the competitor's feet touch the ground at the end of the dis-
mount. The watches are not stopped during the time the coni

..petitor'spends on the ground following a fall.
3. Floor exercise and balance beam. If the competitor has fin-

' ished the exercise before the minimum time, the timers should
notify the head judge. There is a .05 deduction foreach sec-
ond under the minimum time. In case of overtime (going past
'the second signal), the judges will stop booking at the exercise
as the second signal sounds. The work done after the signal is
not counted, and the penalty for overtime is .3. The superior
judge should be notified by the timers and make the -neces-
sary dedpctions.
Exception: If, on the balance beam, the second signal sounds
after the competitor has left the beam but before arrival on
the floor, there will be no deduction for overtime.

b. Time the duration of the falls as follows:
'1. In balance beam, a corhpetitor has 10 seconds to remount in

case of a fall. One of the two timers should be designated to
pay close attention to the exact time the competitor falls off,'
and call out "Exercise terminated" if the competitor has not
remounted within 10 seconds.

2. In uneven bars, a competitor has 30 seconds to remount and
continue with the exercise after'a fall from the bars. A special
timer should be assigned to the bars for this task. This special
timer activates the watch when the competitor's feet touch
the ground in the fall and stops the moment the competitor's
feet leave the ground again. If more than 30 seconds have
elapsed, the timer calls out "exercise terminated."

c. Sound the warning signals at the proper time.'
d. Notify the superior judge in case time infractions occur.
e. Notify the competitor or the competitor's coach upOn request

only. The request should be made through the superior judge
before the start of the event.

PART II. SCORING IN A GYMNASTICS MEET
SECTION 1.

II

Judges' Worksheets
a. Worksheets should be given out to every acting judge and the
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b. The worksheets should include the names of the competitors
in their competitive order and space for listing deductions,
difficulties, and the final score. Judges should also be pro' ided

. with small pads of paper which they can use in sending in their
final scores.

Names of judge Event

Competitor Difficulty
Originality
Composition

(1.5)
(0.5)

General
impression

Final Score
(1.0)

Figure 1. Sampljudge's worksheet
(floor exercise, balance beam, uneven bars)

In side horse vaulting,judges use a different worksheet (see Fig.
2). The judge's worksheets for vaulting are similar to the -ones used
in other events, but should be made-largs enough to score two sep-
arate vaults.

SECTION 2.

Scorers' worksheets
a. Scorers' worksheets (also called score sheets).should be available

to the clerks,sCorers and coaches of the teams. One of the copies,
designated aS the official score sheet, should be checked by the
chief scorer and meet director before final results are announced.

b. The scorers' worksheets for vaulting are similar to the ones used .

in other evets but should be made large enough for two sets of
' scores to fit into each square. In the 'Average' column, the better

average, of the two vaults should be circled and counted as the
competitor's score for the vaulting event.

1 (If -I
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'JUDGE'S WORKSHEET
VAULTING

Name of the judge

Competitor
t

.

Vault value

Preflight

On horse
Push.off
Afterflight
Landing

Gen..bilance

/& direction
Total

. Figure 2. Judge's sample worksheet
(side horse vaulting)

GYMNASTICS COMPETITION SCQRE SHEET ,

:,.
vs.

Date Time Place

Judges: Event

Superior . .

-
Visitors'
Averages Place

3 '
4

s'

Name
''

School

.

Judges' Sc&es
1 2 3 4

Home
Team

Averages

1

.

. .

. Figure 3. Scorer's sample worksheet
. (optional exercises/.

...
A
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The scbre sheet shown in Figure 3. is designed for dila) meet com-petition'in optional exercises only. For a triangular meet, add an-other column for visitors' averages of the third team, and enter the
names of the teams in the appropriate columns.

For meets irivolvingboth compulsory and optional exercises, it isrecommended that scorers use the score sheet shown in Figure 4.

SECTION 3.

Determining.-the average

1. The average score of the gymnast is determined by- crossing off
the highest and lowest scores awarded by the judges and averaging'the middle two.

b. In case fewer than four judges are used, all the scores should be
averaged.

. /GYMNASTICS

. .
Dafe --- Time

(name
COMPETITION SCORE SHEET

of the meet) t
' Place

Eventijudges:

Superior.
,

,

2 ,
3

4

Judge's Scores'
'Name School ! 1 2 3 4 Average Total Place

1 - , C
=Lt " , .

SECTION 4.

Determining the team score

a. For dual or triangular meets., each team can enter any number of
competitors, provided the number of gymnasts entered exceeds
the number of scores counting for the team total. The recom-
mensled'number of scores.to count in each event is five. The team
score is- the total of the designated number-of scores from nob;
exercise, balance beam, vaulting and uneven bar's.
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b. In large , regional,. etc.), the number of entries from
each t ecided by the meet director. The recom-
mend isik peiteam event, "with the top NI
scores eam total. In this case, the top gii s c b r e s

i earned by rs of a team in each*event will be totaled
for the event total of four event scores makes up the
team score. . .

c. In meets where pulsory and optiOnal exercises are used,.
the team will earn ores one for compulsory exercises and
one for optional exer The scores can be added for the final
team score. :404!"OPW:#1K111.1.1.,

..
SECTION- S.

Determining the' ound score
a -

a. The average sco ed by a competitor in faulting, uneven
bars, balance bea nd floor exercise will be totaled for the all -
around score:

b. In meets where both compulsory and optional exercises are used,
.a competitor earns to all-around scores one for comptilsory
-exercises and one for optional exercises. These scores can be
added for the competitor's final all-around score. A

c. Winning the all-around does not add to the team point total. It is
an individual honor.

SECTION 6.
Determining the scoring method

a. Both open and closed scoring methods are acceptable. in meets .
below national championship level.

b. National and international meets should use the closed method
suggested by FIG_

c. Explanation of the methods.
Closed method.-Judges arrive,at theifscores iii'dependently. Run -
ners carry the-scores to the head judge, who determines whether

ey are in range. Then the scores are carried to the scorers'
able. From here, the scorers take over, working out the averages

and.recotcling the seores on their. worksheets. The public does
notsee the individual judge's score, only the average.
Open. method. Judges arrive at their scores _independently. The
scores are sent or flashed to the superior judge. After.determining;
that the scores are in range, the superior judge signals to the flash-
ers and the scores are shown to the public. Scorers copy the
scores from the flash cards as they are shown, working out the
averages.
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d. In each case, the competitor's average i,s flash-id-froth the scorers'
table. after it has been computed and double-checked. -

e. The meet should not be iheld up for. the average to be flashed. If
necessary, it can . be armbunced after the next competi1dr hasecompleted the rolitilYe.

f. To save time in vaulting everris',, only 'the' best averageof the two
is flashed to the audience, However,. the coach or spotter of a
competitor can request; befole the first vault is executed, that the,
head judge inform the competitor of the averageof the first vault,
if this could be instrumental in selecting another vault for the
second attempt.

PART III:ORDER OF EVENTS
SECTION 1..

Large open meets.

The order of events for large open meets should be determined by*
the availability of space, the number of 'entries per event, and the
number _of events run at one ,time. Any practical combination is,
acceptable, as Pang as it is known to the competitors ahead of time.

SECTION 2.'
. Dual and triangular meets

_f
In dual and 'triangular meets, the following ,order of events has

been accepted by most areas, since it correspcnds with' the inter-
Rational rules:

Vaulting ,

Uneven parallel bars
Balance beam
Floor exercise

PART IV. EQUIPMENT AN_ D PERFORMING AREAS
SECTION 1. '. ,

Measurenients and dimensions

dimensibns.of the apparatus specified here are those pub-
lished tiy the _International' Gymnastics Federation. Variations
from the measurements.rnay be approved by mutual agreement of
the parties involved, provided they meet the standards. '

-

..This'will wpri,only -with the closed scoring method. If the open method is
use4.all scoresstkuld be flashed. -,
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b. The measurements"here include. both the metric and the line
neasurements. The lineir measuretnent is based upon the -a
version of one centimeter equaling 0.03937 of an inch and one
meter equ ling.39.3f inches, figured to the nearest tenth of an

. inch.
C. Floor exercise: The dimensiOn of the area shall be aminimum of
s 12m x 12m (39'4Y2" x- 39'4'.4 ") clearly marked with white lines

in an area of at least 14m x 14m (45' 11 3/16" x 45'11 3/16").
Indoor area should be a wooden floor without grodves. It is rec-
ommended that the construction be a double elastic floor coy-
ered.with soft material such as a carpet of soft feIV5nim (3/16")
thick and covered witty canvas forprotection. If the competition

- is held outdoors, a lawn is prepared and contestants shall have
the choice of lawn as wooden floor.

Note: . Special floor exercise mats, put out by equipment compan-
.

ies, are acceptable as long istheir overall n;keasurements are
correct. .

d. Uneven (asymmetric) parallel bars. The height of the upperebar
shall be 2.30m (7' 6 9/16"), measured from the top of the bat to
the floor. The height of thedower bar shall be 1.50m (4$'
11 1/16"). The bars shall be placed on a level ind stable founda-
tion wilt fastenings to the floor or groimd. The area beniath the
bars shall be padded sufficiently with a minimum of 6ern and
a maximum of 12cm -of matting for safety and to provide a soft
landing.

e. Balance beam. The-height of the beam shall be 120cm (3'1114")
measured frOm the floor to the top of the beam. The length 01211
be 5m (16'4").Tfie cross-section of the beam shall be: thickness
at widest part, 130mm (5_ 1/8") and 100mm (3 15/16")-at upper
and lower margins; depth 160mm (6 5/16").7
'40-111ftr!.0#4;g:.-,00.0-47=.00bilge;lik,ittlIR.

The beam= must be .placed on a level and stable foundation. T e
suppOrts should'be constructed to provide maximum stability
and not to interfere with the performer in any way. If possible,'
the -supports should be fastened to the floor or ground. The area
beneath the beam shall be padded sufficiently :-.A1-

70.f:'fie*:;#4.104)46m-: iliiktiCRW4rnyatrkti)WASige:
:44*t_dikAtkeitigailigr

f. Vaulting horse. The height of the horse shall. e 1.20m (3' 111/4)",
measured from the floor .to the top of the horse at the saddle.
The vaulting horse "should be placed on a lever and stable founda-
'tion and, where possible, fastened to .the floor or Bound. The
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area oz the landing sici; of the vultin horse shall be added
sufficiently to afford a Sbft landing.

g. Migaiiidg The length of the board shalSbe 1.20M X4714").
The width shall be .(6r0cm (23 5/8") and the tediraiMISEE
All manufactured 'boards that meet these' specifications are ac-
ceptable.

h. Mats. The mats may be up to 4" in thickness.
Notes,

-FIG suggests that countries use their native rather than
imported equipment providing that the eqUipment meets
FIG specifications.

QUESTIONS' ON TEC)-1NIQUES
Questions concerning officiating techniques in gymnastics
should be directed to:

JOANNE PASQUALE
204 South Annin
Fullerton, CA 92631
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Gymnastics Study Questions 1

Revised by the ABO Gymnastics
Examinations and Rating Committee

INSTRUCTIONS: Reel each question careQully and select the best
foil which answers the question.

GENERAL KNOWLED6E
1. What is the penalty,if the gymnast changes or omits a small part

of the routine?
a. 0.10
b. 0.30
c. 0.40
d.. 0.50 .

2. Which penalty is not correct concerning regulations for, the
coach?
a. Cbach signals to gymnast. -0.30
b. Coach speakkto gymnast. -0.50
c. Coach stands between the bars. -0.50
d. Coach stands between the board and the horse -1.00

3.' According to the -FIG Code of Points, what is the maximum
difference that may exist between an 8.6 average of the two
middle scores and the score of the superior judge in preliminary
competition?

0
b. 0.30
c. 0.50
d. 1.00

4. What is the penalty if the coach blocks the judges' view during`a
performance?
a. No penalty
b. 1.0
c. 0.5
d. -p.3

OPTIONAL ROUTINES .

5. Which point value is incorrect for optional routine?
a. Execution and amplitude.,
b. Value of each medium difficulty.
c. The originality and value of connection.
d. General impression.

GYMNASTICS STUDY QUESTIONS 20-
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6. Which of the following penalties is considered a medium fault?
a. Slight break in the rhythm.
b. Coach speaking' to the gy nast during the routine.c.' presentation before la after exercise.
d. .Distinct eorrection by 1 profound stepg or hops.

7. Wharcombination of penalti s results in the largest deduction?
a. Slight lack of amplitude and touching floor slightly withone foot.
b. Aid by coach during the exercise and an uncertain or heavy. landing.
c. The coach blocks the view of the judges and the gymnast

falls to the hips upon landing.
d. Coach signals, to the gymnist and aid by the c ch upon

landing.
8. In competition the gymnast received 3.0 for the ficulty in

the optional routine. Which of the following combinations
would meet the,requirements for difficulty?
a. Three superior and four medium elements of difficulty.
b. Two superior and four medium elements of difficulty.c.' Four superior and two medium elements of difficulty.
d. Three supericir and two medium elements of difficulty.

9. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Reserve judges evaluate the entire routine.
b. ' The base store is computed by adding the score of the

superior judge to the average score and then dividing by
c. Medium difficulties .may not be replaced by su'perior dif-

- ficulties.
d. Sirhple series are repetitions of different-elements from dif-

ferent structure groups.
10.' Which of the following deductions is incorrect?

a: A fall on the knees on the landing. -0.5b. Falling on the hip on the landing. -0.5c. Supporting the hands on the floor upon landing. -0.5d. Fall out of balance with support of the body against
the horse. -1.0

11. Which of the following skills is rated superior in difficulty dur-.
^ ing a routine on the bars?

a. Hock swing backward to rear support.
b. Front hip circle to handstand on low bar.
c. Rear lying support, hands on high bar, shoot through .to

rear support on high bar.
d. Front hip circle on low bar free to catch in hang on. high

bar.
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12. 'What is the' alidired!maximum length of time for a beam exer-
cise before gi overtime penalty is atsessed?
a. 1 minute and 15 seconds.
b. 1 minuteand 25 seconds.
c. 1 minute and 35 seconds.
d. 1 minute antf45 seconds.

13. Which statement is incorrect for floor exercise?
a. The music may begin before the gymnast starts to move.

'Ob. A gymnatt may step on the boundary line but not over it.
c. Deductions-for out-of-bounds are made by each judge.

. d.. The tirpe limit is 1 minute and 1 minute 30 seconds.

COMPULSORY ROUTINES
14. Which ele.ment has bee; Omitted in the following section of the

beginning compulsory bar routine: straddle sole circle high bar
1/2 turn left, false wrap 'with deep pike, backward swing and pike
to double leg stem rise, kip down, thigh roll to front support onlow bar. I
a. Ftont hip circle high bar.
b. Back hip circle high bar.
c. Front seat cir,cle low bar.
d. Stride circle low bar.

15. What is the deduction for insufficient 'amplitude on the re-
verse kip swing prior to the dismount on the advanced bar rou-
tine?
a. 0.10
b. maximum of 0.20
c. up to 0.30 -

d. 0.40 _ -
16. What is the deduction if the gymnast performs a back shoulder '

roll instead of *a backward roll in the beginning, beam routine?
a. .0.20
b.. 0.30 '
c. 0.40
d. 0.50

17. Which movement follows the abstract scale in the intermediate
bearriroutine?
'a. 1/2 turn left in squat position.
b. two chasses on the left.
c. one chasse on left.
d. % turn left, step sideward right, draw feet together.

18. The dismount for the advanced beam routine mayTheperformed
to the left or the right. Which of the following is contct,for the
dismount?
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a. Cartwheel onto both hands, pick up' the far arm making 'h
turn off to a stand with the hand on the beam.

b. Cartwheel °lit° the first arm, V4 turn off to a stand with the, hancton the beam.
c. Cartwheel onto the far arm,'/ turn off to a stand with the

hand on the beam,
d.' Cartwheel 'A turn outward off-the end of the beam.

11. What is the sequential order o'mdvements involvingthe hand-
stand forward roll in the beginning-floor routine?
a. Handstand forward roll, knee, spin, dive forWard roll,

chainee turn,
b. Dive forward roll, handstand forward roll, knee spin,

- chainee turn.
c. Handstand forward roll, knee spin, chainee turn, dive for-

ward roll.
d. Handstand forward roll, chainee turn, dive forward roll,

knee spin.
20. Which of the following is not considered a major element in the

intermediate floor routine?
a. Back walkover.
b. Split.leap.
c. Splits (on the floor, left leg forward).
d. Front handspring.

21. Which of the-following general" faults and penalties is not cor,
rect for floor exercise routines?
a. Improper rhythm during lefobatic or tumbling

elements 0.20
b. Error in line of direction of inajOr element 0.10
c. Steps and turn net on balls of feet when

. indicated - 0.20
d. Lack of lightness'on acrobatic or tumbling

elements 0.20
. 22. Which of the following deductions is incorrect in relation to. the

'dive tensica in the intermediate or advanced floor routine?
a. Dive, walkover instead of dive tinsica - 0.50

b Insufficient. amplitude on dive tinsica 0.30
. c. Omission of dive before tinsica - 0.30

d. Siniultineous hand contact orithe dive tinsica - 0.20
23. When is a compulsory vault scored zero?

a. The vault attempted is from an entirely different family of
vaults.

Ab: The feet come to rest on the horse.
, c. A spotter assists during the on-flight.

. d. All of the above are applicable.
24. WhiCh deduction is correct for the begi4ining.compulsory vault?
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a. O.50 -' falling;aff balande and jeaning against the horse.
b. '1.00 - support of one or both hands on floor upon land-

ing. -
. .

c. 1.00 - coach between the board and the horse.
d. 1.50 - assistance of coach during landing.

25. 'What is the penalty for alternate repulsidn (rush-off) of the
hands? . .

.

a. Up to 1.50. ,

b. Cfp to 1.00.
c. Up to 0.50.

,d. Up to 0.30.

ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

1. a. General Faults and Penalties for Compulsory Exercises.
2. d. FIG Article.I2, General Table of Faults, pages 8-9.
3. c. , FIG Article 1
4. d. FIG Article 12, General Table of Faults, page 9.

OPTIONAL ROUTINES
5. a. FIG Aricle 7, page 5:
6. d. FIG Article 12, General Table of Faults, pages 8-9.
7. b. FIG Article 12, General Table of Faults, pages 8-9.
8. a: FIG Article 7, page

b. FIG Article-1,7 pages 4, 5, 6.
10. d. FIG Article 11, page 7.
11. b. FIG. Article 14, page 38.
12: c. FIG Article 15, page 57.
13. d. FIG Article 1, page 4, Article 16, pages 79, 80

COMPULSORY ROUTINES
14. b. Beginning Compulsory Text, VIII-2.
15. c. Specific Penalties Advanced Bars VIII, 2.
16. d. Specific Penalties Beginning Beam, Major. Element.
17. c. Intermediate Compulsory Text, VII-2.
18. b. Advanced Compulsory Text, X-1.
19. c. Beginning Compulsory Text, V d VI.
20. c. Specific Penalties Intermediat r, Major Elements.
2.1. b. Compulsory Text, 'General is and Penalties for Floor

Exercise.
22. c. Specific Penalties, Change in Major Element.
23.-,d. Compulsory Vaulting;General Deductions.
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24. a. Beginning Compulsory Deductions, Coaching and Spotting

Errors.
25. d. Comp ory Deductions Repulsion.

EStIONS ON.THEORETICAL EXAMINATIONS
Inquiries' concerning these study questiops or on the

theoretical examinations should be directed to:.

LU WALLACE
1664 Lakewood Dr.
Orem, UT 84057
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY Lir.
SPORTS GUIDES, RULEBOOKS,-TIPS &TECHNIQUES BOOKS

See listing inside front cover.

SCOREBOOKS
Available for basketball, field hockey, softball and volleyball

SELECTED-SPORTS ARTICLES
Available for archery, basketball, field hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse,

and riding.

NAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

AIAW HANDBOOK and DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH EWOLVING FEMALE SUB-

JECTS
EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN
LEAGUE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLS INTER-

SCHOLASTIC SPORTS A SUGGESTED GUIDE
MOTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS II and III
RIDING STANDARDS (Revised 1978)

RELATED AAHPER PUBLICATIONS
COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX IN PHYSICAL EDUCATIOND

SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS
DRUGS AND THE COACH
THE WINNING EDGE (sports psychology)
NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES
PROGRAMS THAT WORK TITLE IX
RULES FOR COEDUCATIONAL'ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS
SPORTS SKILLS TEST MANUALS (for archery, basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball)
INTRAMURAL IDEAS
INTRAMURAL PORTFOLIO,
SAFETY IN TEAM SPORTS
SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL SPORTS
SAFETY IN-AQUATIC ACTIVITIES

For cdrrent prices and order information, write AAHPER Promotion
Unit, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washingto, D.C. 20036.
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